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ITS Architecture Conformity with National Requirements

The State of Maryland has complied with the requirements of the “Intelligent
Transportation Systems Architecture and Standards,” as mandated by the Federal
Highway Administration (23 CFR 940) and supported by the Federal Transit
Administration.
The following policy objectives are enumerated in 23 CFR 940.5: “ITS projects shall
conform to the National ITS Architecture and standards in accordance with the
requirements contained in this [Federal rule]. Conformance with the National ITS
Architecture is interpreted to mean the use of the National ITS Architecture to develop a
[R]egional ITS Architecture, and the subsequent adherence of all ITS projects to that
[R]egional ITS Architecture. Development of the [R]egional ITS Architecture should be
consistent with the transportation planning process for Statewide and Metropolitan
Transportation Planning.”
The Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture was developed to address these specific
policy objectives. The resultant Architecture is consistent with statewide and
metropolitan transportation planning processes.
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Introduction

This document updates the Statewide Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
Architecture for the State of Maryland. It identifies existing and planned ITS projects
across the State and the Architecture “Elements” associated with those projects. It
defines the relationships among the Elements and describes the flow of information
between Elements. The document also presents an ITS “operational concept” and
identifies key ITS Stakeholders and agreements.
This Statewide ITS Architecture is the result of intensive data-gathering, research, and
planning activities conducted over four distinct time periods: 1999-2001, 2004-2005,
2008-2009, and throughout 2016. All efforts were performed under the auspices of the
Maryland State Highway Administration (MDSHA) and its Coordinated Highways Action
Response Team (CHART). The Baseline ITS Architecture, completed in 2001, was
prepared and compiled by the ITS Working Group within the ITS Maryland Chapter of
ITS America with assistance from the University of Maryland’s Center for Advanced
Transportation Technology (UMD-CATT). The first and second published versions of the
Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture were organized, generated, and assembled, in
2005 and 2009 respectively, by Kapsch TrafficCom (formerly Telvent Farradyne) for
MDSHA with support from UMD-CATT and FHWA. This 2016 version, compiled by
Kapsch TrafficCom, updates the 2009 document.
The Statewide ITS Architecture offers a “backbone” for future ITS planning. It is a “living”
document that must be updated and amended routinely. This 2016 Update is compliant
with the requirements of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA). See Appendix D – Compliance Matrix.

2.1 Architecture Overview
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) refer to a cluster of technologies and
operational enhancements that are applied to roadways, and work together to optimize
traffic flow and maintain safety for roadway users. Examples of ITS technologies include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced signal systems.
In-vehicle signing.
Dynamic message signs.
Highway advisory radio.
Automatic vehicle location systems.
Electronic payment systems.

When effectively implemented, ITS technologies and procedures are frequently able to
optimize the operations efficiency of the existing transportation infrastructure. The
deployment of these technologies can help to: (1) maximize mobility, (2) manage
capacity, (3) minimize and control congestion, (4) improve safety, (5) support enhanced
security, and (6) communicate information and advisories to travelers.
An ITS Architecture is the framework that: (1) identifies the ITS subsystems, and (2)
defines the interconnections and informational flows among those subsystems.
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A Statewide ITS Architecture refers to a specific architectural framework that shares
common ITS technologies, institutions, needs, and interests across a single, interlinked
geographic area, which can be used to facilitate planning of future ITS projects.

2.2 Architecture Utility
Developing, maintaining, and utilizing a Statewide ITS Architecture offers a range of
significant benefits. These benefits include the following:

•

•

•

•

Enables ITS project planning and deployment to occur across the State in an
organized and coordinated manner. It offers a framework for Stakeholders in the
State to systematically identify and evaluate prospective solutions and
enhancements that may satisfy transportation needs in the State. Thus,
Stakeholders across the State may use the Architecture to plan their ITS projects to
support statewide goals and priorities. This includes the identification of Stakeholder
facilities that share information, and the type of information being shared, which, in
turn, can be used to define potential project needs and coordination. Moreover,
utilization of the Statewide Architecture also helps to ensure consistency among
state, regional, and local planning processes.
Promotes ITS interoperability across State jurisdictions. The Architecture
reveals to Stakeholders the key interrelationships presently established in the State
and those planned for the future. These interrelationship requirements identify those
areas where operational or technology bridges to multiple agencies are needed. In
this way, the Architecture helps to anticipate and plan for the integration of
requirements between state, regional, and local systems. Significantly, the
Architecture promotes adherence to consistent and uniform standards across the
State. By its very nature, it also ensures consistency in documentation of ITS
Elements.
Establishes institutional mechanisms that promote the development and
deployment of ITS projects. The Architecture compels the State to set up forums
for the discussion of statewide transportation requirements. These forums, in turn,
encourage the building of relationships among transportation professionals and
Stakeholders across the State – these professionals are thereby given opportunities
to understand the needs, issues, constraints, etc., of other transportation sectors. As
the statewide dialogue expands, institutional barriers tend to crumble and the
integration of disparate goals, concepts, approaches, and solutions is increasingly
possible. With this institutional integration comes the sharing of technologies and
information, so that innovative, statewide thinking becomes a guiding principle in
transportation planning as new, synergistic relationships take hold.
Encourages efficient investment. As prospective new ITS projects are identified in
the State, they can be documented in the Statewide ITS Architecture and their
interrelationships with existing and planned components assessed. This lessens the
probability that a particular project will result in a “dead-end” investment. That is,
using the Architecture, a project will use the ITS standards of the National ITS
Architecture commonly used throughout the State, and be congruent and
complimentary to the characteristics of existing and planned projects. It also helps
planners to identify and invest in projects capable of addressing multiple needs, such
as automated vehicle location (AVL) systems, that can both improve on-road
performance and inform customers of status conditions. In general, the Architecture
offers statewide Stakeholders a basis for prioritizing ITS projects and making sound
investment choices.
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Satisfies the Federal mandate. The FHWA mandate required that Statewide ITS
Architectures be completed by April 2005, in order for Stakeholders in the State to
continue using Federal funds for the development and deployment of ITS projects.
To this end, the development, maintenance, and declaration of Statewide ITS
Architectures are necessary for continued access to Federal funds for ITS
deployment.

Developing and adopting a Statewide ITS Architecture sets the stage for statewide
strategizing, prioritizing, and deploying of specific ITS projects.

2.3 Architecture History
Development of the Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture began in 1999. Oversight for
the effort was assigned to the Maryland ITS Working Group (MITS-WG), a committee
formed under ITS Maryland – a state chapter within the national organization, ITS
America. MITS-WG was tasked with managing development of a Statewide Architecture
that would provide “an overall framework for ITS deployments at local and regional
levels.” Through a plethora of inputs from Stakeholder agencies, and corresponding
outreach activities, the 2001 Baseline ITS Architecture was developed. The Baseline
Architecture was subsequently used to plan specific center-to-center interfaces, such as
between CHART and Montgomery County’s Advanced Transportation Management
System (ATMS). It was also used to assess project-level conformity for such initiatives
as the Maryland State Police Mobile Command Bus.
In preparing the 2001 Baseline, a “generic” approach was employed to identify
interconnects and Architecture flows for general types of centers and systems. This
generic approach minimized the size of the Architecture in terms of interconnects and
information flows, and helped make it easier to comprehend and use the Architecture.
In late 2004, MDSHA determined that the update and publication of its Statewide ITS
Architecture was desirable. Significantly, Federal rulemaking actions required completion
of Regional ITS Architectures by April 2005, and MDSHA realized that the 2001 Baseline
did not address all the requirements of the Federal rule. Since preparation of the
Baseline, new user services also had been added to the National ITS Architecture,
which were not reflected in the original compilation. Additionally, in 2004-2005, the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) began updating its own
Regional ITS Architecture. This Architecture covered the Metropolitan Washington area,
including a portion of Maryland. The importance of ensuring that the Maryland and
MWCOG Architectures were complementary and compatible was understood and
appreciated. Finally, the 2001 Baseline had never been published in the form of a final
report and was accessible to ITS Stakeholders in limited form only.
In early 2005, MDSHA enlisted Kaspch TrafficCom (formerly Telvent Farradyne) to
assist with the update of the Architecture. An ITS Architecture Advisory Panel (IAAP),
comprised of knowledgeable representatives from MDSHA, CHART, UMD-CATT, and
FHWA, was appointed to guide and monitor the update process. Upon its appointment,
the IAAP made several key decisions, as follows:

•

The Region would be defined as the entire State of Maryland for purposes of
updating the ITS Architecture. In other words, ITS activity across the State would be
represented using a single Architecture.
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The updated Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture (MD Architecture) would utilize a
hybrid approach to defining Architectural Elements. A combination of “generic” and
“specific” Elements would be used to depict pertinent relationships. The use of
specific Elements would be expanded in future updates to the Architecture.
Naming conventions common to both the Maryland and MWCOG Architectures
would be employed in order to ensure consistency and compatibility. This would
require coordination and careful review between the Maryland and MWCOG efforts.
One such Element was identified as MATOC/RITIS (Metropolitan Area
Transportation Operations Coordination/Regional Integrated Transportation
Information System), and would support cross-jurisdictional information-exchange
activities in the National Capital Region (NCR). Although the system did not yet exist,
the planning process had progressed to the point that MATOC/RITIS could be
expected to be an important feature in future transportation operations activities in
Maryland and the NCR.

The 2005 update to the MD Architecture was completed in March 2005. The update
produced the first Statewide Architecture within Maryland that was fully compliant with
USDOT ITS Architecture requirements.
The MD ITS Architecture was formally validated by stakeholders in 2009. Information
updates were gathered from stakeholders through a variety of forums (e.g., ITS Project
Conformity Package submittals, updates from ITS architectures from surrounding
regions and states) including a series of stakeholder validation sessions. At these
sessions, stakeholders reviewed a “Strawman” Architecture for completeness and
accuracy, and corrected errors and deficiencies.

2.4 2016 Update Approach and Summary
The 2016 update to the MD Architecture builds on the 2009 effort. This represents an
intermediate level update by focusing on inputs from key stakeholder agencies, which
include CHART, MTA, MDTA and other readily available ITS project information in the
State of Maryland. The update process involved collecting pertinent information from
stakeholder agencies, including the following:

•
•
•
•

ITS Project Conformity Package submittals (see Section 2.5, below, for information
on demonstrating project conformity with the ITS Architecture).
Information on completed, new, and planned ITS Projects from selected
stakeholders – CHART, MTA, MDTA and local agencies within Maryland.
Information on new and updated stakeholder initiatives and information-exchange
relationships, including RITIS and MATOC.
Discussions were also conducted to clarify or research specialized topics, as well as
to ensure that important subjects were reviewed by knowledgeable agency
personnel.

After the necessary background information on ITS activities across the state was
collected, a “Strawman” – or draft – Architecture was generated. The Strawman
Architecture arrayed all ITS project information in a common format so that stakeholders
could review the material in its entirety for completeness and accuracy.
The validation effort was conducted in a day-long workshop attended by regional
stakeholder groups involved in traffic management, traveler information, and
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incident/emergency management. During the session, the descriptions, interconnects,
and architecture flow diagrams for six (6) Elements were reviewed for completeness and
accuracy.
The following Elements were the focus of the validation session:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Traveler Information Devices
CHART Centers
Local TMCs
Vehicles
Emergency Operations Centers
Emergency Vehicles

Stakeholder inputs and other comments were documented throughout the validation
process. Validation edits and comments were incorporated, as appropriate, into the final
2016 MD Architecture. Below is a high-level summary of the most significant updates
included in the 2016 MD Architecture:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Updated the definition of “CHART Centers”.
Added flows to reflect vehicle-to-infrastructure functionality based on current and
planned operations and activities.
Updated the “MDTA Authority Operations Centers” elements to show existing and
planned vehicle probe technology.
Removed the “Freeway TMCs” and “Other Freeway TMCs” elements.
Updated several elements to reflect sharing of incident information and traffic images
with the CHART system.
Updated the “RITIS” Element to reflect current and planned functionality.
Updated Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) to reflect existing and planned
systems and functions.

2.5 Accessing the Architecture
The Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture is accessible on-line using the following
hyperlink: http://itsmd.org/resources/maryland-its-architecture. From this website, the
Architecture document may be downloaded and viewed in its entirety in portable
document format (PDF). Additionally, Section 5 – Statewide ITS Architecture, is
searchable on-line using any of the following procedures:

•
•
•

Click on “Elements” and select an Element from the list.
Click on “Stakeholders” and select a Stakeholder and then an Element.
Click on a subsystem on the “Subsystem Diagram” and then select an Element.

The PDF file containing the “interconnect” and “information flow” diagrams for the
specified Element is available for download on the website.
A companion document, Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture: Conformity Form
Package, accessible from the website, has been developed for Stakeholder agencies to
complete and submit to the IAAP to determine Statewide ITS conformity of planned ITS
projects and expansions. This document describes the process and procedures used to
determine whether a planned ITS project conforms to the MD Architecture, and must be
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done early in the planning process. The Conformity Package should be completed for all
Maryland ITS projects, regardless of the sources of funding.

2.6 Maintaining and Updating the Architecture
As ITS projects are planned and implemented, the MD Architecture will continue to need
updating to reflect shifting and emergent ITS priorities and strategies. It will need to grow
and adapt as plans change, ITS projects are implemented, and ITS needs and services
evolve across the State. The following circumstances and conditions could potentially
trigger the need to change or update the Architecture:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As new Stakeholders become active in ITS, the Statewide ITS Architecture will need
to be updated to reflect the ITS Elements, interconnects, and information flows
pertaining to those new Stakeholders.
Expansion or changes to the scope of services encompassed by the Statewide
Architecture.
Changes to the National ITS Architecture (e.g., discontinued information flows or
implementation of new information flows).
Changes in Stakeholder or Element names.
Updates to the Architectures in surrounding jurisdictions.
Changes due to ITS project definition or implementation.
Changes due to project additions or deletions.
Changes in project sequences, etc., that may impact priorities.

Ensuring currency of the Architecture will enable Stakeholders to use it as a technical
and institutional reference when developing specific ITS project plans.
MDSHA’s CHART program oversees the update and maintenance of the MD
Architecture. It is expected that the Architecture will be routinely updated every several
years.

2.7 Document Organization
The Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture is presented in six (6) principal sections, as
follows:
Section 1 – ITS Architecture Conformity Statement
Section 2 – Introduction
Section 3 – Architecture Scope
Section 4 – Architecture Components
Section 5 – Statewide ITS Architecture
Appendices
These sections are described in more detail below.
Section 1 – ITS Architecture Conformity Statement: Contains background information
and establishes that Maryland meets the USDOT standards for a conforming ITS
Architecture.
Section 2 – Introduction: Contains background information and establishes the context
for the MD Architecture effort. This section examines the utility of the Statewide ITS
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Architecture, summarizes the history of the Architecture, discusses maintenance of the
Architecture, and covers general strategies for accessing the Architecture.
Section 3 – Architecture Scope: Summarizes the scope of the effort. It describes the
Region, emphasizing those characteristics that potentially impact transportation activities
and performance. It also identifies major ITS Stakeholders, important Stakeholder
agreements, and ITS projects across the State.
Section 4 – Architecture Components: Contains the essential “building blocks” of the
ITS Architecture. It identifies and defines each pertinent ITS Element in the State.
Elements are the organizational entities (e.g., CHART Centers, MDTA Toll Field
Equipment, Transit Management Centers, etc.) that operate in the transportation
environment. Additionally, this section defines the operational concept, functional
requirements, and interface requirements. It also identifies the applicable ITS standards.
Section 5 – Statewide ITS Architecture: Graphically displays the details of the ITS
Architecture. Each “generic” and “specific” Element is depicted in terms of the other
Elements with which it interfaces, and each “Element pair” (i.e., interconnect) is
examined in detail. The detailed pairings specify the types of information that pass
between the Elements, the direction of the information flow, and whether the flow
currently exists or is planned.
Appendices: Contains supplemental materials to assist practitioners in comprehending
the Architecture. These include, but are not limited to: (1) ITS acronyms, (2) agencies
involved in updating and validating the MD Architecture, (3) an FHWA Compliance
Matrix that summarizes conformity by the MD Architecture to the Federal requirements,
and (4) the National ITS Standards applicable to the MD Architecture.

2.8 Sample Access Scenario
The MD Architecture is intended for use as a valuable planning tool for the State. To
demonstrate this utility, the following sample scenario shows how a Stakeholder might
utilize the material presented in this document.
A transit agency planner in Maryland preparing to deploy an Automatic Vehicle Location
(AVL) system on its buses might deduce important information and insights from
consulting the MD Architecture. First, by turning to Appendix E – Element/Facility
Relationships, the transit planner can locate the agency name in the list and the related
generic Element of Transit Management Centers. Then, using the Interconnect Diagram
for Transit Management Centers, shown in Figure 2-1, the planner can examine the
range of Stakeholders (e.g., Freeway Management Agencies, Local Traffic Management
Agencies, Public Safety Agencies) that might be interested in receiving vehicle location
data and other pertinent information, and more detailed transit data.
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Figure 2-1: Transit Management Centers Interconnect Diagram
The planner would discover, for example, that connections with the Montgomery County
Transportation Management Center (TMC) are generally in place (Figure 2-2), and that
other interfaces that do not currently exist are planned for the future.
By consulting the interconnect and information flow diagrams, the transit planner might
reasonably surmise that rapid knowledge of roadway conditions could be used to help
transit vehicles avert major delays. The diagrams would also show that future “hooks”
are planned for communicating bus status data to other agencies. In this case, the
transit operator would gather road network conditions information from CHART Centers
and would be able to pass this information along to affected transit vehicles immediately,
since the AVL system displays vehicle locations.
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Figure 2-2: Transit Management Centers – Montgomery County TMC
Information Flow Diagram
Using the Turbo Architecture tool (available at no cost on the National ITS Architecture
website), the planner develops a project architecture. He/She then completes the
Architecture Conformity Package (available on the ITS Maryland website), and submits it
and the project architecture to the Maryland ITS Architecture Advisory Panel (IAAP).
The IAAP then reviews the submitted documentation to assess project conformity to the
MD Architecture, and the outcome is communicated to the submitting agency in writing.
In summary, access to the ITS Architecture enables users to view the pertinent
infrastructure before new ITS projects are undertaken. Existing and planned
interrelationships can be quickly viewed and understood, and the province of agencies
and other entities with a potential stake in the subject matter can be easily identified.
Details about the information passing between Stakeholders offer insights into optimizing
future deployments and solidifying the range of possibilities for important new projects.
The above-mentioned process is summarized by the flowchart shown in Figure 2-3
below.
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Figure 2-3: Architecture User Access Process
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Architecture Scope

3.1 Description of Region
The State of Maryland is bordered by Washington, D.C., Virginia, and West Virginia to
the south, Pennsylvania to the north, and Delaware to the east. The State consists of 23
counties and Baltimore City. Maryland has two major metropolitan areas: Baltimore and
the outlying regions of Washington, D.C. in Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties.
The Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) is comprised of six (6)
Transportation Business Units (TBUs). These are the Maryland Transit Administration
(MTA), which oversees transit services; Maryland Port Administration (MPA), which
manages the Port of Baltimore; Maryland State Highway Administration (MDSHA), which
maintains the roadways; Motor Vehicle Administration (MVA), which furnishes driver and
vehicle services; Maryland Aviation Administration (MAA), which owns and operates
Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport (BWI) and Martin State
Airport, and the Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA) that manages the toll
facilities throughout the State, including several highways, bridges and tunnels.
In addition, MDSHA administers its operations, including construction, engineering,
traffic, and maintenance across seven districts, as shown in Figure 3-1, below.

Figure 3-1: Maryland State Highway Administration Districts
Per the 2010 Decennial Census, 5.8 million people, or 1.9 percent of the nation’s
population, reside in Maryland. Table 3-1 shows the 2010 population by county and
urban area.
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Table 3-1: Maryland Population by County

County

Population

Allegany County
Anne Arundel County
Baltimore County
Calvert County
Caroline County
Carroll County
Cecil County
Charles County
Dorchester County
Frederick County
Garrett County
Harford County
Howard County
Kent County
Montgomery County
Prince George's County
Queen Anne's County
St. Mary's County
Somerset County
Talbot County
Washington County
Wicomico County
Worcester County
Baltimore City

75,087
537,656
805,029
88,737
33,066
167,134
101,108
146,551
32,618
233,385
30,097
244,826
287,085
20,197
971,777
863,420
47,798
105,151
26,470
37,782
147,430
98,733
51,454
620,961

Total Population
Maryland

5,296,486

Table 3-2 compares specific population traits in Maryland to those across the U.S.,
based on the 2010 Decennial Census. For example, the State is more diverse than the
national population – 37.9 percent of Maryland residents are classified as minorities, as
compared to 24.9 percent nationally. The median age of the population in Maryland,
38.0 years, is almost the same as the national average (37.2 years). The mean size of
Maryland families – 3.15 persons – is nearly identical to the national patterns. Per capita
income for Maryland was higher than the national average, with Maryland residents
earning $34,849 annually compared to $27,334 nationwide.
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Table 3-2: Comparison of Key Population Demographics Maryland and United
States

Demographic Factor

Maryland

United States

Total Population
% Minority Population
Median Age (In Years)
Mean Family Size
Per Capita Income

5,773,552
37.9%
38.0
3.15
$34,849

308,745,538
24.9%
37.2
3.14
$27,334

Table 3-3 compares commuting patterns between Maryland and the U.S. Similar to
national figures, 73.7 percent of Maryland workers drive to work alone. Also similar are
the percentages of Maryland and U.S. workers that carpool to work, at 12.4 percent and
12.2 percent, respectively. However, more Maryland workers (7.2 percent) use public
transportation to commute to work than do workers nationally (4.7 percent). The average
one-way commute time for Maryland workers is 31.3 minutes, higher than the 25.2
minutes for U.S. workers generally.
Table 3-3: Comparison of Commuting Patterns among Workers 16 & Over
Maryland and United States

Demographic Factor

Maryland

United States

Total Workers 16 & Over
% Commuters Driving Alone
% Commuters Carpooling
% Commuters Using Public Transportation
Mean Travel Time to Work (Minutes)

2,769,525
73.7%
12.4%
7.2%
31.3

151,373,000
76.1%
10%
5.0%
25.2

Major highways and roadways which traverse Maryland. The State’s most significant
highway corridors are identified in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Principal Highway Corridors in Maryland

Interstates
Interstate 70 (I-70)
Interstate 270 (I-270)
Interstate 83 (I-83)
Interstate 95 (I-95)
Interstate 97 (I-97)
Interstate 195 (I-195)
Interstate 395 (I-395)
Interstate 495 (I-495)
Interstate 695 (I-695)
Interstate 795 (I-795)
Interstate 895 (I-895)

United States (U.S.)
Routes
US Route 1 (US-1)
US Route 11 (US-11)
US Route 13 (US-13)
US Route 15 (US-15)
US Route 29 (US-29)
US Route 40 (US-40)
US Route 50 (US-50)
US Route 113 (US-113)
US Route 219 (US-219)
US Route 220 (US-220)
US Route 222 (US-222)
US Route 301 (US-301)
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United States (U.S.)
Routes

Interstates

US Route 340 (US-340)
US Route 522 (US-522)

Figure 3-2 depicts the locations of these key roadway systems. In general, the volume of
traffic on these highways tends to mimic the population density of the State, with the
heaviest concentrations of traffic along the Baltimore-Washington corridor.

Figure 3-2: Principal Highway Corridors in Maryland
More than 56.1 billion vehicle miles of travel were logged along Maryland state, state toll,
county, and municipal roadways in 2011, as documented in MDSHA’s Annual Mileage
Report, and summarized in Table 3-5. Approximately 3.17 billion vehicle miles of travel
occurred along the toll roads.
Table 3-5: 2003 Roadway Mileage, by MDSHA District

District

Roadway Lane
Mileage

Vehicle Miles of
Travel (in millions)

District 1
District 2
District 3
District 4
District 5
District 6
District 7
Total

1,738
1,959
3,255
2,170
2,766
1,855
2,285
16,658

2,337
3,480
16,162
14,170
8,606
3,396
7,996
56,147
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The majority of State roadways are operated and maintained by the MDSHA. However,
in addition to managing toll administrative and collection facilities, MDTA also operates
and maintains the roadways associated with its toll facilities.
Maryland maintains welcome centers and rest areas at major gateways and strategic
locations within the State. All told, MDSHA manages 10 welcome centers and MDTA
operates two full-service facilities.
The major metropolitan areas of Baltimore and Washington, D.C. have the majority of
transit operations in the State. The Maryland Transit Administration (MTA) operates the
transit system in and around Baltimore, as well as commuter lines to Washington, D.C.
This transit system includes commuter buses to Baltimore and Washington, D.C., local
bus service in Baltimore City, and mobility (paratransit) services in Anne Arundel County,
Baltimore City, and Baltimore County. Other transit services include the Baltimore
Subway, which operates seven days a week on 15.5 miles of track with 14 stations. The
Baltimore Light Rail serves the surrounding areas, and provides connections with BWI
airport and Amtrak’s Penn Station. The MARC Commuter Rail operates on weekdays in
Maryland, Washington, D.C., and the panhandle of West Virginia on 201 track miles with
42 stations. MARC provides connections with other bus and rail systems, including the
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), BWI Airport, Amtrak, the
Virginia Railway Express (VRE), and Greyhound.
WMATA operates transit services in the Washington, D.C. region, including Maryland
and Virginia. The Metrorail service operates 106 track miles and 86 stations, of which
38.3 track miles and 26 stations are in Maryland. WMATA also provides Metrobus
service to the region, and provides connections to local bus services. WMATA provided
about 350 million passenger trips in 2008.
Local bus services are usually provided by the counties, and typically include public
transit, paratransit, senior services, and accessible vehicles. County systems in
Maryland include Montgomery County Ride On, Prince George’s County TheBus,
Frederick County TransIT, and Howard County Transit. These systems, and others
throughout the State, provide transit services to residents with local needs.
National bus and rail services are available through Greyhound and Amtrak. These are
typically used for longer regional and out-of-state trips. Connections are available
throughout the State and through other transit outlets. Greyhound reports Washington,
D.C. as its fourth largest marketplace in the nation. Amtrak operates major rail service
for the Northeast Corridor of the U.S. and these services extend through Maryland.
Union Station in Washington, D.C. has almost four million riders per year and Penn
Station in Baltimore has about one million annual riders.
Major air travel in Maryland operates from BWI Airport. In 2008, 25 commercial airlines
operated out of BWI; an average of 688 commercial flights daily served more than 20.5
million passengers annually.
Commercial vehicle traffic through Maryland is also significant. Maryland has a dynamic
multimodal shipping industry. The Port of Baltimore is one of the busiest ports on the
East Coast, handling 30 million tons of cargo annually. An additional 68 million tons of
freight are transported via rail through Maryland on 760 miles of track. Rail freight is
primarily moved by CSX Transportation and Norfolk Southern Corporation.
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3.2 Stakeholder List
A “Stakeholder” is widely defined as a public agency, private organization, or the
traveling public with a vested interest – or a "stake" -- in one or more transportation
Elements within a Statewide ITS Architecture. Following this characterization,
Stakeholders for the Maryland Architecture generally own, operate, maintain, administer,
and/or plan for one or more of the transportation systems/devices/locations/vehicles
represented in Section 4.1 - Description of Elements. These agencies/organizations are
listed below:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allegany County Emergency Services and Communications
Allegany County Office of the Sheriff
Allegany County Public Works Division
Allegany County Transit
Anne Arundel County Department of Emergency Management
Anne Arundel County Department of Public Works
Anne Arundel County Fire Department
Baltimore City Department of Transportation
Baltimore City Fire Department
Baltimore City Police Department
Baltimore County 911 Central Communications Center
Baltimore County Department of Aging
Baltimore County Department of Public Works
Baltimore County Fire Department
Baltimore County Police Department
Baltimore Metropolitan Council
CapWIN Board of Directors
Calvert County Department of Public Works
Calvert County Department of Transportation
Calvert County Public Safety Department
Caroline County Department of Public Works
Caroline County Department of Emergency Services
Caroline County Sheriff’s Office
Carroll County Office of Public Safety
Carroll County Department of Public Works
Cecil County Department of Public Works
Cecil County Department of Emergency Services
Cecil County Office of the Sheriff
Charles County Sheriff’s Office
Charles County Department of Community Services
Charles County Department of Public Facilities
Charles County Department of Emergency Services
City of Annapolis Department of Public Works
City of Annapolis Office of Emergency Management
City of Annapolis Transportation Department
City of Rockville Department of Public Works
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Cumberland Metropolitan Planning Organization
Delaware Department of Transportation
District Department of Transportation (Washington, D.C.)
Dorchester County Department of Public Safety
Dorchester County Department of Land Use and Environment
Redskins Stadium Operations
Federal Highway Administration
Frederick County Citizen Services Division
Frederick County Division of Public Works
Frederick County Division of Fire and Rescue Services
Frederick County Sheriff’s Office
Garrett County Office of Emergency Management
Garrett County Sheriff’s Office
Garrett County Roads Department
Hagerstown Metropolitan Planning Organization
Harford County 911 Operations Center
Harford County Department of Public Works
Harford County Emergency Operations Center
Harford County Transportation Services
Howard County Department of Fire and Rescue
Howard County Department of Public Works
Howard County Police Department
Howard County Sheriff’s Office
Howard Transit
Hyattsville Department of Public Works
I-95 Corridor Coalition
Kent County Department of Public Works
Kent County Sheriff’s Office
Kent County Emergency Management Agency
Ravens Stadium Operations
Local Traffic Management Agencies
Maryland Aviation Administration
Maryland Department of the Environment
Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT)
Maryland Department of Transportation Office of Motor Carrier Safety
Maryland Emergency Management Agency
Maryland Port Administration
Maryland State Highway Administration – CHART
Maryland State Highway Administration Office of Traffic and Safety
Maryland State Highway Administration – Signals
Maryland State Police
Maryland Transit Administration
Maryland Transportation Authority
Metropolitan Washington Airport Authority
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
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Maryland Emergency Management Agency
Maryland Institute Emergency Management Services
Montgomery County Fire and Rescue Service
Montgomery County Department of Park and Planning
Montgomery County Department of Police
Montgomery County Department of Transportation
Motor Vehicle Administration
Port of Baltimore
Prince George’s County Department of Public Works and Transportation
Prince George’s County Fire/EMS Department
Prince George’s County Office of Homeland Security
Prince George's County Police Department
Private Sector Traveler Information and Transportation Service Companies
Queen Anne’s County Department of Emergency Services
Queen Anne’s County Department of Public Works
Queen Anne’s County Sheriff’s Department
Saint Mary’s County Department of Public Safety
Saint Mary’s County Department of Public Works and Transportation
Saint Mary’s County Sheriff’s Office
Saint Mary’s Transit System
Somerset County Department of Land Use and Environment
Somerset County Department of Public Safety
Tri-County Council for Southern Maryland
Tri-County Council for Western Maryland
Talbot County Department of Public Safety
Talbot County Department of Public Works
Tri-County Council for Southern Maryland
Town of Ocean City Transportation
University of Maryland Center for Advanced Transportation Technology
Virginia Department of Transportation
Virginia State Police
Washington County Department of Emergency Services
Washington County Department of Public Works
Washington County Sheriff’s Office
Wicomico County Department of Emergency Services
Wicomico County Department of Public Works
Wicomico County Sheriff’s Office
Wilmington Metropolitan Area Planning Organization
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority

3.3 List of Agreements
Agreements between agencies may be necessary for defining relationships and
responsibilities for all ITS components. The Mutual Aid Agreements and Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU), identified in Table 3-6, are representative of the agreements
used for emergencies and incidents, as well as agreements involving multiple agency
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coordination of transportation management and operations. Other typical agreements
are required for operations, especially those involving ITS project interoperability. These
agreements may also be referenced in emergency operations plans or transportation
plans for the various Stakeholder agencies.
Table 3-6: Regional Agreements

Title
Aberdeen Proving Ground and
Baltimore County
Aberdeen Proving Ground and
Harford County
Aberdeen Proving Ground
Community Notification of a
Chemical Accident or Incident
Aberdeen Proving Ground
Community Notification of a
Reportable Event
Aberdeen Proving Ground for
Coordination and Dissemination of
Emergency Public Education

Status

Type

Involved Agencies

Existing

MOU

Baltimore County

Existing

MOU

Harford County

Existing

MOU

Harford County

Existing

MOU

Harford County

Existing

MOU

Harford County

Anne Arundel County; Harford
County; Howard County; City of
Annapolis; Mayor and City Council
of Baltimore; and the Carroll County
Fire Chief's Association and
Baltimore County

Existing

MOU

Anne Arundel County
Baltimore County
City of Annapolis
City of Baltimore
Carroll County
Harford County
Howard County

Baltimore Community College and
Baltimore County

Existing

MOU

Baltimore County
Anne Arundel County
Baltimore City
Baltimore County
Carroll County
Harford County
Howard County
Anne Arundel County
Baltimore City
Baltimore County
Carroll County
Howard County

Baltimore Metropolitan Council
Mutual Aid Agreement for
Additional Fire Protection

Existing

Mutual Aid
Agreement

Baltimore Regional Emergency
Assistance Compact

Existing

Compact

Baltimore Washington International
Airport; Baltimore County;
Baltimore City; and Anne Arundel
County

Existing

MOU

Anne Arundel County
Baltimore City
Baltimore County

Cecil County

Existing

MOU

MDOT, Cecil County

Cecil County, Maryland, and
Harford County

Existing

MOU

Cecil County
Harford County
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Title

Status

Type

Exelon Nuclear and Harford County

Existing

MOU

Involved Agencies
Harford County

Management and Operations
Coordination Agreement between
The Maryland State Highway
Administration and The
Montgomery County Department of
Transportation

Existing

Agreement

Maryland Emergency Management
Agency and Baltimore County DEO

Existing

MOU

Baltimore County DEO
MEMA

Maryland Emergency Management
Agency and Harford County DEO

Existing

MOU

Harford County DEO
MEMA

Existing

MOU

MEMA

Existing

MOU

MEMA

Maryland Emergency Management
Agency and Maryland Defense
Force
Maryland Emergency Management
Agency and the US Department of
Agriculture

Maryland State
Highway Administration

Maryland Emergency Management
Assistance Compact

Existing

Compact

Maryland State Police

Existing

MOU

Memorandum and Operations
Coordination Agreement between
The Maryland State Highway
Administration and the Montgomery
County Department of
Transportation

Existing

Agreement

Memorandum of Regional
Cooperation - Notification of
Incidents Affecting Transportation
Systems in the Baltimore Region

Existing

MOU

Montgomery County
Department of
Transportation

Anne Arundel County
Baltimore County
Baltimore City
Carroll County
Howard County
MDOT, MSP
Maryland State
Highway
Administration,
Montgomery County
Department of
Transportation
Anne Arundel County
Baltimore City
Baltimore County
Carroll County
Harford County
Howard County
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Status

Type

Involved Agencies
Maryland Department
of Transportation
Virginia Department of
Transportation

Metropolitan Area Transportation
and Operations Coordination
(MATOC) Agreement

Existing

Agreement

District of Columbia
Department of
Transportation
Washington
Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority
Washington Council of
Governments

National Park Services

Existing

MOU

MDOT, National Park
Services

Pennsylvania Electric Company
and Baltimore County

Existing

MOU

Baltimore County

St. Mary's County

Existing

Agreement

MDOT, St. Mary's
County

Existing

MOU

Baltimore County

Existing

MOU

Baltimore County

Existing

Umbrella
Agreement

Existing

MOU

Baltimore County

Existing

MOU

Harford County

Existing

Mutual Aid
Agreement

Harford County

The Central Maryland Chapter of
the American Red Cross and
Baltimore County
Towson State University and
Baltimore County
University of Maryland
York County, Pennsylvania and
Baltimore County
York County, Pennsylvania and
Harford County
York County, Pennsylvania and
Harford County

MDOT, UMD

3.4 List of Projects
The list of ITS Projects in Table 3-7, below, as identified by the ITS Architecture Advisory
Panel (IAAP), is an extraction from the MDOT Consolidated Transportation Program
(CTP). The CTP documents all upcoming statewide transportation projects. Projects
listed as “existing” are underway and those listed as “programmed” have designated
funding and an established schedule. The CTP is updated annually and has a six-year
timeframe. Projects that may potentially be deployed in the near-term but are yet to be
funded are listed as “planned”.
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Table 3-7: Statewide Projects

Project

Description

Status

Authority-Wide – Install
Security Systems and
Video Surveillance at
Major Bridges.
Authority-Wide –
Replace Electronic Toll
Collection and
Operating System - 3rd
Generation

Install electronic security
systems and video surveillance
at five major bridges.

Programmed

This project will update the
Electronic Toll Collection
hardware and Operating System
software, and increase the
capacity for handling video
tolling and citations.

Programmed

Back-up Power for
CHART Cameras

BW Parkway ITS
Devices
Charles County DMS

Engineering is underway.
Construction is scheduled to
begin in FY 2018.
The purpose of this project is to
provide funding for the
procurement of Uninterruptible
Power Supply (UPS) systems
for CHART CCTV cameras.
The UPS systems will serve to
maintain visual coverage of
highway conditions in the event
of a power outage. CCTV
cameras provide visual
coverage to support the
program’s incident and
emergency management
activities.
Installation of CCTV, RWIS, and
Microwave detectors on BW
Parkway.
The County has requested, and
SHA has agreed, to install the
DMS on Southbound U.S. 301,
between Centennial Street and
Glen Albin Road, within SHA
right of way.

Existing

Existing

Existing
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Description

This project extends statewide
along the major interstate and
state highways within the
CHART coverage area to
design and install eight (8)
Dynamic Message Signs
(DMS). It includes work on I495, I-695, I-97, MD 10, and MD
100 in Anne Arundel, Baltimore,
Howard, and Montgomery
Counties.
CHART Area-wide
Installation of CCTV Cameras in
CCTV Deployment
Dorchester, Frederick,
Phase 5
Montgomery, Prince George's,
Queen Anne's, Talbot,
Wicomoco, Worchester, Anne
Arundel, Baltimore, Howard,
Allegany, Frederick, Garrett and
Washington Counties.
CHART Area-wide DMS Installation of DMSs in Charles,
Deployment Phase 4
PG, Allegany and Garrett
Counties.
CHART Area-wide DMS Installation,
Deployment Phase 5
upgrade/replacement of DMS at
selected locations.
CHART Arterial
Installation of CCTV cameras on
Cameras
U.S. 1 between MD 100 and MD
32.
CHART Closed Circuit
This area-wide project consists
Television Deployment
of the design and installation of
Phase 4
ten (10) new Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras on
I-70, I-97, I-95/495, and U.S. 50
in Anne Arundel, Frederick, and
Prince George’s counties
CHART SOC Floor
Reconfiguration to the existing
Reconfiguration
building layout to improve
information flow.
Connected/Autonomous This project will facilitate the
Vehicles (CAV)
testing of private- and
Testbeds in Maryland
commercial-type vehicles
through CAV Testbeds in
Maryland.

Status
Existing

Existing

Existing

Programmed

Planned

Existing

Existing

Planned
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Project

Description

Status

Deploy Real-Time
Parking Availability
Information Systems at
Key Metrorail or Other
Publicly-Owned Parkand-Ride Facilities

Following up on a WMATA
study completed in 2009, deploy
electronic systems that keep
track of parking availability at
key facilities, and make this
information available to
commuters in a timely fashion.
Estimated funding needed: $1
million.

Planned

Deploy Roadside
Infrastructure to
Support In-Vehicle
Highway Hazard Alert

This pilot project would follow up
on the WMATA real time
parking information study to
perform real-time parking
management at selected Metro
stations by taking the parking lot
information and identifying how
many parking spaces are
available at various locations.
This information is then
distributed to the public via
Variable Message Signs (VMS)
and traveler information outlets.
LRSDP Project 3.9.6.1
This project will include
installation of roadside
detectors, and short-range radio
transmitters and antennas to
detect hazardous traveling
conditions and alert traveling
vehicles via radio.

Planned

Three (3) pilot sites at various
locations, statewide (assume
total number of 50 vehicles for
all three pilot sites). Each site
will require three side-fire
detectors spaced at ¼ mile
each, wireless communications,
and vehicle-equipped radio
hazard alert system.
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Infrastructure to
Support In-Vehicle
Highway Signage
Systems

Deployment of
Integrated Corridor
Management
Technologies on
Significant Regional
Corridors
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Description

Status

LRSDP Project 3.9.7.1
This project will include
installation of short (medium
and high frequencies between
1,800–30,000 kHz) and longrange (low frequency between
30–300 kHz) radio transmitters
along the sides of the highway
to broadcast encoded radio
signals to in-vehicle sign display
systems in order to allow
CHART to alert and advise
motorists of upcoming roadway
and traffic signage and
conditions.

Planned

Three (3) pilot sites at various
locations statewide (assume
total number of 50 vehicles for
all three pilot sites). Each site
will require short-range wireless
transmitters for approximately
one-mile radius, and in-vehicle
sign display system and radio
receivers.
Develop regional and corridor
based multi-agency systems to
share real-time traffic operations
data with bus transit providers
and real-time bus transit
information with traffic
management entities supporting
regional data exchange to
achieve coordinated
management of key roadway
corridors. Estimated funding
needed: $7 million.

Planned
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Project

Description

Status

Develop MultiJurisdictional
Computer-Aided
Dispatch (CAD)
Operations Software to
Integrate CAD and
Incident Information
from 911 and In-Vehicle
System Centers
through RITIS

LRSDP 2.16.1.1
This project will develop a multiJurisdictional CAD Operations
Software that can send,
receive, and interpret dispatch
requests and incident
information sent through RITIS
from internal and external
organizations (such as 911
Dispatch Centers) deployed to
an incident/emergency location.
CAD requests from external
organizations will be sent to
RITIS, which will subsequently
and automatically create an
external event within the
CHART system for incident
responders to act. The CAD
module will use the Incident
Management module (Project
1.16.3.4 in the 2008 NCDP) to
automatically exchange
Dispatch Information with
internal and external
organizations.
LRSDP 3.16.2.2
Develop software to send
traveler information to in-vehicle
traveler information systems.
The Traveler Information
Module will generate information
for the in-vehicle traveler
information system tailored to
the location of the vehicle.
Device drivers will be added to
the CHART system to program
the transmitters needed to
communicate with the in-vehicle
traveler information systems.
Installation of DMSs along lower
Eastern Shore of Ocean City.

Planned

Develop Software for
In-Vehicle Traveler
Information

Eastern Shore DMS

Planned

Programmed
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Enhance Regional
Integrated
Transportation
Information System
(RITIS) Capabilities for
Intermodal
Transportation
Operations Data
Sharing

First Responder Video
Sharing

Furnish and Install
Uninterruptible Power
Supply at W.P. Lane
Bridge
Project 2268
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Description

Status

Develop regional systems to
share real-time traffic operations
data with bus transit providers
and real-time bus transit
information with traffic
management entities to achieve
coordinated and synergistic
transportation management of
key roadway corridors. Activities
include systems engineering for
multi-modal coordination data
sharing, and real-time export of
bus data (including automated
vehicle location data) from
WMATA and local transit buses
for use in overall traffic
management. Estimated funding
needed: $1 million.

Planned

Implement real-time export of
automated vehicle location
(AVL) data from (A) WMATA
buses, and (B) local transit
buses via transit management
centers to the necessary traffic
management center(s).
This project provides shared
video and a shared operational
view between CHART and other
First Responders in Maryland
without requiring the design,
purchase, or installation of any
new cameras.
This project accomplishes the
extension of the incident data
and video from existing
stakeholder Traffic Operations
Centers (TOC) as identified in
the Maryland Architecture on
page 260 through page 287.
This project includes the
installation of UPS at the Bay
Bridge to support the various
ITS devices in operation at this
facility

Existing

Programmed
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I-270 Advance Traffic
Management

Install Travel Time
System on Kennedy
Highway (2373)

MD 404 ITS Devices

Resource Sharing
Detectors

Road Weather
Information Systems
Upgrade
Support the
Development of MultiModal Regional Trip
Planning Tools Using
Regional Data
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Description

Status

Proposed installation of lane
controls, hard running
shoulders, or ramp metering,
etc., to improve mobility on I270.
This project includes the
installation of a travel time
system to augment third-party
data on the John F. Kennedy
Memorial Highway (Section
100) - portion of I-95, north of
Baltimore City
Installation of CCTV, DMS, and
traffic detectors on MD 404
between U.S. 50 and Denton.
Maintenance of traffic detectors
located on I-495, I-695, and I-95
(connecting the two beltways)
portions in MD.
Deployment of RWIS stations
each with a CCTV camera.

Planned

Develop and implement data
sharing interfaces for third
parties to access regional data
and develop a multi-modal
regional trip planning tool, which
could then be used to provide
the public the best travel option
based on real-time conditions.
Estimated funding needed: $2
million.

Programmed

Programmed

Existing

Existing

Planned

This project makes regional
data available to interested third
parties that want to develop
data apps for trip planning and
traveler information. Because
the private sector can respond
quickly to evolving public
demands for data apps, this
project makes the data available
to the private sector for final
implementation of a multi-modal
regional trip planning tool.
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Project

Description

Status

Upgrade the Regional
Integrated
Transportation
Information System
(RITIS) to Enhanced
Capabilities as the
Regional Intelligent
Transportation Systems
(ITS) Data Warehouse
and Regional Traveler
Information Data
Engine

This project would build upon
the existing RITIS, which
focuses on real-time
transportation systems condition
data exchange, and expand its
scope and coverage to become
the primary transportation
systems data warehouse for the
Washington region, and the
Regional Traveler Information
Data Engine for Traveler
information applications. RITIS
is one of the core functions
required to advance the region’s
transportation management
capabilities. Estimated funding
needed: $2.5 million.
Upgrade the existing truck
weigh facilities in accordance
with increased truck traffic.

Existing

Upgrade Truck Weigh
Facilities at the
Kennedy Highway, Bay
Bridge, and Hatem
Bridge

Programmed

The truck weigh facilities will be
upgraded to accommodate
increased truck traffic by
replacing the existing scales
and installing newer
technologies including
Commercial Vehicles
Information Systems and
Networks (CVISN) and CHART.
This project will improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of
commercial vehicle safety
programs.
Engineering is complete.
Construction is underway.
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Architecture Components

4.1 Description of Elements
“Elements” are defined as the basic building blocks of Regional ITS Architectures, and
are used to describe a system or piece of a system. Specifically, Elements are
represented in architecture diagrams (see Section 5) by the boxes that are exchanging
information (through interconnects and information flows). In the case of the MD
Architecture, Elements represent collections of hardware, software, data, processes, and
people that work together to achieve a common goal within the overall Maryland
transportation system. The descriptions that follow provide the particular entities that
each MD Architecture Element represents.
A key feature of the Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture is the use of a “hybrid”
approach for defining ITS deployments and systems. Under this approach, Architecture
Elements – which are the entities, such as Transit Management Centers, depicted in the
Architecture – are characterized as either “Generic” or “Specific,” depending on the level
of ITS initiatives related to that Element or associated Stakeholder agency. For example,
the Generic Element – Archived Data Management Centers, refers collectively to
multiple entities across the State that maintain archived systems or databases. Although
particular Archived Data Management Centers are not identified in the Architecture
diagrams, individual facilities are included in this section. Here, the Element -- Archived
Data Management Centers is defined and followed by a list of individual facilities across
the State that archive pertinent ITS data.
In contrast to Generic Elements, the Architecture also contains Specific Elements. An
example of a Specific Element is the Montgomery County TMC. This Element refers to a
particular facility (rather than a generic entity) that has a number of existing and planned
ITS projects associated with it.
The use of Generic and Specific Elements in the Maryland ITS Architecture varies
according to the level of ITS initiatives related to an Element or associated Stakeholder
agency. More concretely, the following criteria were used to determine the treatment of
individual Elements:

•
•

•

Where particular facilities were not readily identifiable, the Generic Element
approach was used.
Where particular facilities were identifiable, but the facts provided were not
sufficiently detailed to identify the pertinent information flows, the Generic Element
approach was used and the individual facilities were included in the descriptions of
the corresponding Elements included in this section.
Where particular facilities were readily identifiable and the data were sufficiently
detailed to identify pertinent information flows, the Specific Element approach was
used.

The following descriptions identify whether the Element is Specific or Generic. For most
Generic Elements, the description also provides a list of the agency/organization entities
that are represented – referred to as “facilities.” Therefore, each agency or organization
that is a defined as an MD Architecture Stakeholder (see Section 3.2 - Stakeholder List)
will have one or more Specific Elements or facilities (which are linked to a Generic
Element) that are associated with their operations and/or interests.
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Adjacent State TMCs
Adjacent TMCs is a Generic Element that represents the systems and personnel that
manage a broad range of transportation infrastructures within states bordering Maryland.
Maryland is bordered by Washington. D.C., Virginia, and West Virginia to the south,
Pennsylvania to the north, and Delaware to the east. These offices/operations center
generally monitor and control traffic, as well as coordinate maintenance, construction,
and incident management operations along freeways and arterials.
Facilities represented by this Generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DDOT CapTOP-TOC
Delaware Traffic Management Center
VDOT Northern Region Operations McConnell Public Safety Transportation
Operations Center (NRO MPSTOC)
VDOT Northern Region Operations Traffic Field Operations (NRO TFO)
VDOT High-Occupancy Toll (HOT) Operations Center
PennDOT District 8-0 TMC
PennDOT District 9-0 TMC

Archived Data Management Centers
The Archived Database Management Centers is a Generic Element that represents
centralized office locations, systems, and personnel for agencies that collect, or may
have an interest in collecting, archiving, managing, and distributing data generated from
various ITS sources. These agencies are typically regional in nature and use the data for
transportation administration, policy evaluation, safety, planning, performance
monitoring, program assessment, operations, and research applications.
Facilities represented by this Generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baltimore Metropolitan Council Office
Cumberland MPO Office
Hagerstown MPO Office
MNCPPC Database and Office
MWCOG Database and Office
Tri-County Council for Southern Maryland Office
Tri-County Council for Western Maryland Office
Wilmington Metropolitan Area Planning Organization Offices

Arterial Field Equipment
Arterial Field Equipment is a Generic Element that represents both the existing and
planned equipment distributed on and along arterial roadways that monitor and control
traffic, as well as monitor and manage the roadway itself. Equipment may include traffic
detectors, environmental sensors, traffic signals, highway advisory radios, dynamic
message signs, CCTV cameras and video image processing systems, and grade
crossing warning systems. These devices are owned and operated by agencies
associated with the Local TMCs Element, the Montgomery County TMC, Prince
George’s County TRIP Center, and Baltimore City TMC Elements.
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Baltimore City TMC
The City of Baltimore Traffic Management Center is a Specific Element that represents
systems and personnel involved in the maintenance and operation of roadways and
traffic signals within the City. This includes systems that monitor and manage traffic
along City arterials.
Capital Wireless Information Net (CapWIN)
Capital Wireless Information Net (CapWIN) is a Specific Element that represents the
systems that comprise this first-responder data communications and information-sharing
network. CapWIN allows first responders (represented in the Architecture by the
Emergency Vehicles Element) to communicate with emergency personnel from other
jurisdictions from/at an incident scene using handheld and in-vehicle devices.
CHART Centers
Coordinated Highways Action Response Team (CHART) Centers is a Specific Element
that represents the systems and personnel responsible for improving the real-time
operations of Maryland's highway system through teamwork and technology. This
includes the Statewide Operation Center (SOC), CHART Traffic Operations Centers
(TOCs, including: Eastern Shore Traffic Operations (ESTO), which is housed in the
SOC; CHART Greenbelt TOC 3; CHART Golden Ring TOC 4; and CHART Frederick
TOC 7), and the Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) Network Operations
Center (NOC) in Hanover, MD. The CHART SOC, also located in Hanover, houses the
backbone database for multiple transportation operations in Maryland, and provides a
connection between the regional CHART Traffic Operations Centers (TOCs) located
throughout the state, as well as various other transportation Stakeholder agencies.
Specific systems housed at the SOC include the CHART Advanced Traffic Management
System (ATMS), the Emergency Operations Reporting System (EORS), the CHART
website ("CHART Web"), among others. CHART is responsible for operating ITS
systems, traffic control, coordinating with other agencies during incidents, and
performing other traffic engineering to improve highway operations.
Commercial Vehicles
Commercial Vehicles is a Generic Element that represents privately owned freight
hauling vehicles operating in the state and surrounding region. These vehicles include
the on-board devices that allow for communication with Commercial Vehicle Operations,
Inspection Facilities and Systems, and other roadside devices, such as Toll Collection
Devices.
CVO Administrative Offices and Systems
Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) Systems Centers is a Generic Element that
includes both the systems and the personnel responsible for performing administrative
functions supporting credentials, tax, road usage, and safety regulations for commercial
vehicles. It also issues credentials, collects fees and taxes, and supports enforcement of
road usage and credential requirements. This Element also includes the Maryland
Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) systems.
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Facilities represented by this Generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maryland SHA Motor Carrier Division (MCD) Offices
Titling and Registration Issuance System (TARIS 2)
Maryland International Registration Plan (MIRP) System
MVA/MDOT Mainframe
Automated Hauling Permitting System (AHPS)
Maryland Hazardous Waste Vehicle Certification System
Maryland Fuel Tax System
OneStop Credentialing Portal (planned system)
PreVIEW
Heavy Vehicle Registration System (HVRS)

CVO Inspection Systems/Facilities
Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO) Inspection Facilities is a Generic Element that
represents CVO inspection facilities and associated equipment, personnel, and systems
that support vehicle identification for credential checking, roadside safety inspections,
and weigh-in-motion checks.
Facilities represented by this generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Titling and Registration Issuance System (TARIS 2)
PrePass
ASPEN
VINAssist
Maryland Interagency Law Enforcement System (MILES)
National Crime Information Center (NCIC 2000)
Mainline Roadside Sensors Ramp/Portable/Facility Sensors
Virtual Weigh Station System (VWS)
PreVIEW
Carrier Automated Performance Review Information (CAPRI)
Safety Fitness Electronic Records (SAFER)
SAFETYNET
Performance and Registration Information Systems Management Program (PRISM) - Planned Activity
MDTA Police Inspection Installations and Systems
Maryland State Police Inspection Installations and Systems
COMPASS
Commercial Safety Analysis (CSA) 2010 -- Planned System
Inspection Selection System (ISS)
Truck Weigh and Inspection System (TWIS)
MSP Electronic Traffic Information eXchange (ETIX)
Thermal Brake-Imaging Infrared Camera System
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Emergency Operations Centers
Emergency Operations Centers is a Generic Element that represents the systems and
personnel responsible for centralized emergency coordination during emergency
situations. The Emergency Management Centers provide a single point of coordination
by collocating representatives from various emergency response agencies/departments.
Facilities represented by this Generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State and Local Mobile Command Centers and Units
Maryland Emergency Management Agency (MEMA) Joint Operations Centers
Maryland Coordination and Analysis Center (MCAC)
Adjacent State County and Statewide Emergency Operations Centers
Federal Emergency Management and Department of Homeland Security Centers
Allegany County Emergency Operations Center
Anne Arundel County Emergency Operations Center
Baltimore City Emergency Control Center
Baltimore County Emergency Operations Center
Calvert County Emergency Operations Center
Caroline County Emergency Operations Center
Carroll County Emergency Operations Center
Cecil County Emergency Operations Center
Charles County Emergency Operations Center
Dorchester County Emergency Operations Center
Frederick County Emergency Operations Center
Garrett County Emergency Operations Center
Harford County Emergency Operations Center
Howard County Emergency Operations Center
Kent County Emergency Operations Center
Montgomery County Emergency Operations Center
Ocean City Emergency Operations Center
Prince George’s County Emergency Operations Center
Queen Anne’s County Emergency Operations Center
Somerset County Department Emergency Operations Center
St. Mary’s County Emergency Operations Center
Talbot County Emergency Operations Center
Washington County Emergency Operations Center
Wicomico County Emergency Operations Center
Worchester County Emergency Operations Center
Annapolis Emergency Operations Center

Emergency Vehicles
Emergency Vehicles is a Generic Element that represents emergency responders and
vehicles owned and operated by public safety transportation agencies and private
entities that respond to incidents and emergencies. These include police, fire, EMS,
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towing/wrecker, and traffic patrol personnel and vehicles from within Maryland and
adjacent states.
Freeway Field Equipment
Freeway Field Equipment is a Generic Element that represents both the existing and
planned equipment distributed on and along the freeways that monitor and control traffic,
as well as monitor and manage the roadway itself. Equipment may include traffic
detectors, environmental sensors, highway advisory radios (HAR), dynamic message
signs (DMS), toll rate signs (TRS), CCTV cameras, video image processing systems,
grade crossing warning systems, reversible lane management systems, and barrier
systems that control access to transportation infrastructure such as roadways, bridges,
and tunnels.
Intermodal Freight Facilities
Intermodal Freight Facilities is a Generic Element that represents systems and
personnel responsible for the operations of freight transportation systems (e.g., airlines,
heavy rail, and seaports).
Facilities represented by this generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Canton Marine Terminal
Dundalk Marine Terminal
Fairfield Auto Terminal
Highland Marine Terminal
MAA–BWI Center
MWAA (Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority) Center
Norfolk Southern Transload Yard
North Locust Point Operations Center
Point Breeze Operations Center
Rukert Marine Terminal Operations Center
Seagirt Marine Terminal Operations Center
South Locust Point Operations Center
Sparrows Point Operations Center
Clinton Street Marine Terminal
Bayview Intermodal Yard (Norfolk Southern Railroad)
Masonville Auto Terminal
Curtis Bay Terminal
Baltimore/Washington International/Thurgood Marshall Airport

ISP Centers
Information Service Providers (ISP) Centers is a Generic Element that represents
centers that collect, process, store, and disseminate transportation information to system
operators, planners, data archives, and the traveling public. This Element includes the
systems and personnel operating within the ISP centers.
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Facilities represented by this generic Element include:

•
•
•
•

I-95 Corridor Coalition Information Systems Network (ISN)
Private Sector ISP Centers
Regional Transit Electronic Clearinghouse
I-95 Corridor Coalition Traffic Information Database and Systems

Local TMCs
Local TMCs is a Generic Element that represents locations that manage a broad range
of transportation facilities including rural and suburban highway systems, urban and
suburban traffic control systems, as well as event traffic coordination. These
offices/operations centers monitor and control traffic and road networks. This Element
includes both the systems and personnel involved in the operations within the
office/operations centers.
Facilities represented by this Generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MDSHA Traffic Signal Offices
Adjacent State Local TMCs and Offices
Allegany County Public Works Division Office
Anne Arundel County DPW Center
Baltimore County DPW Center
Calvert County DPW Office
Caroline County DPW Traffic Office
Carroll County DPW Office
Cecil County DPW Office
Charles County DPW Office
City of Annapolis DPW Office
City of Rockville TMC
Dorchester County DPW Office
Frederick County DPW Center
Garrett County Roads Department Office
Harford County DPW Center
Howard County DPW Office
Hyattsville DPW Office
Kent County DPW Office
Ravens Stadium Operations Center
Redskins Stadium Operations Center
Queen Anne’s County DPW Office
Saint Mary’s County DPW Office
Somerset County DPW Office
Talbot County DPW Office
Washington County DPW Office
Wicomico County DPW Office
Worcester County DPW Office
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Maintenance and Construction Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction Management Centers is a Generic Element that
represents those centers/offices/shops that monitor and manage roadway and transit
infrastructure construction and maintenance activities along arterials, freeways, and
transit systems. This Element includes the systems and personnel responsible for
operations within centers.
Facilities represented by this Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MD SHA Arterial Traffic Signal and Maintenance Offices and Shops
MD SHA Annapolis Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Berlin Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Boonsboro Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Brooklandville Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Cambridge Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Centreville Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Churchville Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Darlington Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Dayton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Denton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Easton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Elkton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Fairland Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Gaithersburg Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Glen Burnie Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Golden Ring Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Hagerstown Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Hancock Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Hereford Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Kensington Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Keysers Ridge Maintenance Shop
MD SHA La Plata Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Laurel Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Leonardtown Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Radio and Shop
MD SHA Oakland Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Old Town Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Owings Mills Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Prince Frederick Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Princess Anne Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Snow Hill Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Southern Avenue Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Stevenson Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Sylmar Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Thurmont Maintenance Shop
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MD SHA Town Hill Maintenance Shop
Transit Agency Maintenance Centers
MD SHA Upper Marlborough Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Westminster Maintenance Shop

Maintenance and Construction Vehicles
Maintenance and Construction Vehicles is a Generic Element that represents
maintenance, construction, or other specialized service vehicles or equipment that
provide the sensory, processing, storage, and communications functions necessary to
support highway maintenance and construction. This Element includes the existing and
future in-vehicle systems that communicate with maintenance and construction
centers/offices/shops for routine and emergency activities.
Maryland State Police Centers
Maryland State Police Centers is a Specific Element that represents the systems and
personnel responsible for security and law enforcement on and along Maryland's
highway system. This includes personnel and systems used for dispatch, commercial
vehicle enforcement, and emergency operation functions located at Maryland State
Police Barracks and other facilities located throughout Maryland.
MATOC/RITIS
Metropolitan Area Transportation Operations Coordination (MATOC)/Regional
Integrated Transportation Information System (RITIS) is a Specific Element that
represents MATOC operations staff and RITIS database and operational systems used
to improve incident and transportation information dissemination within the Washington
Metropolitan region. MATOC is a regionally oriented program working in parallel with
RITIS initiatives to provide operational staff to coordinate regional-level transportation
and incident management between Metropolitan Washington area Stakeholders,
facilitate use and implementation of RITIS, enhance standard operating procedures and
notification practices, and provide more timely and accurate transportation information to
the public during incidents. RITIS refers to a system developed by the University of
Maryland to interface various regional transportation and emergency operations centers,
collect, fuse and disseminate their electronic data streams, and display the consolidated
data in a web-based format. RITIS also archives all data for research purposes.
MDE Emergency Response Division Center
Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE) Emergency Response Division Center
is a Specific Element that represents the systems and personnel involved in incident
response for HAZMAT and other environmental impact incidents, as well as monitoring
emissions and air quality levels within Maryland.
MDTA Authority Operations Centers
MDTA Authority Operations Centers (AOC) is a Specific Element that represents
systems and personnel responsible for monitoring, managing, and maintaining traffic,
tolls, and bridge/tunnel facilities. This includes the AOC North, AOC Central, and AOC
South locations, as well as other MDTA operational offices.
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AOC locations represented by this Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John F. Kennedy Memorial Highway (I-95) Toll Road
Fort McHenry Tunnel (I-95)
Francis Scott Key Bridge (I-695)
Baltimore Harbor Tunnel (I-895)
Harry W. Nice Memorial Bridge (US 301)
Thomas J. Hatem Memorial Bridge (US 40)
William Preston Lane, Jr. Memorial (Bay) Bridge (US 50/301)
Intercounty Connector (ICC) Toll Road

MDTA Police Centers
Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA) Police Centers is a Specific Element that
represents the systems and personnel responsible for security and law enforcement at
the Authority's highways, tunnels and bridges, the Baltimore/Washington International
Thurgood Marshall Airport and the Port of Baltimore. This includes personnel and
systems used for dispatch and emergency operation functions, as well as commercial
vehicle enforcement and administration.
MDTA Toll Field Equipment
Toll Center Field Equipment is a Generic Element that represents toll collection facilities
and field equipment that allow vehicle operators to pay tolls. Payments may be made
manually or via electronic toll collection (ETC – at-speed/open-road tolling) and may
include the capability to implement various variable road pricing policies. This Element
includes both the systems and personnel operating at the field locations.
MDTA Toll Field Equipment is located at the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John F. Kennedy Memorial Highway (I-95) Toll Road
Fort McHenry Tunnel (I-95)
Francis Scott Key Bridge (I-695)
Baltimore Harbor Tunnel (I-895)
Harry W. Nice Memorial Bridge (US 301)
Thomas J. Hatem Memorial Bridge (US 40)
William Preston Lane, Jr. Memorial (Bay) Bridge (US 50/301)
Intercounty Connector (ICC) Toll Road

Media Outlets
Media Outlets is a Generic Element that represents information systems that provide
traffic reports, travel conditions, and other transportation-related news services to the
traveling public through radio, TV, and other media.
MIEMSS Center
The Maryland Institute of Emergency Medical Services Systems Center is a Specific
Element representing the personnel and systems required to manage and operate
MIEMSS. MIEMMS is the statewide database that coordinates information between
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personnel operating: volunteer and career EMS providers, medical and nursing facilities,
transportation systems, trauma and specialty care centers, and emergency departments.
Montgomery County TMC
The Montgomery County Traffic Management Center (TMC) is a Specific Element that
represents systems and personnel involved in roadway maintenance and construction,
traffic control, snow removal, and other traffic engineering services within the County.
Specific ITS program operations include the advanced traffic response system, traffic
signal control system, camera video surveillance system, traveler advisory radio system,
GPS technology for vehicle-based tracking, a fiber-optic-based communication system,
and other systems within Montgomery County.
MTA Centers
Maryland Transit Administration (MTA) Centers is a Specific Element that represents the
systems and personnel responsible for operations of fixed-route light rail, heavy rail, bus,
and paratransit services within Baltimore and throughout Maryland.
MTA Centers represented by this Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baltimore County Ride
MTA Bus Operations Center
MTA Light Rail Operations Center
MTA Metro Operations Center
MTA Paratransit Operations Center
MTA MARC, Amtrak, and Rail Freight System Operations Center
MTA Transit Team responsible for information dissemination to the media
MTA Rail Freight Services Operations

MVA Offices/Emission Management Centers
Motor Vehicle Administration (MVA) Offices/Emission Management Centers is a Specific
Element that represents offices/locations responsible for managing licensing credentials
and facilitating air quality managers in monitoring emissions from registered vehicles.
This Element is also responsible for vehicle registration, driver licensing, and emissions
testing. Each of the Maryland Vehicle Emissions Inspection Program (VEIP) testing
facilities are represented within this Element.
MVA locations represented by this Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial Vehicle Operator Registration and Licensing Offices
Anne Arundel County VEIP
Baltimore City VEIP
Baltimore County VEIP
Calvert County VEIP
Carroll County VEIP
Cecil County VEIP
Charles County VEIP
Frederick County VEIP
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Harford County VEIP
Howard County VEIP
Montgomery County VEIP
Prince George’s County VEIP
Queen Anne’s County VEIP
Washington County VEIP

Other CVO Administrative Offices and Systems
Other CVO Administrative Offices and Systems is a Generic Element that is included
only to represent interconnects and information flows between two facilities within the
CVO Administrative Offices and Systems generic Element. Primarily, these Elements
allow for coordinated administration of commercial vehicle credentialing, tax records,
safety and cargo inspections, and HAZMAT carriers. This Element includes the systems
and personnel operating within/for facilities associated with the CVO Administrative
Offices and Systems Element.
Other Local TMCs
Other Local Traffic Management Centers (TMCs) is a Generic Element that is included
only to represent interconnects and information flows between two facilities within the
Local TMCs generic Element. Primarily, these Elements allow for coordinated arterial
traffic management activities across jurisdictional and operational boundaries. This
Element includes the systems and personnel operating within/for facilities associated
with the Local TMCs Element.
Parking Management Centers
Parking Management Centers is a Generic Element that represents systems and
personnel responsible for electronic monitoring and management of parking facilities
throughout the State, including airport and transit parking facilities that have automated
parking systems.
Facilities represented by this generic Element include:

•
•
•
•

BWI Parking Center
MTA Transit Parking Facilities and Centers
Private/Contracted Parking Facilities
WMATA Parking Management Center

Personal Traveler Information Devices
Personal Traveler Information Devices is a Generic Element that represents devices that
enable travelers to receive formatted traffic advisories from their homes, places of work,
major trip generation sites, and other types of electronic media. Examples include
computers, televisions, phones, personal navigation devices (PND), etc.
Prince George’s County TRIP Center
The Prince George’s County Transportation Response Information Partnership (TRIP)
Center is a Specific Element that represents systems and personnel involved in roadway
maintenance and construction, traffic control, snow removal, and other traffic
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engineering services within the County. The Center was established with the goal of
integrating existing, stand-alone transportation systems within Prince George’s County.
These systems specifically include traffic signal systems, weather sensors, and
electronic message signs. The TRIP Center also has the capability of sharing traffic
monitoring video with MDSHA CHART, and communicating with local enforcement
officials and other nearby traffic management centers.
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch Centers is a Generic Element that represents local,
transit, and county-operated offices and centers throughout Maryland and adjacent
states responsible for dispatching, managing, and housing public safety operations.
This Element includes systems and personnel that coordinate incident dispatch and
response with various emergency response agencies, as well as dispatch requests from
responders in the field. Public safety vehicles and other specialty response vehicles,
such as wreckers, ambulances, and local fire, police and EMS, as well as HAZMAT
teams are dispatched and managed by these offices and centers.
Facilities represented by this Generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maryland Transit Administration Police
WMATA Metro Transit Police
Allegany County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Anne Arundel County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Baltimore County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Baltimore City 911, Police and Fire Offices
Calvert County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Caroline County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Carroll County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Cecil County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Charles County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Dorchester County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Frederick County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Garrett County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Harford County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Howard County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Kent County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Montgomery County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Prince George’s County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Queen Anne’s County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Somerset County 911, Police and Fire Offices
St. Mary’s County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Talbot County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Washington County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Wicomico County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Worchester County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Regional 911 Backup Facilities
Emergency Medical Services Offices
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Adjacent State Local Public Safety Offices and Dispatch Centers
Adjacent State Highway Patrol and State Police Offices and Dispatch Centers
Federal Public Safety Installations
Local Sheriff Offices
National Park Service/US Park Police
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner

Transit Field Equipment
Transit Field Equipment is a Generic Element that represents both the existing and
planned equipment distributed at and along transit routes, stations, and parking facilities.
Equipment may include sensors, security cameras, passenger information display signs,
kiosks, and message annunciators. These devices are owned and operated by
agencies associated with the Transit Management Centers Element.
Transit Management Centers
Transit Management Centers is a Generic Element that represents locations that are
responsible for managing paratransit and fixed-route transit vehicle fleets, as well as
coordinating with other modes and transportation services. This Element provides
operations, maintenance, customer information, planning, and management functions for
the transit service. This Element spans distinct central dispatch and garage
management systems and supports the spectrum of fixed route, flexible route,
paratransit services, transit rail, and bus rapid transit (BRT) service.
Facilities represented by this Generic Element include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allegany County Transit (ACT)
AMTRAK Center
Baltimore County Ride
City of Annapolis Department of Transportation
County Commuter (Washington County)
D.C. Regional Electronic Transit Clearing House
Frederick County TransIT
Harford County Mass Transit
Howard County Public Transportation
Montgomery County Ride On Operations Center
Ocean City Bus System
Prince George’s County – TheBus
St. Mary’s County Transit System
Worchester County Ride
Washington County Commuter
Charles County VanGO
Calvert County Public Transportation

Transit Vehicles
Transit Vehicles is a Generic Element that represents rail cars, buses, paratransit
vehicles, light rail vehicles, other vehicles designed to carry passengers, and supervisory
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vehicles. This Element also includes the existing and future in-vehicle systems and
personnel operating these vehicles.
Vehicles
Vehicles is a Generic Element that represents vehicles owned and operated by the
general public, including existing/future mobile and integrated in-vehicle systems that
provide GPS, sensory, processing, storage, and communications functions necessary to
support efficient, safe, and convenient travel.
WMATA Operations Control Center
The WMATA Operations Control Center is a Specific Element that represents the
systems and personnel responsible for operations of the Metrorail and Metrobus transit
systems in metropolitan Washington, D.C.

4.2 Operational Concept
The “operational concept” for the MD Statewide ITS Architecture reflects, conceptually,
the current and future roles and responsibilities of each Stakeholder – at a high level – in
the implementation and operation of the region’s transportation systems. The operational
concept is represented below in Table 4-1. The table primarily defines roles and
responsibilities in operational coordination and information sharing between
Stakeholders. Other defined roles and responsibilities include existing/future
participation in particular regional projects, as well as regional systems integration
responsibilities. As such, roles and responsibilities that do not involve external
Stakeholders – such as an agency tracking its own vehicles – are generally not included
in the operational concept.
Only those Stakeholders associated with specific Elements (see Section 4.1 –
Description of Elements) within the MD Architecture are defined within the operational
concept. The operational concept table is organized alphabetically by Stakeholder.
Table 4-1: Stakeholder Roles and Responsibilities

Stakeholder

Roles and Responsibilities

Baltimore City

Emergency Management
Participate in regional emergency detour operations,
including coordination along Freeway Incident Traffic
Management (FITM) routes.
Provide SHA Office of CHART with emergency services
support.
Provide SHA Office of CHART with incident information.
Provide MDTA with emergency services support.
Provide MDTA with incident information.
Provide local public safety agencies with incident
information.
Provide MTA with emergency services support.
Maintenance and Construction

Status

Planned
Existing
Planned
Planned
Planned
Existing
Planned
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Roles and Responsibilities
Perform and coordinate maintenance activities (including
snow removal, road repairs, etc.) for non-state roadways.
Provide construction and design activities, including
coordination of construction activity with adjacent
jurisdictions and MD SHA.
Surface Street Management
Operate and maintain traffic signals along non-state
roadways within city limits.
Provide SHA Office of CHART with traffic flow information.
Provide SHA Office of CHART with CCTV images and
DMS messages.
Provide MDTA with traffic flow information.
Provide MDTA with CCTV images and DMS messages.
Provide MTA with CCTV images.
Transit Services
Provide MTA with coordination for traffic flows, work
zones, detours, and road maintenance information.
Emergency Management
Support need for multi-agency coordination during preplanned incidents in the Washington, D.C. region.
Provide current availability status for emergency
management response agency resources in the
Washington, D.C. region.
Provide common access and interface for regional
transportation and public safety agency systems in the
Washington, D.C. region.
Provide “help-desk” support for CapWIN systems in the
Washington, D.C. region.
Create and update RITIS incident information from field
Provide mobile data communications between MDSHA
and MSP field units.
Emergency Management
Office of CHART, Office of Traffic and Safety, and Office
of Maintenance to coordinate transportation infrastructure
protection operations with local, state, and federal public
safety agencies.
Office of CHART to provide Baltimore City with emergency
services support.
Office of CHART provides MSP with incident information
and coordination through CHART user workstations.
Office of CHART provides MDTA police and the Authority
Operations Center with incident information and
coordination through CHART user workstations.
Office of CHART provides the Montgomery County TMC
with incident information and coordination through a
CHART user workstation.

Status
Existing
Existing

Existing
Planned
Planned
Planned
Planned
Planned

Planned

Planned
Planned

Planned
Planned
Planned
Planned

Existing

Planned
Existing
Existing

Existing
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Roles and Responsibilities
Office of CHART provides the Prince George’s County
TRIP Center with incident information and coordination
through a CHART user workstation.
Office of CHART Administers coordination and operations
for regional emergency detour operations, including
coordination along Freeway Incident Traffic Management
(FITM) routes.
Office of CHART provides MEMA, MIEMMS, Baltimore
County Police, Prince George’s County Police, Frederick
County Police, Frederick County 911, Anne Arundel
County EOC, Harford County EOC, Howard County EOC,
Frederick County EOC, Baltimore County EOC, Baltimore
City Police, MDOT HQ, Caroline County 911, Cecil County
911, Dorchester County 911, Kent County 911, MAA BWI,
Ocean City EOC, Queen Anne’s County 911, Somerset
County 911, Talbot County 911, Wicomico County 911,
Worchester County 911, Ravens and Redskins Stadium
Operations, District of Columbia DOT, VDOT, DelDOT,
and the Park Police with incident information and
coordination through CHART user workstations.
Office of CHART provides MDTA with incident information.
Office of CHART provides MDTA with event information.
Office of CHART to provide MTA with emergency services
support.
Office of CHART provides MSP with incident and event
information.
Participate in the CapWIN and MATOC/RITIS projects and
systems to coordinate incident management operations.
Freeway Management
Office of CHART to provide Baltimore City with traffic flow
information.
Office of CHART to provide CCTV images, DMS and HAR
messages to Baltimore City.
Office of CHART operates RWIS, DMS, CCTV, HAR,
Shazam, and traffic flow detectors along major highways
throughout the state.
Office of CHART subscribes to an independent weather
service to monitor weather conditions across the state.
Office of CHART provides Montgomery County TMC with
CCTV, DMS, HAR control and information, as well as
traffic flow information.
Office of CHART to provide Prince George’s County TMC
with system Interface for sharing CCTV camera images
and traffic information.
Office of CHART to provide MTA with CCTV images.
Office of CHART provides the Authority Operations Center
with traffic event and device control coordination through a
CHART user workstation.

Status
Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing
Planned
Existing
Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing
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Roles and Responsibilities
Office of CHART provides the Montgomery County TMC
traffic event and device control coordination through a
CHART user workstation.
Office of CHART provides the Prince George’s County
TRIP Center traffic event and device control coordination
through a CHART user workstation.
Office of CHART provides MTA with traffic event
information and coordination through a CHART user
workstation.
Maintenance and Construction
Office of CHART provides MDTA with construction
information.
Office of CHART provides MSP with construction
information.
Office of CHART provides the Authority Operations Center
with roadway maintenance and construction information
through a CHART user workstation.
Office of CHART provides the Montgomery County TMC
with roadway maintenance and construction information
through a CHART user workstation.
Office of CHART provides the Prince George’s County
TRIP Center with roadway maintenance and construction
information through a CHART user workstation.
Office of Construction, Office of Maintenance, Office of
CHART, and Office Traffic and Safety coordinate work
zone management activities with local jurisdictional traffic
and maintenance offices, as well as public safety
agencies.
Office of CHART provides MEMA, MIEMMS, Baltimore
County Police, Prince George’s County Police, Frederick
County Police, Frederick County 911, Anne Arundel
County EOC, Harford County EOC, Howard County EOC,
Frederick County EOC, Baltimore County EOC, Baltimore
City Police, MDOT HQ, Caroline County 911, Cecil County
911, Dorchester County 911, Kent County 911, MAA BWI,
Ocean City EOC, Queen Anne’s County 911, Somerset
County 911, Talbot County 911, Wicomico County 911,
Worchester County 911, Ravens and Redskins Stadium
Operations, District of Columbia DOT, VDOT, DelDOT,
and the Park Police with maintenance and construction
information and coordination through CHART user
workstations.
Surface Street Management
Office of Traffic and Safety operates and maintains signals
along all state roads, as well as signals along local roads
in certain jurisdictions
Provide centralized control of state-operated traffic signal
controlled intersections.

Status
Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing
Planned
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Roles and Responsibilities
Transit Services
Office of CHART coordinates with various transit agencies
in distribution of transit information using highway traveler
information devices.
Office of CHART to coordinate with WMATA and MTA to
provide real-time multi-modal trip planning services.
Office of CHART coordinates transit route disruptions and
special event operations with various transit agencies.
Traveler Information
Office of CHART hosts a website for dissemination of
camera and video images, DMS messages, incident
listings, lane closures, construction information, weather
information, speed sensor data, congestion information,
event information, and various other types of traveler
information.
Office of CHART shares camera images with various
media and information service provider entities.
Office of CHART shares incident information with various
media and information service provider entities.
Commercial Vehicle Operations
Provide commercial vehicle credentialing and safety
inspection services.
Emergency Management
Provide MDTA, MD SHA, Montgomery County, Prince
George’s County, City of Baltimore, MIEMSS, MDE,
MEMA, WMATA, and MTA with incident information and
coordination.
Participate in CHART system by entering/receiving
incident event information through a dedicated user
workstation at MSP Barracks.
Commercial Vehicle Operations
Provide commercial vehicle credentialing, safety
inspection services, and other related activities.
Emergency Management
Provide MSP with incident information and coordination.
Provide incident information to Baltimore City.
Provide Baltimore City with emergency services support.
Participate in CHART system through entering/receiving
incident event information through a dedicated user
workstation at Authority Operations Centers, and at MDTA
Police locations.
Freeway Management
Operates RWIS, DMS, CCTV, HAR, toll Display message
sign, and traffic flow detectors along major highways
throughout the state.
Provide Baltimore City with major backup information.

Status

Existing
Planned
Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing
Planned
Existing

Existing
Existing
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Roles and Responsibilities

Status

Provide Baltimore City with traffic flow information.
Provide CCTV images, DMS and HAR messages to
Baltimore City.
Provide SHA Office of CHART with major congestion
warnings and information.
Provide SHA Office of CHART with CCTV images, as well
as DMS and HAR and messages.
Provide SHA Office of CHART with traffic flow data.
Provides SHA Office of CHART with CCTV, DMS, and
HAR control and information.
Provide MTA with CCTV images.
Participate in CHART system through entering/receiving
traffic event information through a dedicated user
workstation.
Toll Administration
Manage and monitor toll collection and fund transfer
operations at static toll collection locations.
Manage and monitor toll collection operations at dynamic/
high-occupancy toll collection locations.
Maintenance and Construction
Provide SHA Office of CHART with construction and
detour information.
Provide Baltimore City MDTA with construction and detour
information.
Perform and coordinate maintenance activities (including
snow removal, road repairs, etc.).
Provide construction and design activities, including
coordination of construction activity with adjacent
jurisdictions and MD SHA.
Emergency Management
Determine need for multi-agency coordination during
incidents in the Washington, D.C. Region.
Provide a “one-stop-shop” for status of the transportation
system during regional incidents in the Washington, D.C.
Region.
Provide current availability status for emergency
management response agency resources in the
Washington, D.C. Region.
Provide common access and interface for regional
transportation and public agency systems in the
Washington, D.C. Region.
Provide “help-desk” support for RITIS in the Washington,
D.C. Region.
Provide 24/7 operational coverage for coordination of
incidents in the Washington, D.C. Region.
Traveler Information

Planned
Planned
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Planned
Existing

Existing
Planned

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

Existing
Existing

Planned

Existing
Existing
Planned
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Roles and Responsibilities
Provide a “one-stop shop” information source to the
traveling public for transit status, route, services, and
event information in the Washington, D.C. Region.
Provide a “one-stop shop” information source to the
traveling public for transportation agency traffic, incident,
construction/maintenance, and event information in the
Washington, D.C. Region.
Freeway Management

Maryland
Department of
Environment
(MDE)

Maryland
Institute for
Emergency
Medical
Services
Systems
(MIEMSS)
Maryland
Transit
Administration
(MTA)

Operate and maintain RITIS.
Provide common RITIS access and interface for regional
transportation and public agency systems in the
Washington, D.C. Region.
Provide a “one-stop-shop” for status of the transportation
system through linkages with existing public and private
systems in the Washington, D.C. region.
Provide “help-desk” support for RITIS in the Washington,
D.C. region.
Provide backup/redundant operations for TMCs in the
Washington, D.C. region.
Provide 24/7 operational coverage for coordination of
transportation operations in the Washington, D.C..region.
Transit Services
Coordinate transit traveler information with various
agencies throughout the Washington, D.C. region.
Freeway Management
Provide regional measures of pollution levels to freeway
management agencies for control measures.
Provide emissions sensor equipment controls to freeway
management agency devices.
Surface Street Management
Provide regional measures of pollution levels to arterial
management agencies for control measures.
Provide emissions sensor equipment controls to arterial
management agency devices.
Emergency Management

Status
Planned

Planned

Existing
Existing

Planned
Existing
Planned
Planned

Planned

Planned
Planned

Planned
Planned

Provide emergency medical facility status information to
MSP, MDTA, MDSHA’s, and other public safety response
agencies.

Existing

Transit Services
Provide transit operations status, incident, parking, and
transfer operational information to WMATA and other
transit agencies within Maryland.
Traveler Information

Existing
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Roles and Responsibilities
Provide traveling public with information on routes,
scheduling and status, services, and event information for
MTA transit modes via websites, personal traveler
information access device alerts, and in-vehicle / station
message systems.
Emergency Management
Provide transit incident information and response
coordination to MSP, City of Baltimore Public Safety, and
other public safety agencies throughout the State.
Commercial Vehicle Operations
Provide commercial vehicle carrier/driver licensing and
registration data to commercial vehicle administration and
enforcement agency systems.
Emergency Management
Provide driver licensing registration data to public safety
agency systems.
Emergency Management
Provide incident detection information to MSP and local
public safety agencies throughout the county.
Provide camera images and other incident verification
information to local public safety agencies throughout the
county.
Provide aerial detection/verification images to local public
safety agencies throughout the county.
Provide integrated system Interface to/from local
Montgomery County public safety dispatching system.
Participate in the Transportation Operations and Incident
Management Team within Montgomery County.
Provide incident information and system Interface with
Prince George’s County Traffic Center.
Participate in CHART system through entering/receiving
incident event information through a dedicated user
workstation.
Participate in regional emergency detour operations,
including coordination along Freeway Incident Traffic
Management (FITM) routes.
Surface Street Management
Provide operations and maintenance for county owned
portable DMS signs, CCTV, HARs, as well as the traffic
signals and detectors along county and local roadways.
Operate and maintain traffic signals along non-state
roadways.
Provide coordination for special events with various
public/private agencies/companies.

Status

Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Planned
Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing
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Roles and Responsibilities
Provide coordination with weather service providers and
Montgomery County Highway Maintenance Section for
winter weather operations.
Provide camera images and system Interface to SHA
Office of CHART.
Provide coordination for traffic signals with adjacent city
and county jurisdictions.
Provide system Interface to Prince George’s County for
sharing CCTV camera images.
Participate in CHART system through entering/receiving
traffic event information through a dedicated user
workstation.
Traveler Information
Provide camera images to various media and information
service provider entities.
Provide traveler information to general public through a
website, including CCTV images, incident information,
construction information, special events, as well as
various other forms of information.
Provide general public with localized traveler information
using Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) systems.
Provide general public with traveler information through
live transportation broadcasts on cable television station.
Transit Services
Coordinate with, and provide system Interface to,
Montgomery County Ride On for transit vehicle signal
priority.
Coordinate with Montgomery County Ride On for
information exchange, including traffic flows, work zones,
detours, and road maintenance information.
Provide MTA, WMATA, and other local transit agencies
with coordination for traffic flows, work zones, detours,
and road maintenance information.
Emergency Management
Provide incident detection information to MSP and local
public safety agencies throughout the county.
Provide camera images and other incident verification
information to local public safety agencies throughout the
county.
Provide integrated system Interface to/from local Prince
George’s County public safety dispatching system.
Provide incident information and system Interface with
Montgomery County’s TMC.
Participate in CHART system through entering/receiving
incident event information through a dedicated user
workstation.

Status
Existing
Existing
Planned
Planned
Existing

Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing

Planned

Existing

Planned

Existing
Planned
Existing
Planned
Existing
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Roles and Responsibilities
Participate in regional emergency detour operations,
including coordination along Freeway Incident Traffic
Management (FITM) routes.
Maintenance and Construction
Perform and coordinate maintenance activities (including
snow removal, road repairs, etc.) for non-state roadways.
Provide construction and design activities, including
coordination of construction activity with adjacent
jurisdictions and MD SHA.
Surface Street Management
Provide operations and maintenance for county owned
CCTV, RWIS, and DMSs along non-state roadways.
Operate and maintain traffic signals along non-state
roadways.
Provide operations and maintenance for county owned
portable DMSs, traffic signals, and detectors along nonstate roadways.
Provide coordination for special events with various
public/private agencies/companies.
Provide coordination with weather service providers and
Prince George’s County Office of Highway Maintenance
for winter weather operations.
Provide camera images and system Interface to SHA
Office of CHART.
Provide coordination for traffic signals with adjacent city
and county jurisdictions.
Provide system Interface to Montgomery County for
sharing CCTV camera images.
Provide system Interface to SHA Office of CHART for
sharing CCTV camera images.
Participate in CHART system through entering/receiving
traffic event information through a dedicated user
workstation.
Provide camera images to various media and information
service provider entities.
Transit Services
Coordinate with, and provide system Interface to, Prince
George’s County TheBus for transit vehicle signal priority.
Provide MTA and other local transit agencies with
coordination for traffic flows, work zones, detours, and
road maintenance information.
Traveler Information
Provide traveler information to general public through a
website, including CCTV images, incident information,
construction information, special events, as well as
various other forms of information.

Status
Existing

Existing
Existing

Planned
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Planned
Planned
Planned
Planned
Existing
Planned

Planned
Planned

Planned
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Stakeholder

Roles and Responsibilities

Washington
Area Transit
Authority
(WMATA)

Transit Services
Provide transit operations status, incident, parking, and
transfer operational information to MTA, Montgomery
County, Prince George’s County, and other transit
agencies within Maryland.
Traveler Information
Provide traveling public with information on routes,
scheduling and status, services, and event information for
WMATA transit modes via websites, personal traveler
information access device alerts, and in-vehicle / station
message systems.
Emergency Management
Provide transit incident information and response
coordination to MSP and other public safety agencies
throughout the State.

Status

Existing

Existing

Existing

4.3 Functional Requirements
“Functional requirements” define the activities (i.e., functionality) that are performed by
various systems in the region. This is done by associating each system with its share of
the work to provide a particular ITS service. Functional requirements are intended to be
high-level descriptions of what the system will do rather than detailed design
requirements.
In the MD Architecture, functional requirements are defined by associating MD
architecture Elements (see 4.1 – Description of Elements) with one or more “functional
areas”. Functional requirements for MD architecture Elements are provided in Appendix
G – Functional Requirements. Additionally, Appendix H – Functional Area Definitions,
provides the description of each functional area. The functional areas may be used as
the basis for writing project-specific functional requirements.

4.4 Interface Requirements
Interface requirements for a Regional ITS Architecture define if and how the Elements
within the region will exchange information. Commonly referred to as “system
interconnects,” the interface requirements build on the general integration strategy that
has been defined by the regional Stakeholders to create a “framework for integration.”
Included in this framework is both a definition of which systems are/will be exchanging
information (i.e., interconnects), and a description of the information that is being
exchanged (i.e., information flows) and whether those information exchanges are
existing or planned.
Within the MD Architecture, interconnects and information flows between the defined
Elements are provided in the diagrams within Section 5 - Statewide ITS Architecture.
Each Element has a specific interconnect diagram associated with it – showing the
subject Element in the center, linked with existing or planned interconnect lines to other
statewide Elements. Following each interconnect diagram are the respective information
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flow diagrams, which further define the information exchanges that constitute every link
in the subject Element’s interconnect diagram.

4.5 ITS Standards
ITS standards are industry-consensus system standards that define how components
operate within a consistent framework. By specifying how systems and components
interconnect, ITS standards promote interoperability.
To best ensure that different agencies/organizations and their systems can communicate
now and in the future, the systems should be designed through the use of industryconsensus standards. For example, within MDSHA this might mean systems that can
exchange traffic, incident, construction, or other data between TOCs and the SOC. For
County DPWs, standards can facilitate traffic signals along a corridor being coordinated
seamlessly across jurisdictional boundaries. Or, for transit agencies, the coordinated use
of standards between agencies could benefit the deployment of systems for
synchronizing service schedules, transfer points or fare payment.
The operation of the Maryland transportation system can greatly benefit by promotion of
future ITS systems and equipment being designed to meet the latest ITS standards.
And, where practicable, existing systems and equipment may be updated to meet the
standards.
The USDOT’s ITS Standards Program is working with existing standards development
organizations (SDOs) to establish a national collection of ITS standards. The following
organizations participate in ITS standards activities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials)
ANSI (American National Standards Institute)
APTA (American Public Transportation Association)
ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials)
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
ITE (Institute of Transportation Engineers)
NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association)
SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers)

The following organization oversees the development of ITS standards:

•

ANSI (American National Standards Institute)

As of October 2016, 92 ITS standards have been published, with several others in
various stages of the development process. In addition, updated versions of several
published standards are being developed. Of these standards initiatives, one
“application area” suite of standards has been fully completed for use in deployment. In
2002, the U.S. DOT ITS Standards Program published the Dynamic Message Sign suite
of standards and protocols that apply to how message signs send, receive, and structure
information.
The published standards have undergone industry consensus balloting and acceptance
by the appropriate SDO. A small portion of the published standards have undergone full
testing procedures, which provide information to future users about the reliability,
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interoperability, functionality, and performance of systems based upon the standards. A
list of published ITS standards, and the current testing status for each, are available at
https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/DevelopmentActivities/PublishedStandards.
For more information on ITS standards, visit www.standards.its.dot.gov or
www.ntcip.org.
Appendix F – ITS Standards provides a list of those standards that are applicable to
Information Flows within the Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture. This list represents
USDOT ITS Standards that were available at the time this report was being prepared.
Standards activities are continuously ongoing to make industry-consensus design
materials concurrent with the latest technologies that are being developed and deployed
successfully within the ITS arena.
To identify the most current ITS standards applicable to the Maryland Statewide ITS
Architecture, visit the National ITS Architecture website. This site provides a listing of the
most up-to-date National ITS Architecture Information Flows and their associated
standards. MD Architecture users can access applicable ITS standards by:

•
•
•

Finding applicable system Elements and viewing the Information Flow Diagrams in
Section 5 - Statewide ITS Architecture.
Visiting the National ITS Architecture website: http://itsarch.iteris.com/itsarch.
Identifying a specific Architecture Flow, by name, in the Regional ITS Architecture
document, clicking on that Architecture Flow name on the National ITS Architecture
website, and the reviewing the details under “Standard Activities.”

The current ITS standards – or pertinent standards activities – will be displayed for the
Information Flow that the user specifies.
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Statewide ITS Architecture

This section contains three types of diagrams. The first type is the subsystem diagram,
of which there are two. This type of diagram is often called a “sausage diagram”
because of its shapes. The first subsystem diagram shows which of the National ITS
Architecture Subsystems are included in the MD Architecture. The second subsystem
diagram displays the regional elements (from Section 4.1 – Description of Elements) and
their associations with the subsystems. The second type is the specific and generic
element interconnect diagrams. The third type of diagram reflects information flows
between two elements.
The first subsystem diagram, Figure 5-1: ITS Architecture Subsystem Diagram, provides
a view of the subsystems recognized within the National ITS Architecture and their
relationships to one another (Note for the purposes of a Regional ITS Architecture, the
communications links within the “sausage” shapes are not customized for existing/future
conditions within the Region.). Those subsystem boxes not grayed out are found in the
MD Architecture. In fact, all subsystems are found with the exception of Fleet and
Freight Management. Definitions for all of the subsystems are presented in Appendix H
– Subsystem Definitions.
The next diagram – Figure 5-2: Maryland ITS Architecture Subsystem Diagram – lists
each of the elements within the MD Architecture under its associated subsystem(s). The
National ITS Architecture subsystem framework is intended to associate elements within
a region with the functions that the particular subsystem performs. This framework
facilitates consistency in the way operational roles for regional elements are classified
across the country.
The element interconnect diagrams reflect the elements defined in 4.1 – Description of
Elements. Note that the subject element is presented in color within each of the
diagrams. This color corresponds with the colors of the four subsystem classes (i.e.,
Centers, Field, Vehicles, and Travelers) found both in the National ITS Architecture and
the MD Architecture and shown on the two subsystem diagrams.
The information flow diagrams define the existing/planned types of information being
exchanged between the subject element and another element, and what direction the
information is flowing. Each information flow is taken from the National ITS Architecture,
and has a specified definition and group of standards associated with it that is consistent
with other regional architectures across the country.
In order to use these diagrams, stakeholders or other users of this architecture would
focus on the elements of interest to them and review and utilize the interconnect and
information flow diagrams built around those elements.
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Figure 5-1: ITS Architecture Subsystem Diagram
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Figure 5-2: Maryland ITS Architecture Subsystem Diagram
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Adjacent State TMCs Interconnect Diagram
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Arterial Field Equipment Interconnect Diagram
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Baltimore City TMC Interconnect Diagram
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CapWIN Interconnect Diagram
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CHART Centers Interconnect Diagram
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Appendix A – Acronyms List
The table below lists acronyms used in the MD Architecture. These refer to ITS physical
components, agencies, or general terms.
AOC
ASTM
ATIS
ATR
AVCM
AVL
BRT
BWI
C2C
CAD
CapWIN
CCTV
CHART
CTP
CVISN
CVO
DDOT
DEO
DPW (&T)
DVR
DMS
EMS
EOC
EORS
ETC
ETP
ERU
FEMA
FHWA
FITM
FM
GPS
HAZMAT
HAR
HIB
HOT
HQ
IAAP
IEEE

Authority Operations Center
American Society for Testing and Materials
Advanced Traveler Information Systems
Automatic Traffic Recorder
ATM Video Control Manager
Automatic Vehicle Location
Bus-Rapid Transit
Baltimore-Washington International
Center-to-Center
Computer Aided Dispatch
Capital Wireless Information Net
Closed-Circuit Television
Coordinated Highways Action Response Team
Consolidated Transportation Plan
Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks
Commercial Vehicle Operations
District Department of Transportation (Washington, D.C)
Division of Emergency Operations
Department of Public Works (& Transportation)
Digital Video Recording
Dynamic Message Sign
Emergency Medical Services
Emergency Operations Center
Emergency Operations Reporting System
Electronic Toll Collection
Emergency Traffic Patrols
Emergency Response Unit
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Highway Administration
Freeway Incident Traffic Management
Frequency Modulated
Global Positioning System
Hazardous Materials
Highway Advisory Radio
Hazard Identification Beacon
High-Occupancy Toll
Headquarters
ITS Architecture Advisory Panel
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
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IP
IRIS
ISDN
ISP
ITS
LATA
LED
MAA
MATOC
MCD
MD
MDE
MDOT
MDSHA
MDTA
MEMA
MIDP
MIEMMS
MITS-WG
MMTIS
MNCPPC
MOU
MPA
MPO
MPSTOC
MSP
MTA
MVA
MWCOG
NOC
NRO
NTCIP
OOTS
PDA
PND
RITIS
RLCSS
RSVD
RTMS
RWIS
SDO
SOC
TCP

November 2016

Internet Protocol
Intelligent Roadside Information System
Integrated Services Digital Network
Information Service Provider
Intelligent Transportation System(s)
Local Access Transport Area
Light Emitting Diode
Maryland Aviation Administration
Metropolitan Area Transportation Operations Coordination
Motor Carrier Division
Maryland
Maryland Department of the Environment
Maryland Department of Transportation
Maryland State Highway Administration
Maryland Transportation Authority
Maryland Emergency Management Agency
Mobile Information Device Profile
Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services Systems
Maryland ITS Working Group
Multi-modal Traveler Information System
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission
Memorandum of Understanding
Maryland Port Administration
Metropolitan Planning Organization
McConnell Public Safety Transportation Operations Center (Virginia)
Maryland State Police
Maryland Transit Administration
Motor Vehicle Administration
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
Network Operations Center
Northern Region Operations (Virginia DOT)
National Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol
Office of Traffic and Safety
Personal Digital Assistants
Personal Navigation Devices
Regional Integrated Transportation Information System
Reversible Lane Control Signal System
Roadside Vehicle Detection
Remote Traffic Microwave Sensor
Road Weather Information System
Standards Development Organization
Statewide Operations Center
Transmission Control Protocol
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TFO
TMC
TMDD
TOC
TRIP
TRS
UMD-CATT
USDOT
VDOT
VEIP
VMS
WAN
WAP
WMATA

November 2016

Traffic Field Operations
Traffic (or Transportation) Management Center
Traffic Management Data Dictionary
Traffic Operations Center
Traffic Response Information and Partnership (Prince George’s County)
Toll Rate Signs
University of Maryland Center for Advanced Transportation Technology
United States Department of Transportation
Virginia Department of Transportation
Vehicle Emissions Inspection Program
Variable Message Sign
Wide Area Network
Wireless Application Protocol
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
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Appendix B – Stakeholder Validation Meeting Attendees and Notes
The following table provides attendees, comments, and responses for the Stakeholder Validation meeting held at the Maryland State
Highway Administration (SHA) complex in Hanover, MD on May 3, 2016.
Attendees

Name

Organization

Email Address

Phone Number

Bala Akundi
Don Best
Jennifer Biddle
Salma Chittoor
Norvel Cooksey
Carole Delion
Jason Dicembre
David Dikes
John Dulina
Rick Dye
Warren Henry
Imran Inamdar
Tom Jacobs
Shelley Kellam
John "Jack" Markey
Glenn McLaughlin
Susan Michlik
Dave Nikunj
Azadeh Norouzi
M. Pansare
Raj Sharma
Don Smith
Mark Stancliff

Baltimore Metropolitan Council
MDTA
Howard County DPW
SHA/CHART
SHA/CHART
SHA/CHART
SHA/CHART
MDTA
MEMA
SHA/CHART
SHA/CHART
Kapsch TrafficCom
University of Maryland CATT
SHA/CHART
Frederick County
SHA/CHART
Kapsch TrafficCom
Calvert County
CHART/PPD
SHA/MCD
Baltimore City
MDTA
St. Mary's County

bakundi@baltometro.org
dbest@mdta.state.md.us
jbiddle@howardcountymd.gov
schittoor@sha.state.md.us
ncooksey@sha.state.md.us
cdelion@sha.state.md.us
jdicembre1@sha.state.md.us (?)
ddikes@mdta.state.md.us
jdulina@mema.state.md.us
rdye@sha.state.md.us
whenry@sha.state.md.us
Imran.Inamdar@kapsch.net
tjacobs@umd.edu
skellam@sha.state.md.us
jmarkey@frederickcountymd.gov
gmclaughlin@sha.state.md.us
susan.michlik@kapsch.net
N/A
anorouzi@sha.state.md.us
mpansare@sha.state.md.us
raj.sharma@baltimorecity.gov
dsmith1@mdta.maryland.gov
mark.stancliff@stmarysmd.com

410-732-0500 x1019
443-324-7939
410-313-5753
410-787-5872
410-582-5650
410-545-5646
410-582-5650
410-537-1096
443-865-8638
410-582-5619
410-787-5885
301-312-7467
301-405-7328
410-582-5676
301-600-6790
410-787-5884
240-274-7901
410-535-1600
410-787-5890
410-582-5730
443-984-2158
410-537-6927
301-475-4200 x1006
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Name

Organization

Email Address

Phone Number

Linda Warthen
James Witherspoon
Dwight Wright
Bo Zhou

Frederick County
Kapsch TrafficCom
Kapsch TrafficCom
Anne Arundel County

lwarthen@frederickcountymd.com
james.witherspoon@kapsch.net
dwight.wright@kapsch.net
pwzhou10@aacounty.org

301-600-6795
202-550-6240
301-354-4695
410-222-7331

Notes

Validation
Packet Pg. #
Vehicles
3

7

8

Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Element Description
1. Should emergency vehicles be in the
description?
2. Is there a reason why general public is
listed as a stakeholder?
3. Add Commercial Vehicles to the Element
Description.
4. State Troopers have portable readers
through PrePass. Does that qualify it to be
in the Vehicle’s description?
Vehicles – ISP Centers

Response
There is an Emergency Vehicles Element.

This Element relates to passenger vehicles.
There is a Commercial Vehicles Element.
No change required. This Element relates to passenger vehicles.

Change implemented.

5. Traffic probe data: Change to planned in
the ISP Centers – Vehicles info flow
diagram.
6. Make existing in the ISP Centers –
The flow is already shown as existing. No change required.
Personal Traveler Information Devices flow
diagram.
Parking Management Centers -- Vehicles
Transponder related flows in the National ITS Architecture mostly
pertain to tolling systems hence the change was not made.
7. Probably add vehicle transponder flow to
the flow diagram.
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Validation
Packet Pg. #
9

10

11
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
MDTA Toll Field Equipment – Vehicles
8. When reviewing slide 9, MDTA mentioned
that they are going to use a separate tag
reader to collect data for travel times.
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch Centers -Vehicles
9. Frederick County worked with OnStar
some time ago.
10. Shouldn’t there be a return flow to the
emergency data request?
11. Public agencies don’t want to receive info
through RITIS (don’t want to be
responsible).
12. AM Radio – exists (FYI: Can override
stations in tunnels for emergency
broadcasts.).

Response
No change required

No change required.

No change required.
No change required.

Based on comment #14, below, no change required.

11

13. Keep info flows in Arterial Field Equip. -Vehicles as planned.

The flows from Arterial Field Equipment -- Vehicles are shown as
planned.

12

14. Vehicles will communicate with CHART
and RITIS in the future, so include
applicable flows as planned flows.

Included the following planned flows between Vehicles, CHART and
RITIS:
•
•
•
•
•

“traffic probe data”
“traveler services request”
“traveler services information”
“interactive traveler information”
“broadcast traveler information”
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Validation
Packet Pg. #
12

12
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
15. Freeway Field Equipment – Include
CHART Field Equipment (future).
Freeway Field Equipment -- Vehicles

Response
The “Arterial Field Equipment” and “Freeway Field Equipment” Elements
are Generic Elements that include CHART Field Equipment. No change
required.
Change implemented.

16. Broadcast traveler info (HAR) – make
existing in the Freeway Field Equipment -Vehicles information flow diagram because
broadcast can be heard in the tunnel and
on HAR.
Emergency Operations Centers
Element Description

Changed implemented.

5

17. Change Statewide to Joint Operations
Center in MEMA’s name.
Interconnect Diagram

Changed implemented.

7

18. Emergency Management Agencies -Regional MATOC Stakeholders exists (if
MATOC and RITIS are the same).
Local TMCs – Emergency Operations Centers

Changed implemented.

19. Change remote surveillance control to
existing.
Freeway TMCs – Emergency Operations
Centers

The Freeway TMCs Element has been removed from the MD
architecture.

8

20. Redefine Freeway TMCs and decide if it
should be kept as an element, since Rick
asked to remove SHA District Offices as a
facility from the element, but include as a
facility in the CHART Centers element.

MD SHA District Offices have been added as a facility to the CHART
Centers Element.
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Validation
Packet Pg. #
10

Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Media Outlets – Emergency Operations
Centers
21. Traffic images: EOCs do not share
cameras with the media. They share
general information.
22. If an incident results in a lane closure, the
information is pushed to a web app and
the media receives it from there.
23. The PIO – controls info going out through
an emergency alert system (e.g., Amber
alerts). The applicable flow – Alert
Notification -- is already in the flow
diagram.
24. No other flows are needed.

13

14

17

November 2016

MDTA Authority Operations Centers –
Emergency Operations Centers
25. Authority reports incident to EOC if it is a
big incident – two-way.
MDTA Authority Operations Centers –
Emergency Operations Centers
26. Traffic images – make existing.
Prince George’s County TRIP Center –
Emergency Operations Centers

Response
The applicable flow is already in the flow diagram. No change required.

The applicable flow is already in the flow diagram. No change required.

The applicable flow is already in the flow diagram. No change required.

No change required.
Added two-way “incident information” flow to the diagram.

Changed implemented.

Changed implemented.

27. Traffic images – make existing?
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Validation
Packet Pg. #
20

22

Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Emergency Operations Centers – Maryland
State Police
28. Web EOC is used here. Challenge is that
troopers not assigned to incident may not
see the incident information from the Web
EOC.
Emergency Operations Centers – MDTA Police
Centers
29. Regarding traffic images. Police car videos
only go back to the police department, so
do not add that flow.
30. Roadway cameras shared by all through
CHART.

25

26

November 2016

Emergency Operations Centers – MATOC
Center.
31. Remove MATOC Center Element and
include all flows shown here in the
Emergency Operations Center – RITIS
flow as existing flows.
Emergency Operations Centers – RITIS.

32. Road network conditions and traffic
images – make existing.
Personal Traveler Information Devices
3
Element Description.

Response
No change required.

Changed implemented.

No change required.
The applicable flow is already in the flow diagram. No change required.

Changed implemented.

Changed implemented.

33. Remove: “personal” from personal handheld devices and personal computers.
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3
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment

Response

34. Remove personal digital assistants (PDAs)
from the description altogether because
these are not used anymore.
35. Add Third Party verbiage to the description
(e.g., Waze, Google, TrafficLand,
HERE.com); Truck
36. Parking; 511 (What is future role?); travel
kiosk (In travel plaza)? Info at rest areas?

Changed implemented.

37. Add MDTA– personal travel devices
interconnect.

Added the interconnect and the following flows:

38. Truck parking is captured and sent to
stakeholders.

Changed implemented.

No change required.

Added the interconnect and the following flows:
• “road network conditions”
• “toll data”
• “work zone conditions”
Included “parking information” flow between Information Service
Providers (ISP) -- Personal Traveler Information Devices Element.

39. Travel info boards are less and less
relevant.
40. Local Traffic Management Agencies: Anne
Arundel, all DPW officials, all signal
offices.
41. Regional MATOC Stakeholders includes
MATOC Center, Traffic View, Twitter.

No change required.

42. Add something about radios in the
Element Description.
43. Add “Media Outlets” to the interconnect
diagram with Personal Traveler Info
Devices.

Change implemented.

No change required.

No change required.

Added “Personal Traveler Info Devices” -- “Media Outlets” interconnect
and pertinent information flows.
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Validation
Packet Pg. #
5

Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Interconnect Diagram
44. Remove MATOC Center because its role
is to share information with DOTs not with
personal devices.
45. On the contrary, MATOC sends out tweets
to its Twitter account. Is this a valid activity
to keep it as a link with Personal Traveler
Information Devices?
46. Keep Local TMCs in the interconnect
diagram because Anne Arundel County
shares information with personal devices.

7

November 2016

Local TMCs – Personal Traveler Information
Devices

Response
Change implemented.

No change required. MATOC/RITIS Element shows traveler information
related flows.

No change required.

No change required.

47. General notes: TOC 7 – on 911 floor;
Montgomery County cameras are
available to the public via RITIS (not a
direct flow).
48. Local TMCs share road closures with
CHART. Add a flow for road closures.

Added “road closure notification” flow from Local TMCs -- CHART
Centers.

49. Only CHART and RITIS push data to 511.

No change required.

50. CHART is now set up to get CAD data
from local jurisdiction, but not being used.
51. CHART will use RITIS as the conduit, but
not done yet.
52. CHART receives alerts from Baltimore
TMC and now has the ability to add road
closures information into CHART ATMS,
but not enough personnel resources to do
so.

No change required.
No change required.
Added “alert notification” (existing) and “road closure notification”
(planned) flows between Baltimore TMC and CHART Centers.
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Packet Pg. #
8

8

10

12
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Information Service Providers -- Personal
Traveler Information Devices

Response
No change required.

53. Keep “traffic probe data” flow as existing.
54. St. Mary’s EOC provides road info to Waze No change required.
in exchange for Waze data (working on an
agreement).
55. CHART does not provide information
No change required.
directly to Waze, but they can grab the
XML feeds.
Freeway TMCs -- Personal Traveler
No change required.
Information Devices
56. District office’s info passes through
CHART then CHART to RITIS and 511.
57. All SHA-owned cameras are shared
through the CHART website.
58. The InView system CCTV cameras needs
to be added to the architecture. These are
images that are specially formatted for
access.
Baltimore City – Personal Traveler Information
Devices
59. Add “traffic images” information flow.
60. Baltimore City not in 511 as yet (working
on TSP), but has a counter-feed and email
blasts/alerts to CHART.
61. Camera feed goes to TrafficLand and
Baltimore City website.

No change required.
No change required. The “traffic images” information flow is shown as an
existing flow in the flow diagram.

Change implemented.

No change required.

Change implemented. See response to comment #59 above.
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Packet Pg. #
13

16
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Personal Traveler Information Devices -CHART Centers
62. Change “interactive traveler information” to
existing (IVR on 511, Bayspan). Md. SHA
– 511, Traveler info services.
63. 511 is not planning to do trip planning in
the future.
64. Remove “trip plan” and “trip confirmation”
information flows.
65. MDTA – field devices feed to CHART –
which is similar to the information SHA
puts into CHART.
66. Create an MDTA – Personal Travel
Devices flow diagram.
Personal Traveler Info Devices – Emergency
Operations Centers
67. Should emergency notification go both
ways?
68. If not, change direction of flow for the
“emergency notification” flow to originate
from Emergency Operations Centers.
69. Local road closures, accidents,
evacuations, emergency closures being
pushed to public. Add information flows
that represent this information.

Response
Change implemented.

Change implemented.
Change implemented.
No change required.

Change implemented.
Change implemented. Added “alert notification” flow.

See response to comment #67.

Change implemented.
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Packet Pg. #
17

18

19
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Personal Traveler Info Devices – Public Safety
Offices and Dispatch Centers.
70. Change direction of flow for the
“emergency notification” flow to originate
from Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers.
Personal Traveler Info Devices – MATOC
Centers
71. Change all flows to existing due to Twitter.
72. However, note that tweets are the only
direct interaction existing from Personal
Traveler Info Devices -- MATOC Center in
broadcast traveler info.
73. Traffic View (a RITIS system) gives
travelers the ability to enter route which
then provides notifications of incidents.
74. No trip planning ability in RITIS.
75. Probably remove “trip request.”

CHART Centers
3
Element Description
76. Update description to improve the
delineation between CHART and the
CHART ATMS.
a. [NOTE: This delineation needs
to be improved throughout the
Statewide ITS Architecture.]

Response
No change required. The emergency notification such as an accident,
disable vehicle, etc., originates from the device to the Public Safety
Centers such at 911.

Change implemented.

No change required.

No change required.

Change implemented.

Followed-up with CHART after the validation workshop. No change
required.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
77. Need to update the “CHART Traffic
Operations Centers” called out in the
description.

Response
Change implemented. The following is the list of Centers:
This includes the Statewide Operation Center (SOC), CHART
Traffic Operations Centers (TOCs -- including CHART Frederick
TOC 7, CHART Greenbelt TOC 3, CHART Golden Ring TOC 4,
and Eastern Shore Traffic Operations (ESTO), which is housed in
the SOC), and the Maryland State Network Operations Center
(NOC) in Hanover.

8

ISP Centers – CHART Centers

Change implemented. Added pertinent information flows to the diagram.

11

78. Add flows from CHART Centers – ISP
Centers.
79. Parking Management Agencies – MD SHA
– parking info exists.
Media Outlets – CHART Centers

Change implemented. The flows were changed to “existing.”

14

5

80. Consolidate traffic info for media, and
traveler info for media flows.
81. BWI has a login to the CHART ATMS,
which it uses to control the parking signs.
82. BWI airport’s parking information is
displayed on 511.
83. MDTA uses CHART to change their toll
rate info at a specific time of day. Planning
to do the same thing for dynamic tolling.
84. Are intermodal freight facilities exchanging
data with CHART?
85. Port Admin. accesses CHART’s video.
They are planning on controlling their DMS
using CHART ATMS.
86. Adjacent State TMCs get RITIS data, but
not a direct link from CHART.

Change implemented. Removed “traveler information for media” flow.

Change implemented.
No change required.
Change implemented. Added “toll data” flow from MDTA -- CHART
Centers.
No change required because all flows are planned.
Change implemented. Added “traffic images” flow between CHART
Centers and Intermodal Facilities.
No change required.
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7
7
8

8

8

8

9

9
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment

Response

87. Keep the “evacuation coordination”
information flow with the Local TMCs
Element as planned.
88. The EOCs, such as MEMA, have
established evacuation plans.
89. RITIS has evacuation routes that can be
viewed by RITIS-partner agencies.

No change required.

90. Modify the “road network traffic probe
data” flow with ISP Centers into a two-way
flow.
91. The “road network traffic probe data” flow
between CHART Centers and ISP Centers
is still valid because CHART still gets
traffic data from HERE, INRIX, etc.
92. Add an information flow from ISP Centers
– CHART Centers to represent toll rate
data from MDTA’s subcontractor (ACS) to
CHART.
93. Other data are shared between CHART
Centers and ISP Centers through RSS
feeds including incident information, lane
closures information, etc.
94. Keep the “pollution state data request”
information flow as planned between MVA
Offices/Emission Management Centers
and CHART because it may be valid in the
future.
95. “Road network conditions” is not directly
exchanged with MVA Centers, but they
can access such information from the
CHART website.

Change implemented.

No change required.
No change required. Evacuation coordination flows are included in the
diagram.

No change required.

Change implemented.

Change implemented.

No change required.

No change required because the flow is shown as planned.
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Packet Pg. #
9
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment

Response

96. Keep the “wide area statistical pollution”
information flow as planned between MVA
Offices/Emission Management Centers
and CHART because it may be valid in the
future.
97. Consider removing the Archived Data
Management Centers – CHART Centers
information flow diagram, but transfer the
information flows to the RITIS – CHART
Centers diagram.
98. The following parking-related information
flows in the Parking Management Centers
– CHART Centers information flow
diagram should be changed from planned
to existing:
99. “parking demand management request”

No change required.

100. “parking lot data request”

Change implemented.

101. “parking information”

Change implemented.

102. BWI uses the CHART ATMS to input
parking data into their parking DMSs.

No change required.

12

103. Remove MDSHA District Office from the
Freeway TMCs Element Description.

No change required. The Freeway TMCs Element was removed from
the architecture based on stakeholder consensus.

12

104. Remove the Freeway TMCs – CHART
Centers information flow and
interconnect diagrams.

No change required. The Freeway TMCs Element was removed from
the architecture based on stakeholder consensus.

10

11

Change implemented. Only flows related to data archiving were
included.

Change implemented.

Change implemented.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
105. Traffic radar data is the only unique flow
that MD SHA offices receive from the
roadway, hence flows to CHART centers
presented here are not valid.
106. Keep the transit-type flows as planned
flows in the Transit Management Centers
– CHART Centers information flow
diagram as planned flows.
107. Remove the “current asset restrictions”
flow in the Transit.Management Centers
– CHART Centers information flow
diagram because the Motor Carrier
Division adds restriction-type information
directly on the CHART website.
108. Remove “traffic information for media”
and “traveler information for media” in
the Media Outlets – CHART Centers info
flow diagram because CHART provides
an XML feed on its website for the media
and anyone else to access, so it’s not a
direct link.
109. Add “traffic images” as an existing flow in
the Media Outlets – CHART Centers info
flow diagram.
110. Change “traffic images” to existing in the
Arterial Field Equipment – CHART
Centers information flow diagram
because CHART gets Montgomery
County arterial video feeds.

Response
No change required. The Freeway TMCs Element was removed from
the architecture based on stakeholder consensus.

No change required. The flows are already shown as planned.

Change implemented.

Change implemented.

Change implemented.

No change required. Montgomery County TMC is a Specific Element in
the Architecture and the “traffic images” flow from the County -- CHART
Centers is shown as existing.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment

30

CHART Centers – MATOC Center

31

111. Recombine MATOC and RITIS because
MATOC Center primarily uses RITIS as
its only ITS system. There is no direct
connection between MATOC Center and
CHART.
112. Add the flows in CHART Centers –
MATOC Center back to CHART Centers
– RITIS flow diagram if not already there.
CHART Centers – RITIS

Response
Change implemented.

Change implemented.

No change required.

113. The “transit emergency data” flow should
be kept as existing because RITIS sends
this information to CHART.
Local TMCs
5

7

8

Interconnect Diagram
114. MDTA and CHART use the same ATMS,
so it is unclear if such a connection
should be represented here because an
MDTA -- CHART connection is actually
just one system.
Local TMCs – Other Local TMCs
115. Probably remove the Other Local TMCs
Element from the architecture because it
represents SHA’s signal shops and they
only receive traffic data from ATRs on
the roadway.
Local TMCs – ISP Centers

Change implemented.

No change required because Other Local TMCs represent data
exchange between two local facilities and all the flows are planned.

Change implemented.

116. Change “road network conditions” to
existing from ISP Centers.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Local TMS – MVA Offices / Emission
Management Centers
117. Keep the “wide area statistical pollution
information” and “road network
conditions” flows as planned flows.
Local TMCs – Archived Data Management
Centers
118. Should we keep the Archive Data
Management Centers Element? Not sure
this should be kept because RITIS does
archiving.
Local TMCs – Freeway TMCs
119. There is no direct control of the other
agency’s cameras.

14

120. Probably keep the “device control
request” flow as currently shown as a
planned flow.
Local TMCs – Arterial Field Equipment

18

121. Re: “right-of-way request notification”
and “roadway information system status.”
122. Very few actuated intersections. Local
TMCs are not notified of signal
preemption.
Local TMCs – Baltimore City TMC

Response
No change required.

Change implemented. Only flows related to data archiving were included
as planned flows.

No change required. The Freeway TMCs Element was removed from
the architecture based on stakeholder consensus.

No change required. The Freeway TMCs Element was removed from
the architecture based on stakeholder consensus.
Change implemented. Kept “right-of-way request notification” as a
planned flow and changed “roadway information system status” to an
existing flow.
No change required.

Change implemented.

123. Change “device status” and “device data”
to planned flows.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Local TMCs – Montgomery County TMC
124. Keep “device status”, “device data”,
“device control request”, and “emergency
traffic coordination” as planned flows.
Local TMCs – Prince Georges County TRIP
Center

Response
Change implemented.

Change implemented.

22

125. Keep “device status”, “device data”,
“device control request”, and “emergency
traffic coordination” as planned flows.
Local TMCs – Emergency Operations Center

Change implemented.

23

126. Change “remote surveillance control”
from planned to existing because the
EOC controls cameras when it is active.
Local TMCs – Public Safety & Dispatch Center

No change required.

24

127. Emergency routes are passed on to
Public Safety through a phone call not an
IT system. Keep “emergency routes” as
a planned flow.
Local TMCs – MATOC Center

128. Recombine MATOC Center and RITIS
as one Element. RITIS, however, does
not get information directly from Local
TMCs, PG County, etc., but instead info
is shared through CHART.
Emergency Vehicles
3.
Element Description

Change implemented. The MATOC Center and RITIS Elements have
been recombined as one Element – “MATOC/RITIS”. All applicable
flows from each Element interfaces have been transferred to the
combined MATOC/RITIS Element.

Change implemented.

1. Update the Emergency Vehicles Element
Description to include MDE vehicle fleet.
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Packet Pg. #
8.

Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Emergency Vehicles – CHART Centers
2.
3.

4.
5.

Remove “suggested route” information
flow.
“Incident status” occurs via radio. Should
it be kept in the flow diagram considering
it occurs via radio?
Add “arrival status” to account for ETP
arrival on an incident scene.
Keep “emergency vehicle tracking data”.

6.

10.

November 2016

Change “incident status” to a two-way
flow.
7.
Add “traffic images” flow because ETP
streams video from the truck back to
CHART.
Emergency Vehicles – CapWin

Change implemented.

Change implemented. Removed “incident status” flow.

Change not implemented because the relevant flow is not found in the
National ITS Architecture.
No change required.
Change not implemented. See response to comment #131.
Change implemented.

Change implemented.

8.

11.

Change “emergency vehicle tracking
data” from existing to planned.
9.
All information entered into the CHART
ATMS goes to CapWin system (e.g.,
FITM plans).
Emergency Vehicles – Emergency Operations
Centers

Response

No change required.

Followed-up with MEMA but did not receive a response.

10. Contact MEMA to validate this
information flow diagram.
11. MEMA manages WebEOC software. All
partner jurisdictions can share incident
updates and coordinate interagency
resources.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Emergency Vehicles – Maryland State Police
Centers
12. Keep information flow diagram as is.
13. MSP does not have the authority to
dispatch ETPs.
14. CHART does not contact tow companies.
Instead, CHART notifies MSP of an
incident and MSP will contact a tow
company if needed.
Emergency Vehicles – MDE Emergency
Response Division Center
15. MDE has their own vehicle fleet.
Emergency Vehicles – MDTA Police Centers
16. MDTA Police can dispatch the MDTA
fleet, so keep those flows as shown in
the flow diagram.
17. Change the “emergency vehicle tracking
data” flow from planned to existing.
18. Add “traffic images” as an existing flow
from Emergency Vehicles to MDTA
Police Centers.
Emergency Vehicles – MIEMSS Center

19. Keep information flow diagram as is.
Emergency Vehicles
3.
Element Description
Update the Emergency Vehicles Element
Description to include MDE vehicle fleet.

Response
No change required.

No change required.
No change required.

Change implemented. See response to comment #129.

No change required.

Change implemented.
Change implemented.

No change required.

Change implemented.
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8.

10.

11.

12.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
Emergency Vehicles – CHART Centers
Remove “suggested route” information flow.
“Incident status” occurs via radio. Should it be
kept in the flow diagram considering it occurs
via radio?
Add “arrival status” to account for ETP arrival
on an incident scene.
Keep “emergency vehicle tracking data”.
Change “incident status” to a two-way flow.
Add “traffic images” flow because ETP streams
video from the truck back to CHART.
Emergency Vehicles – CapWin
Change “emergency vehicle tracking data” from
existing to planned.
All information entered into the CHART ATMS
goes to CapWin system (e.g., FITM plans).
Emergency Vehicles – Emergency Operations
Centers
Contact MEMA to validate this information flow
diagram.
MEMA manages WebEOC software. All partner
jurisdictions can share incident updates and
coordinate interagency resources.
Emergency Vehicles – Maryland State Police
Centers
Keep information flow diagram as is.
MSP does not have the authority to dispatch
ETPs.

Response
Change implemented.
Change implemented. Removed “incident status” flow.

Change not implemented because the relevant flow is not found in the
National ITS Architecture.
No change required.
Change not implemented. See response to comment #131.
Change implemented.
Change implemented.

No change required.
Followed-up with MEMA but did not receive a response.

No change required.

No change required.
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Stakeholder Suggestion/Comment
CHART does not contact tow companies.
Instead, CHART notifies MSP of an incident
and MSP will contact a tow company if needed.
Emergency Vehicles – MDE Emergency
Response Division Center
MDE has their own vehicle fleet.
Emergency Vehicles – MDTA Police Centers
MDTA Police can dispatch the MDTA fleet, so
keep those flows as shown in the flow diagram.
Change the “emergency vehicle tracking data”
flow from planned to existing.
Add “traffic images” as an existing flow from
Emergency Vehicles to MDTA Police Centers.
Emergency Vehicles – MIEMSS Center
Keep information flow diagram as is.

Response
No change required.

Change implemented. See response to comment #129.

No change required.

Change implemented.
Change implemented.
No change required.
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Appendix C – Changes to the Architecture based on Conformity Form
Review
Source Element

Destination
Element

Flow

Status/Status
Changed to:

Transit Vehicles

Transit
Management
Center

S surveillance data
(new)

Existing

Transit Management
Center

Transit Vehicles

Secure area
surveillance control
(new)

Existing

Transit Vehicles

Public Safety
Offices and
Dispatch

Secure area
surveillance data

Existing

Public Safety Offices
Transit Vehicles
and Dispatch
MDTA Police
Transit Vehicles
Centers
MDTA Police
Transit Vehicles
Centers
Maryland State
Transit Vehicles
Police Centers
Maryland State
Transit Vehicles
Police Centers

Transit Vehicles

Transit Vehicles

Transit Vehicles
Transit Management
Centers
ISP Centers

Transit Vehicles

Transit
Management
Centers

Transit
Management
Centers
Transit
Management
Centers
ISP Centers
Transit
Management
Centers
Transit
Management
Centers

Secure area
surveillance control
Secure area
surveillance data
Secure area
surveillance control
Secure area
surveillance data
Secure area
surveillance control
Transit schedule
information
Transit vehicle
operator information
Transit vehicle
schedule
performance

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

Transit vehicle
loading data

Existing

Request for vehicle
measures

Existing

Demand responsive
transit plan

Existing

Demand responsive
transit request

Existing

Transit traveler
request

Existing
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Appendix D – Compliance Matrix
The following table lists the FHWA and FTA requirements for a Regional ITS
Architecture and the compliance details of the MD Architecture.

Architecture Requirement
Is there a description of the
Region?

Are the Stakeholders identified?

Compliance
Yes

Yes

Is an operational concept
provided?

Yes

Is there a list of agreements
relative to ITS?

Yes

Are functional requirements
shown?

Yes

Are interface requirements
demonstrated?

Yes

Are ITS standards provided?

Are ITS projects shown?

Yes

Yes

Comments
The Region is defined as the State
of Maryland and pertinent
descriptive information is included.
Key Stakeholders are identified in
the Architecture; the list of
stakeholders will be expanded and
amended during subsequent
updates to the Architecture.
A high-level description of key
agency roles and responsibilities
in the operation and
implementation of the elements
included in the Regional ITS
Architecture is included.
A list of agreements is included
which will be expanded over time.
Functional requirements are
shown at a high-level through
Functional Areas. Functional
Areas are groupings of functional
requirements and may be used to
assist in ITS project definition.
Interface requirements are
reflected through Interconnect and
Information Flow diagrams.
A list of relevant ITS standards is
provided as well as a link to the
National ITS Architecture website
with an explanation as to how to
access the latest standards.
Regional ITS projects are shown
with brief descriptions and
categorized as “existing” or
“programmed”; the list of projects
will be expanded over time.
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Compliance

Yes

Comments
Basic update parameters are
specified in the Architecture.
Additionally, an Architecture
website is being implemented
which will enable easy access to
the Architecture and provide
capabilities for maintaining an
Update Library.
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Appendix E – Element/Facility Relationships
The following tables are to be used as reference by users of the document. This table
identifies the Specific Elements as defined in Sections 2.4 and 4.1. These Specific
Elements are identified with a Stakeholder.

Specific Element

Stakeholder

Baltimore City TMC
Capital Wireless Information Net
(CapWIN)

City of Baltimore

CHART Centers
Maryland State Police Centers
MATOC / RITIS
MDE Emergency Response
Division Center
MDTA Authority Operations Centers
MDTA Police Centers
MDTA Toll Field Equipment
MIEMMS Center
Montgomery County TMC
MTA Centers
MVA Offices / Emissions
Management Centers
Prince George’s County TRIP
Center
WMATA Operations Control Center

CapWIN Board of Directors
Maryland State Highway Administration
(MDSHA)
Maryland State Police (MSP)
Regional MATOC / RITIS Stakeholders
Maryland Department of Environment
Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA)
Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA)
Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA)
Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical
Services Systems (MIEMSS)
Montgomery County Department of
Transportation
Maryland Transit Administration
Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration
Prince George’s County Department of
Public Works and Transportation
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA)

Below, each Facility is paired with its generic Element. This relationship is described in
Sections 2.4 and 4.1. The table may be used as a reference for a practitioner in
determining which generic Element represents the agency/organization in question.

Facility
Adjacent State County and Statewide
Emergency Operations Centers
Adjacent State Highway Patrol and State
Police Offices and Dispatch Centers
Adjacent State Local TMCs and Offices
Adjacent State Local Public Safety Offices and
Dispatch Centers
Allegany County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Allegany County Emergency Operations
Center
Allegany County Public Works Division Office
Allegany County Transit (ACT)

Generic Element
Emergency Operations Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Local TMCs
Transit Management Centers
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Facility

Generic Element

AMTRAK Center
Annapolis Emergency Operations Center
Anne Arundel County 911, Police and Fire
Offices
Anne Arundel County Emergency Operations
Center
Anne Arundel County DPW Center
Arterial / Local Traffic Signal and Maintenance
Offices and Shops
ASPEN

Transit Management Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers

Automated Hauling Permitting System (AHPS)
Baltimore/Washington International/Thurgood
Marshall Airport
Baltimore City 911, Police and Fire Offices
Baltimore City Emergency Control Center
Baltimore County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Baltimore County Emergency Operations
Center
Baltimore County DPW Center
Baltimore County Ride
Baltimore Metropolitan Council Office
Bayview Intermodal Yard (Norfolk Southern
Railroad)
BWI Parking Center
Calvert County DPW Office
Calvert County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Calvert County Emergency Operations Center
Calvert County Public Transportation
Canton Marine Terminal
Carrier Automated Performance Review
Information (CAPRI)
Caroline County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Caroline County DPW Office
Caroline County Emergency Operations
Center
Carroll County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Carroll County Emergency Operations Center
Carroll County DPW Office
Cecil County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Cecil County DPW Office
Cecil County Emergency Operations Center

Emergency Operations Centers
Local TMCs
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
Intermodal Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Local TMCs
Transit Management Centers
Archived Data Management Centers
Intermodal Freight Facility
Parking Management Center
Local TMCs
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Transit Management Centers
Intermodal Facilities
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Local TMCs
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
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Facility

Generic Element

Charles County DPW Office

Local TMCs
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Transit Management Centers

Charles County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Charles County Emergency Operations Center
Charles County VanGO
City of Annapolis Department of
Transportation
City of Annapolis DPW Office
City of Rockville TMC
Clinton Street Marine Terminal
Commercial Safety Analysis (CSA) 2010
(planned system)
COMPASS
County Commuter
Cumberland MPO Office
Curtis Bay Terminal
DC Regional Electronic Transit Clearing
House
DDOT CapTOP-TOC
DDOT CapTOP-TOC
Delaware Traffic Management Center
Dorchester County 911, Police and Fire
Offices
Dorchester County DPW Office
Dorchester County Emergency Operations
Center
Dundalk Marine Terminal
Emergency Medical Services Offices
Fairfield Auto Terminal
Federal Emergency Management and
Department of Homeland Security Centers
Federal Public Safety Installations
Frederick County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Frederick County Emergency Operations
Center
Frederick County TransIT
Garrett County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Garrett County Emergency Operations Center
Garrett County Roads Department Office
Hagerstown MPO Office
Harford County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Harford County Emergency Operations Center

Transit Management Centers
Local TMCs
Local TMCs
Intermodal Freight Facility
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Transit Management Centers
Archived Data Management Centers
Intermodal Facilities
Transit Management Centers
Local TMCs
Adjacent State TMCs
Adjacent State TMCs
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
Intermodal Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Intermodal Facilities
Emergency Operations Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Transit Management Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Local TMCs
Archived Data Management Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
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Facility

Generic Element

Harford County DPW Center
Harford County Mass Transit

Local TMCs
Transit Management Centers
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
Intermodal Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Local TMCs
Transit Management Centers
Local TMCs

Heavy Vehicle Registration System (HVRS)
Highland Marine Terminal
Howard County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Howard County Emergency Operations Center
Howard County DPW Office
Howard County Public Transportation
Hyattsville DPW Office
I-95 Corridor Coalition Information Exchange
Network
I-95 Corridor Coalition Traffic Information
Database and Systems
Inspection Selection System (ISS)
Kent County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Kent County DPW Office
Kent County Emergency Operations Center
Local Sheriff Offices
MAA-BWI Center
Local Sheriff Offices
Mainline Roadside Sensors
Maryland Coordination and Analysis Center
(MCAC)
Maryland Emergency Management Agency
(MEMA) Statewide Operations Centers
Maryland Fuel Tax System
Maryland Hazardous Waste Vehicle
Certification System
Maryland Interagency Law Enforcement
System (MILES)
Maryland International Registration Plan
(MIRP) System
Maryland State Police Inspection Installations
and Systems
Maryland Transit Administration Police
Masonville Auto Terminal
MD SHA Traffic Signal Offices
MD SHA Annapolis Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Berlin Maintenance Shop

ISP Centers
ISP Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Intermodal Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Emergency Operations Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Intermodal Freight Facility
Local TMCs
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
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MD SHA Boonsboro Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Brooklandville Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Cambridge Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Centreville Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Churchville Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Darlington Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Dayton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Denton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Easton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Elkton Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Fairland Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Gaithersburg Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Glen Burnie Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Golden Ring Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Hagerstown Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Hancock Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Hereford Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Kensington Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Keysers Ridge Maintenance Shop
MD SHA La Plata Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Laurel Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Leonardtown Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Oakland Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Old Town Maintenance Shop

November 2016

Generic Element
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
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MD SHA Owings Mills Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Prince Frederick Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Princess Anne Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Radio and Shop
MD SHA Snow Hill Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Southern Avenue Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Stevenson Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Sylmar Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Thurmont Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Town Hill Maintenance Shop
MD SHA Upper Marlborough Maintenance
Shop
MD SHA Westminster Maintenance Shop
Maryland SHA Motor Carrier Division Offices
MDTA Police Inspection Installations and
Systems
MNCPPC DASH
Montgomery County 911, Police and Fire
Offices
Montgomery County Emergency Operations
Center
Montgomery County Ride On Operations
Center
MSP Electronic Traffic Information eXchange
(E-TIX)
MTA Transit Parking Facilities and Centers
MVA/MDOT Mainframe
MWAA Center
MWCOG Database and Office
National Crime Information Center (NCIC
2000)
National Park Service/US Park Police
Norfolk Southern Transload Yard
North Locust Point Operations Center
Ocean City Bus System

November 2016

Generic Element
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Archived Data Management Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Transit Management Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Parking Management Center
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
Intermodal Facilities
Archived Data Management Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Intermodal Facilities
Intermodal Facilities
Transit Management Centers
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Ocean City Emergency Operations Center
Office of the Chief Medical Examiner
One-Stop Credentialing Portal (planned
system)
Over-Height Detection Systems
PennDOT District 8-0 Office
PennDOT District 9-0 Office
Point Breeze Operations Center
PrePass
PreVIEW
PreVIEW
Prince George’s County - TheBus
Prince George’s County 911, Police and Fire
Offices
Prince George’s County Emergency
Operations Center
PRISM Program (planned program)
Private/Contracted Parking Facilities
Private Sector ISP Centers
Queen Anne’s County 911, Police and Fire
Offices
Queen Anne’s County DPW Office
Queen Anne’s County Emergency Operations
Center
Ramp/Portable/Facility Sensors
Ravens Stadium Operations Center
Redskins Stadium Operations Center
Regional 911 Backup Facilities
Emergency Medical Services Offices
Regional Transit Electronic Clearinghouse
Rukert Marine Terminal Operations Center
Safety Fitness Electronic Records (SAFER)
SAFETYNET
Saint Mary's County DPW Office
Seagirt Marine Terminal Operations Center
Somerset County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Somerset County Department Emergency
Management Center
Somerset County DPW Office
South Locust Point Operations Center
Sparrows Point Operations Center
St. Mary’s County 911, Police and Fire Offices
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Generic Element
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Adjacent State TMCs
Adjacent State TMCs
Intermodal Facilities
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Transit Management Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Parking Management Center
ISP Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Local TMCs
Local TMCs
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
ISP Centers
Intermodal Facilities
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Local TMCs
Intermodal Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Intermodal Facilities
Intermodal Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
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St. Mary’s County Emergency Operations
Center
St. Mary’s County Transit System
State and Local Mobile Command Centers
and Units
Talbot County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Talbot County DPW Office
Talbot County Emergency Operations Center
Thermal Brake Imaging Infrared Camera
System
Titling and Registration Issuance System
(TARIS 2)
Titling and Registration Issuance System
(TARIS 2)
-Transit Agency Maintenance Centers
Tri-County Council for Southern MD Office
Tri-County Council for Western MD Office
Truck Weigh and Inspection System (TWIS)
VDOT Northern Region Operations McConnell
Public Safety Transportation Operations
Center (NRO MPSTOC)
VDOT Northern Region Operations Traffic
Field Operations (NRO TFO)
VDOT High-Occupancy Toll (HOT) Operations
Center
VINAssist
Virtual Weigh Station System (VWS)
Washington County 911, Police and Fire
Offices
Washington County DPW Office
Washington County Emergency Operations
Center
Washington County Commuter
Wicomico County 911, Police and Fire Offices
Wicomico County DPW Office
Wicomico County Emergency Operations
Center
William Preston Lane, Jr. Memorial (Bay)
Bridge ETC
Wilmington Metropolitan Area Planning
Organization Offices
WMATA Metro Transit Police
WMATA Parking Management Center
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Generic Element
Emergency Operations Centers
Transit Management Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
CVO Administrative Offices and
Systems
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Maintenance and Construction
Management Centers
Archived Data Management Centers
Archived Data Management Centers
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Adjacent State TMCs
Adjacent State TMCs
Adjacent State TMCs
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
CVO Inspection Systems / Facilities
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
Transit Management Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Local TMCs
Emergency Operations Centers
Toll Center Field Equipment
Archived Data Management Centers
Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Parking Management Center
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Facility

Generic Element

Worchester County 911, Police and Fire
Offices
Worchester County Emergency Operations
Center
Worcester County DPW Office
Worchester County Ride

Public Safety Offices and Dispatch
Centers
Emergency Operations Centers
Local TMCs
Transit Management Centers
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Appendix F – ITS Standards
ITS Standards, as described in Section 4.5 - ITS Standards, are listed in the table below.
These standards relate the MD Architecture Information Flows to nationally recognized
technology standards. The second table, following Relevant ITS Standards, provides
additional details organized by Standard Name for items noted in this table.

Lead SDO
AASHTO/ITE

Standard Name

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Traffic Management Data Dictionary (TMDD)
and Message Sets for External Traffic
Management Center Communications
(MS/ETMCC)
NTCIP Center-to-Center Standards Group

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

NTCIP Center-to-Field Standards Group

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Global Object Definitions
Object Definitions for Actuated Traffic Signal
Controller (ASC) Units
Object Definitions for Dynamic Message
Signs (DMS)
Object Definitions for Environmental Sensor
Stations (ESS)
Object Definitions for Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) Camera Control
Object Definitions for Data Collection and
Monitoring (DCM) Devices
Object Definitions for Ramp Meter Control
(RMC) Units
Object Definitions for Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) Switching
Data Element Definitions for Transportation
Sensor Systems (TSS)
Field Management Stations (FMS) - Part 1:
Object Definitions for Signal System Masters
Object Definitions for Signal Control and
Prioritization (SCP)
Standard for Transit Communications
Interface Profiles
Dedicated Short Range Communication at
915 MHz Standards Group
Standard Practice for Metadata to Support
Archived Data Management Systems
Standard Specifications for Archiving ITSGenerated Traffic Monitoring Data
Dedicated Short Range Communication at
5.9 GHz Standards Group
Incident Management Standards Group

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
APTA
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM/IEEE/SAE
IEEE

Document ID
ITE TMDD

(See Tables
below)
(See Tables
below)
NTCIP 1201
NTCIP 1202
NTCIP 1203
NTCIP 1204
NTCIP 1205
NTCIP 1206
NTCIP 1207
NTCIP 1208
NTCIP 1209
NTCIP 1210
NTCIP 1211
APTA TCIP-S001 3.0.0
(See Tables
below)
ASTM E2468-05
ASTM WK7604
(See Tables
below)
(See Tables
below)
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Lead SDO
IEEE

SAE
SAE
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM/IEEE/SAE

IEEE
SAE
SAE
SAE

Standard Name
Standard for Message Sets for
Vehicle/Roadside Communications
Advanced Traveler Information Systems
(ATIS) Bandwidth Limited Standards Group
Advanced Traveler Information Systems
(ATIS) General Use Standards Group
On-board Vehicle Mayday Standards Group

SAE

IEEE

November 2016

Standard Practice for Metadata to Support
Archived Data Management Systems
Standard Specifications for Archiving ITSGenerated Traffic Monitoring Data
Dedicated Short Range Communication at
5.9 GHz Standards Group
Incident Management Standards Group
Standard for Message Sets for
Vehicle/Roadside Communications
Advanced Traveler Information Systems
(ATIS) Bandwidth Limited Standards Group
Advanced Traveler Information Systems
(ATIS) General Use Standards Group
On-board Vehicle Mayday Standards Group

Document ID
IEEE 1455-1999
(See Tables
below)
(See Tables
below)
(See Tables
below)
ASTM E2468-05
ASTM WK7604
(See Tables
below)
(See Tables
below)
IEEE 1455-1999
(See Tables
below)
(See Tables
below)
(See Tables
below)

Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS) Bandwidth Limited
Standards Group
SDO
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE
SAE

Standard Name
Location Referencing Message Specification
(LRMS)
Message Set for Advanced Traveler
Information System (ATIS)
Standard for ATIS Message Sets Delivered
Over Reduced Bandwidth Media
Messages for Handling Strings and Look-Up
Tables in ATIS Standards
RDS (Radio Data System) Phrase Lists
ITIS (International Traveler Information
Systems) Phrase Lists
National Names Phrase List

Document ID
SAE J2266
SAE J2354
SAE J2369
SAE J2540
SAE J2540/1
SAE J2540/2
SAE J2540/3

Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS) General Use Standards
Group
SDO
SAE
SAE

Standard Name
Location Referencing Message Specification
(LRMS)
Message Set for Advanced Traveler Information
System (ATIS)

Document ID
SAE J2266
SAE J2354
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SAE

Messages for Handling Strings and Look-Up
Tables in ATIS Standards

SAE J2540

SAE

RDS (Radio Data System) Phrase Lists

SAE J2540/1

SAE

ITIS (International Traveler Information
Systems) Phrase Lists

SAE J2540/2

SAE

National Names Phrase List

SAE J2540/3

Dedicated Short Range Communication at 5.9 GHz Standards Group
SDO

ASTM

IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE

IEEE

IEEE

ASTM

IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE

Standard Name
Standard Specification for
Telecommunications and Information
Exchange Between Roadside and Vehicle
Systems - 5 GHz Band Dedicated Short
Range Communications (DSRC) Medium
Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer
(PHY) Specifications
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Resource Manager
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Security Services for
Applications and Management Messages
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Networking Services
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Multi-Channel Operation

Standard for Information Technology Telecommunications and Information
Exchange Between Systems - Local and
Metropolitan Area Networks - Specific
Requirements - Part II: Wireless LAN Medium
Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer
(PHY) Specification
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Architecture
Standard Specification for
Telecommunications and Information
Exchange Between Roadside and Vehicle
Systems - 5 GHz Band Dedicated Short
Range Communications (DSRC) Medium
Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer
(PHY) Specifications
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Resource Manager
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Security Services for
Applications and Management Messages
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Networking Services
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) - Multi-Channel
Operation

Document ID

ASTM E221303

IEEE 1609.12006
IEEE 1609.22006
IEEE 1609.3

IEEE 1609.42006

IEEE 802.11p

IEEE P16

ASTM E221303

IEEE 1609.12006
IEEE 1609.22006
IEEE 1609.3
IEEE 1609.42006
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(PHY) Specification
Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE) – Architecture
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IEEE 802.11p

IEEE P1609.0

Incident Management Standards Group
SDO
IEEE

IEEE

IEEE

IEEE

IEEE

Standard Name
Standard for Common Incident Management
Message Sets for use by Emergency
Management Centers
Standard for Traffic Incident Management
Message Sets for Use by Emergency
Management Centers
Standard for Public Safety Traffic Incident
Management Message Sets for Use by
Emergency Management Centers
Standard for Hazardous Material Incident
Management Message Sets for Use by
Emergency Management Centers
Standard for Common Traffic Incident
Management Message Sets for Use in Entities
External to Centers

Document ID
IEEE 1512 2006
IEEE 1512.12006

IEEE 1512.22004
IEEE 1512.32006
IEEE P1512.4

NTCIP Center-to-Center Standards Group
SDO

Standard Name

Document ID

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Octet Encoding Rules (OER) Base Protocol

NTCIP 1102

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Center-to-Center Naming Convention
Specification
Ethernet Subnetwork Profile
Internet (TCP/IP and UDP/IP) Transport
Profile
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Application
Profile

NTCIP 1104
NTCIP 2104
NTCIP 2202
NTCIP 2303

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Application Profile for DATEX-ASN (AP-DATEX)

NTCIP 2304

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Application Profile for XML Message Encoding
and Transport in ITS Center-to-Center
Communications (C2C XML)

NTCIP 2306

NTCIP Center-to-Field Standards Group
SDO

Standard Name

Document ID

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Octet Encoding Rules (OER) Base Protocol
Transportation Management Protocols (TMP)

NTCIP 1102
NTCIP 1103

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Point to Multi-Point Protocol Using RS-232
Subnetwork Profile
Point to Multi-Point Protocol Using FSK
Modem Subnetwork Profile
Point-to-Point Protocol Over RS-232
Subnetwork Profile

NTCIP 2101
NTCIP 2102
NTCIP 2103
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AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA
AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

Ethernet Subnetwork Profile

Transportation Transport Profile
Internet (TCP/IP and UDP/IP) Transport
Profile
Simple Transportation Management
Framework (STMF) Application Profile
Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) Application
Profile
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Application Profile
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NTCIP 2104
NTCIP 2201
NTCIP 2202
NTCIP 2301
NTCIP 2302
NTCIP 2303

On-Board Vehicle Mayday Standards Group
SDO
SAE
SAE
SAE

Standard Name
Location Referencing Message Specification
(LRMS)
On-Board Land Vehicle Mayday Reporting
Interface
Message Set for Advanced Traveler Information
System (ATIS)

Document ID
SAE J2266
SAE J2313
SAE J2354

SAE

Messages for Handling Strings and Look-Up
Tables in ATIS Standards

SAE J2540

SAE

RDS (Radio Data System) Phrase Lists

SAE J2540/1

SAE

ITIS (International Traveler Information
Systems) Phrase Lists

SAE J2540/2

SAE

National Names Phrase List

SAE J2540/3
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Appendix G – Functional Requirements
The Functional Requirements table below lists the Functional Areas associated with
each of the Elements shown in the grayed rows across the table. The left-hand column
references National ITS Architecture Subsystems.

Adjacent State
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Maintenance and
Construction Management

Traffic Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection
MCM Incident Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Data Collection
TMC Signal Control
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
Traffic Data Collection

Archived Data Management Centers
Subsystem
Archived Data Management

Functional Area
ITS Data Repository
Traffic and Roadside Data Archival
Government Reporting Systems Support
On-Line Analysis and Mining
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Arterial Field Equipment
Subsystem

Roadway Subsystem

Functional Area
Roadway Basic Surveillance
Roadway Probe Data Communications
Roadway Signal Controls
Roadway Signal Priority
Roadway Freeway Control
Roadway HOV Control
Roadway Traffic Information Dissemination
Roadway Incident Detection
Roadway Equipment Coordination
Roadway Field Device Monitoring
Roadway Emissions Monitoring
Roadway Environmental Monitoring
Field Barrier System Control
Roadway Reversible Lanes
Roadway Work Zone Traffic Control
Field Safeguard System Control
Roadway Short Range Traveler Information
Communications
Roadway Data Collection

Baltimore City TMC
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Information Service Provider

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection
ISP Traveler Data Collection
Basic Information Broadcast
ISP Traveler Information Alerts
Interactive Infrastructure Information
Traveler Telephone Information
Infrastructure Provided Trip Planning
ISP Emergency Traveler Information
ISP Data Collection
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MCM Environmental Information Collection
MCM Environmental Information Processing
MCM Incident Management
MCM Maintenance Decision Support
MCM Winter Maintenance Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Data Collection
Collect Traffic Surveillance
TMC Signal Control
TMC Freeway Management
TMC HOV Lane Management
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Regional Traffic Management
TMC Traffic Management Decision Support
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
TMC Traffic Network Performance Evaluation
TMC Environmental Monitoring
TMC Reversible Lane Management
Barrier System Management
Safeguard System Management
Traffic Maintenance
TMC Work Zone Traffic Management
TMC Demand Management Coordination
TMC Multimodal Coordination
TMC In-Vehicle Signing Management
Traffic Data Collection

Capital Wireless Information Net (CapWIN)
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Emergency Vehicle
Subsystem

Functional Area
Emergency Management
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection
On-board EV En Route Support
On-board EV Incident Management Communication
On-Board EV Barrier System Control
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Capital Wireless Information Net (CapWIN)
Subsystem
Maintenance and
Construction Management

Functional Area
MCM Incident Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Data Collection

CHART Centers
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Information Service Provider

Maintenance and
Construction Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Mayday Support
Emergency Commercial Vehicle Response
Emergency Data Collection
ISP Traveler Data Collection
Basic Information Broadcast
ISP Traveler Information Alerts
Interactive Infrastructure Information
Traveler Telephone Information
Infrastructure Provided Trip Planning
ISP Emergency Traveler Information
ISP Data Collection
MCM Environmental Information Collection
MCM Environmental Information Processing
MCM Incident Management
MCM Maintenance Decision Support
MCM Winter Maintenance Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Infrastructure Monitoring
MCM Data Collection
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CHART Centers
Subsystem

Traffic Management

Functional Area
Collect Traffic Surveillance
TMC Signal Control
TMC Freeway Management
TMC HOV Lane Management
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Regional Traffic Management
TMC Traffic Management Decision Support
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
TMC Traffic Network Performance Evaluation
TMC Environmental Monitoring
TMC Reversible Lane Management
Barrier System Management
Safeguard System Management
Traffic Maintenance
TMC Work Zone Traffic Management
TMC Demand Management Coordination
TMC Multimodal Coordination
TMC In-Vehicle Signing Management
Traffic Data Collection

Commercial Vehicles
Subsystem
Commercial Vehicle

Functional Area
On-board Cargo Monitoring
On-board CV Electronic Data

CVO Systems Centers
Subsystem
Commercial Vehicle
Administration
Emissions Management

Functional Area
Commercial Vehicle Administration
Credentials and Taxes Administration
CV Safety and Security Administration
CV Information Exchange
CV Data Collection
Emissions Data Collection

CVO System Inspection Facility
Subsystem
Commercial Vehicle Check

Functional Area
Roadside Electronic Screening
Roadside WIM
Roadside Safety and Security Inspection
Citation and Accident Electronic Recording
Roadside HAZMAT Detection
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Emergency Operations Centers
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection

Emergency Vehicles
Subsystem

Functional Area
On-board EV En Route Support
On-board EV Incident Management Communication

Emergency Vehicle

Freeway TMC Field Equipment
Subsystem

Roadway

Security Monitoring
Subsystem

Functional Area
Roadway Basic Surveillance
Roadway Probe Data Communications
Roadway Signal Priority
Roadway Freeway Control
Roadway HOV Control
Roadway Traffic Information Dissemination
Roadway Incident Detection
Roadway Equipment Coordination
Roadway Field Device Monitoring
Roadway Emissions Monitoring
Roadway Environmental Monitoring
Field Barrier System Control
Roadway Reversible Lanes
Roadway Infrastructure Monitoring
Roadway Work Zone Traffic Control
Field Safeguard System Control
Roadway Short Range Traveler Information
Communications
Roadway Data Collection
Field Secure Area Sensor Monitoring
Field Secure Area Surveillance
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ISP Centers
Subsystem
Archived Data Management
Subsystem

Information Service Provider

Traffic Management

Functional Area
ITS Data Repository
Traffic and Roadside Data Archival
Government Reporting Systems Support
On-Line Analysis and Mining
ISP Traveler Data Collection
ISP Probe Information Collection
Basic Information Broadcast
ISP Traveler Information Alerts
Interactive Infrastructure Information
Traveler Telephone Information
Infrastructure Provided Trip Planning
Infrastructure Provided Yellow Pages and Reservation
Infrastructure Provided Dynamic Ridesharing
ISP Emergency Traveler Information
ISP Data Collection
Collect Traffic Surveillance
TMC Probe Information Collection
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Traffic Management Decision Support
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
TMC Traffic Network Performance Evaluation
TMC Environmental Monitoring
Traffic Maintenance
TMC Work Zone Traffic Management
TMC Demand Management Coordination
Traffic Data Collection

Local TMCs
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection
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ISP Traveler Data Collection
Basic Information Broadcast
ISP Traveler Information Alerts
Interactive Infrastructure Information
Traveler Telephone Information
Infrastructure Provided Trip Planning
ISP Emergency Traveler Information
ISP Data Collection
MCM Environmental Information Collection
MCM Environmental Information Processing
MCM Incident Management
MCM Maintenance Decision Support
MCM Winter Maintenance Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Data Collection
Collect Traffic Surveillance
TMC Signal Control
TMC Freeway Management
TMC HOV Lane Management
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Regional Traffic Management
TMC Traffic Management Decision Support
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
TMC Traffic Network Performance Evaluation
TMC Environmental Monitoring
TMC Reversible Lane Management
Barrier System Management
Safeguard System Management
Traffic Maintenance
TMC Work Zone Traffic Management
TMC Demand Management Coordination
TMC Multimodal Coordination
TMC In-Vehicle Signing Management
Traffic Data Collection
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Maintenance and Construction Management Centers
Subsystem

Maintenance and
Construction Management

Functional Area
MCM Vehicle Tracking
MCM Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
Management
MCM Environmental Information Collection
MCM Environmental Information Processing
MCM Incident Management
MCM Maintenance Decision Support
MCM Winter Maintenance Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Data Collection

Maintenance and Construction Vehicles
Subsystem

Maintenance and
Construction Vehicle

Functional Area
MCV Vehicle Location Tracking
MCV Vehicle System Monitoring and Diagnostics
MCV Environmental Monitoring
MCV Barrier System Control
MCV Winter Maintenance
MCV Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCV Work Zone Support
MCV Vehicle Safety Monitoring

Maryland State Police Centers
Subsystem
Commercial Vehicle
Administration

Emergency Management

Functional Area
Credentials and Taxes Administration
CV Safety and Security Administration
CV Information Exchange
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Center Secure Area Alarm Support
Mayday Support
Emergency Commercial Vehicle Response
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MATOC / RITIS
Subsystem
Archived Data Management
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Information Service Provider

Traffic Management

Transit Management

Functional Area
ITS Data Repository
Traffic and Roadside Data Archival
Government Reporting Systems Support
On-Line Analysis and Mining
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection
ISP Traveler Data Collection
Basic Information Broadcast
ISP Traveler Information Alerts
Interactive Infrastructure Information
Traveler Telephone Information
Infrastructure Provided Trip Planning
ISP Emergency Traveler Information
ISP Data Collection
TMC Signal Control
TMC Freeway Management
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Regional Traffic Management
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
Traffic Data Collection
Transit Center Security
Transit Center Information Services
Transit Evacuation Support
Transit Data Collection

MDE Emergency Response Division Center
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Emissions Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Incident Command
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Mayday Support
Emergency Commercial Vehicle Response
Emissions Data Management
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MDTA Authority Operations Centers
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Maintenance and
Construction Management

Toll Administration

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Mayday Support
Emergency Commercial Vehicle Response
Emergency Data Collection
MCM Environmental Information Collection
MCM Environmental Information Processing
MCM Incident Management
MCM Maintenance Decision Support
MCM Winter Maintenance Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Infrastructure Monitoring
MCM Data Collection
Toll Administration
Toll Operator Alert
Toll Data Collection
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Collect Traffic Surveillance
TMC Signal Control
TMC Freeway Management
TMC HOV Lane Management
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Regional Traffic Management
TMC Traffic Management Decision Support
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
TMC Traffic Network Performance Evaluation
TMC Environmental Monitoring
TMC Reversible Lane Management
Barrier System Management
Safeguard System Management
Traffic Maintenance
TMC Work Zone Traffic Management
TMC Demand Management Coordination
TMC Multimodal Coordination
TMC In-Vehicle Signing Management
Traffic Data Collection

Traffic Management

MDTA Police Centers
Subsystem
Commercial Vehicle
Administration

Emergency Management

Functional Area
Credentials and Taxes Administration
CV Safety and Security Administration
CV Information Exchange
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Center Secure Area Alarm Support
Mayday Support
Emergency Commercial Vehicle Response

MDTA Toll Field Equipment
Subsystem
Toll Collection

Functional Area
Toll Plaza Toll Collection
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MIEMMS Center
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management

Montgomery County TMC
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Information Service Provider

Maintenance and
Construction Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection
ISP Traveler Data Collection
Basic Information Broadcast
ISP Traveler Information Alerts
Interactive Infrastructure Information
Traveler Telephone Information
Infrastructure Provided Trip Planning
ISP Emergency Traveler Information
ISP Data Collection
MCM Environmental Information Collection
MCM Environmental Information Processing
MCM Incident Management
MCM Maintenance Decision Support
MCM Winter Maintenance Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Data Collection
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Collect Traffic Surveillance
TMC Signal Control
TMC Freeway Management
TMC HOV Lane Management
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Regional Traffic Management
TMC Traffic Management Decision Support
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
TMC Traffic Network Performance Evaluation
TMC Environmental Monitoring
TMC Reversible Lane Management
Barrier System Management
Safeguard System Management
Traffic Maintenance
TMC Work Zone Traffic Management
TMC Demand Management Coordination
TMC Multimodal Coordination
TMC In-Vehicle Signing Management
Traffic Data Collection

MTA Centers
Subsystem

Transit Management

Functional Area
Transit Center Vehicle Tracking
Transit Center Fixed-Route Operations
Transit Center Paratransit Operations
Transit Center Fare Management
Transit Center Security
Transit Vehicle Operator Assignment
Transit Garage Maintenance
Transit Vehicle Assignment
Transit Center Information Services
Transit Environmental Monitoring
Transit Center Multi-Modal Coordination
Transit Evacuation Support
Transit Data Collection

MVA/Emission Management Centers
Subsystem
Commercial Vehicle
Administration
Emissions Management
Information Service Provider

Functional Area
Credentials and Taxes Administration
CV Safety and Security Administration
CV Information Exchange
CV Data Collection
Emissions Data Management
Emissions Data Collection
ISP Data Collection
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Parking Management Centers
Subsystem
Parking Management

Functional Area
Parking Management
Parking Electronic Payment
Parking Coordination
Parking Data Collection

Personal Traveler Information Devices
Subsystem

Personal Information Access

Functional Area
Personal Basic Information Reception
Personal Interactive Information Reception
Personal Location Determination
Personal Autonomous Route Guidance
Personal Trip Planning and Route Guidance
Personal Mayday I/F

Prince George County TRIP Center
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Information Service Provider

Maintenance and
Construction Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Service Patrol Management
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Emergency Data Collection
ISP Traveler Data Collection
Basic Information Broadcast
ISP Traveler Information Alerts
Interactive Infrastructure Information
Traveler Telephone Information
Infrastructure Provided Trip Planning
ISP Emergency Traveler Information
ISP Data Collection
MCM Environmental Information Collection
MCM Environmental Information Processing
MCM Incident Management
MCM Maintenance Decision Support
MCM Winter Maintenance Management
MCM Roadway Maintenance and Construction
MCM Work Zone Management
MCM Work Activity Coordination
MCM Data Collection
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Collect Traffic Surveillance
TMC Signal Control
TMC Freeway Management
TMC Traffic Information Dissemination
TMC Regional Traffic Management
TMC Traffic Management Decision Support
TMC Incident Detection
TMC Incident Dispatch Coordination/Communication
TMC Evacuation Support
TMC Traffic Network Performance Evaluation
TMC Environmental Monitoring
TMC Reversible Lane Management
Barrier System Management
Safeguard System Management
Traffic Maintenance
TMC Work Zone Traffic Management
TMC Demand Management Coordination
TMC Multimodal Coordination
TMC In-Vehicle Signing Management
Traffic Data Collection

Public Safety Offices and Dispatch Centers
Subsystem

Emergency Management

Functional Area
Emergency Call-Taking
Emergency Dispatch
Emergency Routing
Incident Command
Emergency Early Warning System
Emergency Response Management
Emergency Evacuation Support
Emergency Environmental Monitoring
Center Secure Area Surveillance
Center Secure Area Sensor Management
Center Secure Area Alarm Support
Mayday Support

Transit Field Equipment
Subsystem

Remote Traveler Support

Roadway Subsystem

Functional Area
Remote Basic Information Reception
Remote Interactive Information Reception
Traveler Secure Area Surveillance
Traveler Secure Area Sensor Monitoring
Remote Transit Information Services
Roadway Traffic Information Dissemination
Roadway Incident Detection
Roadway Equipment Coordination
Field Barrier System Control
Field Safeguard System Control
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Transit Management Centers
Subsystem

Transit Management

Functional Area
Transit Center Vehicle Tracking
Transit Center Fixed-Route Operations
Transit Center Paratransit Operations
Transit Center Fare Management
Transit Center Security
Transit Vehicle Operator Assignment
Transit Garage Maintenance
Transit Vehicle Assignment
Transit Center Information Services
Transit Environmental Monitoring
Transit Center Multi-Modal Coordination
Transit Evacuation Support
Transit Data Collection

Transit Vehicles
Subsystem

Transit Vehicle

Functional Area
On-board Transit Trip Monitoring
On-board Schedule Management
On-board Paratransit Operations
On-board Transit Fare Management
On-board Transit Security
On-board Maintenance
On-board Transit Signal Priority
On-board Transit Information Services

Vehicles
Subsystem

Vehicle

Functional Area
Basic Vehicle Reception
Interactive Vehicle Reception
Vehicle Autonomous Route Guidance
Vehicle Trip Planning and Route Guidance
Vehicle Location Determination
Vehicle Toll/Parking Interface
Vehicle Traffic Probe Support
Vehicle Short Range Traveler Information Reception
Vehicle Mayday I/F
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WMATA Operations Control Center
Subsystem

Transit Management

Functional Area
Transit Center Vehicle Tracking
Transit Center Fixed-Route Operations
Transit Center Paratransit Operations
Transit Center Fare Management
Transit Center Security
Transit Vehicle Operator Assignment
Transit Garage Maintenance
Transit Vehicle Assignment
Transit Center Information Services
Transit Environmental Monitoring
Transit Center Multi-Modal Coordination
Transit Evacuation Support
Transit Data Collection
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Appendix H – Functional Area Definitions
Functional Area Definitions support Appendix G – Functional Requirements by providing
definitions to the Functional Areas given for each Element. The Functional Areas are
organized by National ITS Architecture Subsystem.

Functional Area

Functional Area Requirement Description
Archived Data Management

ITS Data Repository

Collect and maintain data and data catalogs from one or more
data sources. May include quality checks, error notification,
and archive coordination.

Selects and formats data residing in an ITS archive to
facilitate local, state, and federal government data reporting
requirements.
Advanced data analysis and mining features to support
On-Line Analysis and
discovery of information, patterns, and correlations in large
Mining
ITS archives.
Provides access to data from geographically dispersed
archives and coordinates information exchange with a local
Virtual Data
data warehouse. Also provides the specialized publishing,
Warehouse Services
directory services, and transaction management functions
associated with coordinating remote archives.
Collects and archives traffic and environmental information
Traffic and Roadside
directly from the roadside for use in off-line planning,
Data Archival
research, and analysis.
Commercial Vehicle Administration
Manage electronic filing of credentials, tax filing, and driver
Credentials and Taxes
licensing for commercial vehicle operators. Provides
Administration
commercial vehicle (including HAZMAT) route restrictions.
Exchange information concerning safety, credentialing, and
CV Information
operations of commercial vehicles between the center and the
Exchange
roadside check stations, across jurisdictions, with fleet
operators and other information requestors.
Provides commercial vehicle safety and security criteria to
roadside check facilities, collects and reviews safety and
CV Safety and Security
security data from the field and distributes safety and security
Administration
information to other centers, carriers, and enforcement
agencies.
Generate and process entry documentation for commercial
vehicles and their shipments across international borders.
International CV
Interface with customs and border protection, immigration,
Administration
carriers, and brokers.
Collects and stores information related to Commercial Vehicle
Operations. For use by operations personnel or data archives
CV Data Collection
in the region.
Government Reporting
Systems Support
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Citation and Accident
Electronic Recording

International Border
Crossing

Roadside Electronic
Screening

Roadside Safety and
Security Inspection

Roadside WIM

Roadside HAZMAT
Detection

On-board Cargo
Monitoring

On-board CV
Electronic Data

On-board CV Safety
and Security

On-board Trip
Monitoring

On-board Driver
Authentication
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Commercial Vehicle Check
Roadside check facility equipment records results of roadside
inspections and forwards information to the commercial
vehicle administration center. Includes accident reports,
violations, citations, and the daily site activity data.
Roadside check facility equipment to check compliance with
import/export and immigration regulations to allow release of
cargo, vehicle, and driver across an international border.
Roadside check facility equipment to communicate with
commercial vehicles at mainline speeds - reading tag data,
identification, weight and vehicle characteristics, and
credential checking. Determines whether a pull-in message
should be generated, allowing for inspectors to override.
Roadside check facility equipment to provide the capabilities
to automate the roadside safety inspection process including
use of hand held devices to rapidly inspect the vehicle and
driver.
Roadside check facility equipment to detect and measure the
weight commercial vehicles at high speed. Can include an
interface to the credential checking or it can be a stand alone
package with display.
Roadside check facility equipment to detect and identify
commercial vehicles carrying hazardous materials. Compare
data with registered credentials and determines whether a
pull-in message should be generated - notify emergency
management if a problem occurs.
Commercial Vehicle
On-board systems monitoring the location and status of the
commercial vehicle and its cargo. Sends the data on to
appropriate centers and roadside facilities, including
emergency management in the case of HAZMAT incidents.
On-board systems exchanging information between the
vehicle and the roadside facility with the information such as
status of driver, vehicle, carrier IDs and cargo information
identified via an electronic tag.
On-board systems collect and process on-board vehicle and
driver safety and security information; exchanging information
between the vehicle and the roadside facility both at mainline
speeds and while stopped for inspections.
On-board systems to provide automatic vehicle location and
automated mileage and fuel reporting and auditing. In
addition, monitors the planned route and notifies the fleet and
freight management center of any deviations.
On-board systems to identify and authenticate commercial
vehicle drivers based on inputs from the controlling center.
Supports ability to safely disable the vehicle if an unauthorized
access is detected.
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Emergency Call-Taking

Emergency Dispatch

Emergency Response
Management

Mayday Support

Emergency Data
Collection
Service Patrol
Management
Emergency
Environmental
Monitoring
Center Secure Area
Surveillance

Emergency Routing

Incident Command
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Emergency Management
Provides interface to the emergency call-taking systems such
as the Emergency Telecommunications System (e.g., 911)
that correlate call information with emergencies reported by
transit agencies, commercial vehicle operators, or other public
safety agencies. Allows the operator to verify the incident and
forward the information to the responding agencies.
Dispatch emergency vehicles to incidents, tracking their
location and status. Pertinent incident information is gathered
and relayed to the responding units.
Strategic emergency planning and response capabilities and
broad inter-agency interfaces to support large-scale incidents
and disasters, commonly associated with Emergency
Operations Centers.
Collection and response to Mayday messages received from
vehicles and drivers.
Collection and storage of information related to Emergency
Management. For use by operations personnel or data
archives in the region.
Dispatch and communication with roadway service patrol
vehicles that monitor roads to aid motorists, offering rapid
response to minor incidents.
Collects current and forecast road and weather information
that is used by the operator to more effectively manage
incidents.
Management of security surveillance devices and analysis of
that data to detect potential threats. Areas under surveillance
may include transit stops, transit stations, rest areas, park and
ride lots, modal interchange facilities, on-board a transit
vehicle, etc.
Routing of emergency vehicles to facilitate the quickest/safest
arrival. Routes may be determined based on real-time traffic
information and road conditions or routes may be provided by
Traffic Management on request.
Tactical decision support, resource coordination, and
communications integration among emergency management
agencies for Incident Commands that are established by first
responders to support local management of an incident.

Emergency Evacuation
Support

Evacuation planning and coordination to manage evacuation
and reentry of a population in the vicinity of a disaster or other
emergency that poses a risk to public safety.

Emergency Early
Warning System

Monitors alerting and advisory systems, information collected
by ITS surveillance and sensors, and reports from other
agencies in order to identify potential, imminent, or in-progress
major incidents or disasters. Notification is provided to other
ITS centers to notify the traveling public.
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Emergency
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Emergency
Transportation
Operations Data
Collection
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Management of security sensors, analysis of sensor data,
correlation with surveillance data and alerts from other
agencies to detect potential threats, and dissemination of
threat information to other agencies. Sensors may be placed
in areas such as transit stops, transit stations, rest areas, park
and ride lots, modal interchange facilities, on-board a transit
vehicle, etc.
Collection and response to silent and audible alarms received
from travelers in secure areas (such as transit stops, rest
areas, park-and-ride lots) and from on-board transit vehicles.
Responds to commercial vehicle and freight equipment
related emergencies. Includes incidents involving hazardous
materials as well as the detection of non-permitted transport of
security sensitive HAZMAT.
Collects real-time information on the state of the regional
transportation system for operational use by the center. It
establishes communications with a regional repository,
requests or subscribes to information relevant to the center,
and distributes the received information for use.
Emissions Management

Emissions Data
Management

Assimilation and storage of air quality measures and roadside
collected emissions data; distribution for general traveler
information or for use in demand management programs.

Emissions Data
Collection

Collection and storage of air quality and emissions
management information. For use by operations personnel or
data archives in the region.

On-board EV En Route
Support

On-board EV Incident
Management
Communication
On-Board EV Barrier
System Control

Basic Information
Broadcast
Infrastructure Provided
Dynamic Ridesharing

Emergency Vehicle
On-board systems for gathering of dispatch and routing
information for emergency vehicle personnel, vehicle tracking,
communications with care facilities, and signal preemption via
short range communication directly with traffic control
equipment at the roadside.
On-board systems provide communications support to first
responders. Incident information is provided to dispatched
emergency personnel. Emergency personnel transmit
information about the incident and response status.
Control automatic or remotely controlled gates and other
barrier systems from an emergency vehicle.
Information Service Provider
Broadcast dissemination of traffic, transit, maintenance and
construction, event, and weather information to traveler
interface systems and vehicles.
Dynamic rideshare matching, including traveler eligibility,
preference information, connections to transit or other
multimodal services, confirmation, and payment of rideshare
matching services.
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Infrastructure Provided
Trip Planning

Generation of pre-trip and en route trip plans for travelers (and
vehicles) based on current traffic conditions, work zones,
weather, and travelers constraints and preferences. Includes
end-to-end trips using multiple modes, such as bicycle, transit,
etc.

Infrastructure Provided
Yellow Pages and
Reservation

Customized dissemination of yellow pages information to
traveler interface systems and vehicles, upon request. Also
includes reservation for services to support trip planning.

Interactive
Infrastructure
Information

Personalized dissemination of traffic, transit, maintenance and
construction, multimodal, event, and weather information to
traveler interface systems and vehicles, upon request.
Collection and aggregation of vehicle probe data, including
calculation and dissemination of route travel times and usage.
Includes environmental probe data collection, aggregation and
dissemination.
Collection and storage of information supporting the
operations of traveler information service providers. For use
by operations personnel or data archives in the region.

ISP Probe Information
Collection

ISP Data Collection
ISP Emergency
Traveler Information

Distribution of emergency information to the traveling public,
including evacuation information and wide-area alerts.

Traveler Telephone
Information

Distribution of traveler information and wide-area alerts to
traveler telephone information systems such as 511, based on
voice-based traveler requests.

ISP Traveler Data
Collection
ISP Operational Data
Repository
ISP VII Traveler
Information Distribution

ISP Traveler
Information Alerts

Collects traveler information from other centers, consolidates
and refines the collected data, and makes this data available
to traveler information applications.
Processes, stores, and distributes real-time information on the
state of the regional transportation system to transportation
system operators.
Collection, processing, storage, and dissemination of traffic,
transit, maintenance and construction, event, and weather
information to short range communications transceivers at the
roadside.
Provides personalized traveler information alerts, notifying
travelers of relevant congestion, incidents, transit schedule
delays, and other actionable information that may impact a
trip. Relevant alerts are selected based on user-configurable
parameters and thresholds.

Maintenance and Construction Management
Remotely controls automated roadway treatment systems (to
MCM Automated
disperse anti-icing chemicals, etc.) directly, or via control of
Treatment System
the environmental sensors that activate the treatment systems
Control
automatically in the field.
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Collection and storage of maintenance and construction
information. For use by operations personnel or data archives
in the region.
Remotely controls environmental sensors and assimilates
collected data with environmental probe data and other
current and forecast road conditions and surface weather
information from weather service providers and transportation
operations.
Processes current and forecast weather data, road condition
information, local environmental data, and uses internal
models to develop specialized detailed forecasts of local
weather and surface conditions. Disseminates road weather
information to other agencies and centers.
Supports coordinated response to incidents - share incident
notifications, manage incident response resources, and
coordinate overall incident situation and response among
allied response organizations.
Remotely monitors the condition of pavement, bridges,
tunnels, associated hardware, and other transportation-related
infrastructure (e.g., culverts) using vehicle-based and
roadway-based infrastructure monitoring sensors.
Maintenance Decision Support Systems recommend courses
of action based on current and forecast environmental and
road conditions (filtered and fused for specific time horizons)
and additional application specific information.
Recommendations and dispatch instructions are generated
based on this integrated information.
Overall management and support for routine maintenance on
the roadway or right-of-way. Includes landscape
maintenance, hazard removal (roadway debris, dead
animals), routine maintenance activities (roadway cleaning,
grass cutting), and repair and maintenance of both ITS and
non-ITS equipment.

MCM Speed Monitoring

Remotely monitors vehicle speeds, and informs an
enforcement agency if excessive speeds are detected;
primarily used in work zones.

MCM Transportation
Operations Data
Collection

Collects real-time information on the state of the regional
transportation system for operational use by the center. It
establishes communications with a regional repository,
requests or subscribes to information relevant to the center,
and distributes the received information for use.

MCM Vehicle and
Equipment
Maintenance
Management

Monitors vehicle and equipment condition, tracks maintenance
history, and schedules routine and corrective maintenance.

MCM Vehicle Tracking

Remotely tracks the location of maintenance and construction
vehicles and other equipment; presented to the center
personnel.
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Manages winter road maintenance, tracking and controlling
snow plow operations, roadway treatment (e.g., salt spraying
and other material applications) based on weather
information.
Disseminates work activity schedules and current asset
restrictions to other agencies. Work schedules are
coordinated, factoring in the needs and activities of other
agencies and adjacent jurisdictions.
Remotely monitors and supports work zone activities,
controlling traffic through dynamic message signs (DMS),
highway advisory radio, gates and barriers, and informing
other groups of activity (e.g., traveler information systems,
traffic management centers, other maintenance and
construction centers).
Remotely monitors work zone safety systems that detect
vehicle intrusions in work zones and warns crew workers and
drivers of imminent encroachment. Crew movements are also
monitored so that the crew can be warned of movement
beyond the designated safe zone.
Control automatic or remotely controlled gates and other
barrier systems from a maintenance and construction vehicle.
On-board systems that collect environmental and road
condition data (including road surface or air temperature, wind
speed, and road traction information - spatially located and
time stamped) from sensors on-board the maintenance
vehicle or located at the roadway.
On-board systems to monitor the condition of pavement,
bridges, tunnels, associated hardware, and other
transportation-related infrastructure (e.g., culverts). Includes
vehicle-based sensors and communications with roadwaybased infrastructure monitoring sensors.
On-board systems that support routine non-winter
maintenance on the roadway or right-of-way. Includes
landscape maintenance, hazard removal (roadway debris,
dead animals), routine maintenance activities (roadway
cleaning, grass cutting), and repair and maintenance of
equipment on the roadway.

MCV Vehicle Location
Tracking

On-board systems to track vehicle location and reports the
position and timestamp information to the dispatch center.

MCV Vehicle Safety
Monitoring

On-board systems to detect vehicle intrusions and warn crew
workers and drivers of imminent encroachment. Crew
movements are monitored so that the crew can be warned of
movement beyond the designated safe zone. Used for
stationary work zones or in mobile applications where a safe
zone is maintained around the moving vehicle.
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On-board sensors capable of monitoring the condition of each
of the vehicle systems and diagnostics that can be used to
support vehicle maintenance.
On-board systems that support snow plow operations and
other roadway treatments (e.g., salt spraying and other
material applications). Supports information sharing between
snow plows.
On-board systems that provide communications and support
for local management of a work zone.
Personal Information Access
Personal traveler interface that provides route guidance using
a digital map stored locally. Devices include personal
computers and personal portable devices such as PDAs and
pagers.
Personal traveler interface that provides formatted traffic
advisories, transit, event, and other traveler information, as
well as broadcast alerts. Devices include personal computers
and personal portable devices such as PDAs and pagers.
Personal traveler interface that provides traffic, transit, yellow
pages, event, and trip planning information, and other
personalized traveler information services upon request.
Devices include personal computers and personal portable
devices such as PDAs.
Provides current location of a personal device from GPS or
similar technology and uses this information for navigation,
guidance, and emergency notification systems.
Personal traveler interface, such as a PDA, that provides the
capability for travelers to report an emergency or activate a
panic button to summon assistance.
Personal traveler interface that coordinates with a traveler
information center to provide a trip plan that is tailored to the
traveler's preferences. During the trip, the route plan can be
modified to account for new information. Devices include
desktop computers at home, work, or at major trip generation
sites, plus personal portable devices such as PDAs and
pagers.
Parking Management
Coordination between parking facilities and between parking
facilities and traffic, transit, and traveler information systems.
Includes sharing of hours of operation, charging strategies, lot
sizes, current parking availability, and parking reservations.
Collection and storage of parking management information.
For use by operations personnel or data archives in the
region.
Parking payment collection using in-vehicle equipment (tags)
or contact or proximity traveler cards used for electronic
payment. Includes field elements and back-office functionality.
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Parking Management

Monitor vehicles and current parking availability within parking
facilities. Use driver information systems (e.g., DMS) to
provide parking availability and other parking facility
information to drivers. Support local traffic control
coordination around the parking facility.

Parking Short Range
Traveler Information
Communications

Field elements that distribute parking information to in-vehicle
equipment.

Advanced Rail
Crossing

Field Barrier System
Control
Field Safeguard
System Control
Multimodal Crossing
Control

Roadside Lighting
System Control

Roadway Automated
Treatment
Roadway Automated
Vehicle Operations
Roadway Basic
Surveillance

Roadway Data
Collection
Roadway Emissions
Monitoring

Roadway
Field elements at highway-rail intersections (HRIs) where
operational requirements demand advanced features (e.g.,
where rail operational speeds are greater than 80 miles per
hour). Capabilities from the Standard Rail Crossing plus
systems which preclude entrance into the intersection when
the barriers are activated, additional arriving train information,
and detection of blocked intersections.
Field elements that control barrier systems such as gates and
other systems that manage entry to roadways, transportation
facilities and infrastructure.
Field elements that control safeguard systems such as blast
shields and tunnel exhaust systems that are used to mitigate
the impact of incidents on transportation infrastructure.
Field elements to monitor and control traffic at multimodal
crossings, such as draw bridges and other crossings between
highway traffic and other modes; does not include highway-rail
intersection.
Field equipment that controls lighting systems for
transportation facilities including lighting device monitoring
and control based on local conditions, timing plans, or remote
center control.
Field elements that activate automated roadway treatment
systems (to disperse anti-icing chemicals, etc.) based on
environmental or atmospheric conditions, or under center
control.
Automated Highway Systems (AHS) in the field that verify
vehicle eligibility for AHS lane use, and control AHS checkin/out and lane-changing.
Field elements that monitor traffic conditions using loop
detectors and CCTV cameras.
Field elements to collect traffic, road, and environmental
conditions information for use in transportation planning,
research, and other off-line applications. Includes the sensors,
supporting roadside infrastructure, and communications
equipment.
Emissions and air quality sensors that collect vehicular
emissions and area-wide air quality data.
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Roadway Short Range
Traveler Information
Communications

Environmental sensors, surface and sub-surface, that collect
weather and road surface information. Weather conditions
measured include temperature, wind, humidity, precipitation,
and visibility. Sensors measure road surface temperature,
moisture, icing, salinity, etc.
Field elements that control and send data to other field
elements (such as environmental sensors that send data to a
DMS or coordination between traffic controllers on adjacent
intersections), without center control.
Monitors field equipment operational status and detects and
reports fault conditions. Device status, configuration, and fault
information are provided to a remote center and a user
interface provides information locally to field personnel.
Freeway control equipment including ramp meters, mainline
metering, and lane control equipment which controls traffic on
freeways, including indicators to drivers.
HOV lane usage traffic sensors and display equipment to
notify users of HOV lane status for control of traffic in HOV
lanes on freeways.
Field elements that monitor traffic conditions to identify
incidents. It includes traffic detectors that collect traffic flow
information and identify unusual traffic conditions and
advanced CCTV cameras with built-in incident detection
algorithms.
Sensors that monitor the condition of pavement, bridges,
tunnels, associated hardware, and other transportation-related
infrastructure (e.g., culverts), under maintenance center and
maintenance vehicle control.
Field elements that determine the probability of a collision in
an intersection or at a railroad crossing and inform
approaching vehicles using short-range wireless
communications to the vehicles and traffic signal controls.
Field elements that collect probe data from vehicles using
short range communications.
Traffic sensors, surveillance, and automated reversible lane
equipment and lane control signals to control traffic in
reversible lanes.
Monitors for potential safety hazards including wrong way
drivers, debris on the road, and adverse road conditions (e.g.,
standing water, icy conditions) and warns approaching
vehicles of potential hazards.
Field elements that distribute information to in-vehicle
equipment. The information provided may be determined
locally or under the control of a center.

Roadway Signal
Controls

Field elements including traffic signal controllers for use at
signalized intersections; also supports pedestrian crossings.

Roadway
Environmental
Monitoring

Roadway Equipment
Coordination

Roadway Field Device
Monitoring
Roadway Freeway
Control
Roadway HOV Control

Roadway Incident
Detection

Roadway Infrastructure
Monitoring

Roadway Intersection
Safety Warning
Roadway Probe Data
Communications
Roadway Reversible
Lanes
Roadway Safety
Warning System
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Roadway Signal
Priority

Field elements that provide the capability to receive vehicle
signal priority requests and control traffic signals accordingly.

Roadway Speed
Monitoring

Vehicle speed sensors that detect excessive vehicle speeds,
informing drivers, centers and/or enforcement agencies of
speed violations.

Roadway Traffic
Information
Dissemination

Driver information systems, such as dynamic message signs
and Highway Advisory Radio (HAR).

Roadway Work Zone
Safety

Roadway Work Zone
Traffic Control

Standard Rail Crossing

Remote Basic
Information Reception
Remote Interactive
Information Reception
Remote Transit Fare
Management

Remote Transit
Information Services

Remote Traveler
Security

Work zone intrusion detection devices (to detect vehicle
intrusion upon a work zone or crew worker movement across
a work zone boundary) and intrusion alerting devices that
provide alerts to crew and drivers.
Field elements in maintenance and construction areas
including CCTV cameras, driver information systems (such as
DMS), and gates/barriers that monitor and control traffic and
provide information directly to drivers in affected areas.
Field elements at highway-rail intersections (HRIs) where
operational requirements do not dictate advanced features
(e.g., where rail operational speeds are less than 80 miles per
hour). Includes traditional HRI warning systems augmented
with other standard traffic management devices.
Remote Traveler Support
Public traveler interface, such as a kiosk, that provides
formatted traffic advisories, transit, event, and other traveler
information, as well as broadcast alerts.
Public traveler interface, such as a kiosk, that provides traffic,
transit, yellow pages, special event, and other personalized
traveler information services upon request.
Public traveler interface, such as a kiosk, that provides the
capability for the traveler to use a common fare medium for
transit fares, tolls, and/or parking lot charges, to calculate the
amount due and identify payment problems.
Public traveler interface that provides real-time travel-related
information at transit stops and multi-modal transfer points,
including general annunciation, display of imminent arrival
information, the latest available information on transit routes,
schedules, transfer options, available services, fares, and
real-time schedule adherence.
Public traveler interface that provides the capability for
travelers to report an emergency or activate a panic button to
summon assistance in areas such as transit stops, park-andride areas, etc.
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Security sensors monitoring traveler-frequented areas such as
transit stops, park-and-ride lots, and rest areas for
environmental threats, intrusion and motion, and object
detection.
Security surveillance devices that monitor traveler-frequented
areas such as transit stops and rest stops.
Toll Administration
Management of toll collection for private and commercial
vehicles, dynamic pricing, payment reconciliation with financial
institutions, and violation notification to enforcement agencies.
Collection and storage of toll operations and pricing data. For
use by operations personnel or data archives in the region.
Receipt/acknowledgement of alert notifications (safety/security
broadcasts, child abductions, etc.) from the emergency
management centers; the toll administrator controls
distribution of the alert to the operators at the toll plazas.
Toll Collection
Roadside collection of tolls from vehicle toll tags and violation
identification.
Traffic Management
Remotely controls barrier systems such as gates and other
systems that manage entry to roadways, transportation
facilities and infrastructure.
Management of traffic sensors and surveillance (CCTV)
equipment, collection of current traffic conditions, and
distribution of the collected information to other centers and
operators.
Remotely monitor and control highway-rail intersection (HRI)
equipment, includes standard speed active warning systems
and high speed systems which provide additional information
on approaching trains and detect and report on obstructions in
the HRI.
Coordination between rail operations and traffic management
centers - exchanging train schedules, maintenance schedules,
as well as incidents and priority messages that impact
highway-rail intersections (HRIs. Supports advanced traffic
control strategies and enhanced traveler information.
Remotely controls safeguard systems such as blast shields
and tunnel exhaust systems that are used to mitigate the
impact of incidents on transportation infrastructure.
Remotely controls Automated Highway Systems (AHS) in the
field by providing AHS use and lane-changing parameters;
could also be used for automated vehicle control through work
zones.
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Provides the capability to gather information on regional toll,
parking, and transit usage and request changes to enable
dynamic pricing for demand management.
Management of environmental sensors and assimilation of
collected data with other current and forecast road conditions
and surface weather information from weather service
providers and roadway maintenance operations.
Development, coordination, and execution of special traffic
management strategies during evacuation and subsequent
reentry of a population in the vicinity of a disaster or major
emergency. Interfaces with emergency management and
other traffic management centers.
Remotely controls ramp meters, interchange connector
meters, lane control signals, mainline meters, and variable
speed control systems.
Remotely controls HOV lane sensors, HOV lane usage
signals, and ramp meters to manage use of HOV or HOT
lanes; also detect HOV violators and notifies enforcement
agencies.
Remotely monitors traffic sensor and surveillance systems to
detect and verify incidents. Also monitors external advisory
and incident reporting systems, intermodal freight depots, and
border crossings for additional incident information. Identified
incidents are reported to operations personnel and other
centers.
Formulates an incident response that takes into account the
incident potential, incident impacts, and/or resources required
for incident management. Facilitates the dispatch of
emergency response and service vehicles and coordinates
the response with cooperating agencies.
Formats and outputs information to field equipment that
supports in-vehicle signage equipment communications.
Provides remote monitoring and control of electrical lighting
systems. It implements control plans for lighting systems that
may be activated by time-of-day plans or by activating
changes to the lighting based on traffic or incidents.
Provides traffic signal priority for transit vehicles based on
center-to-center communications with the transit management
center; also exchange traffic and transit information.

TMC Multimodal
Crossing Management

Remotely monitors and manages multimodal crossings, such
as draw bridges and other crossings between highway traffic
and other modes; does not include highway-rail intersection.

TMC Probe Information
Collection

Collects, assimilates, and disseminates vehicle probe data
collected from roadside beacons and centers controlling
transit vehicles, emergency vehicles, toll collection points, and
route-guided vehicles.
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TMC Regional Traffic
Management

Coordination between traffic management centers in order to
share traffic information between centers as well as control of
traffic management field equipment. This may be used during
incidents and special events and during day-to-day
operations.

TMC Reversible Lane
Management

Remotely controls traffic sensors, surveillance, and automated
reversible lane equipment and lane control signals to control
traffic in reversible lanes.

TMC Signal Control

TMC Speed Monitoring

TMC Traffic Information
Dissemination

TMC Traffic
Management Decision
Support

TMC Traffic Network
Performance
Evaluation

TMC Transportation
Operations Data
Collection

TMC Work Zone Traffic
Management
Traffic Data Collection
Traffic Maintenance

Remotely controls traffic signal controllers to implement traffic
management strategies at signalized intersections based on
traffic conditions, incidents, emergency vehicle preemptions,
pedestrian crossings, etc.
Remotely monitors vehicle speeds, and informs an
enforcement agency if excessive speeds are detected. Also
configures and controls speed warning systems that provide
safe speed advisories to the motorist.
Controls dissemination of traffic-related data to other centers,
the media, and travelers via the driver information systems
(DMS, HAR) that it operates.
Recommends courses of action to the traffic operator based
on current and forecast road and traffic conditions.
Recommended actions may include predefined incident
response plans, signal timing plan changes, DMS/HAR
messages, and freeway control strategies including ramp
metering and lane controls.
Measures performance and predicts travel demand patterns to
support traffic flow optimization, demand management, and
incident management. Collects data from surveillance
equipment as well as input from other management centers
including emissions, event promoters, and other TMCs.
Collects real-time information on the state of the regional
transportation system for operational use by the center. It
establishes communications with a regional repository,
requests or subscribes to information relevant to the center,
and distributes the received information for use.
Coordination with maintenance systems using work zone
images and traveler information systems (such as DMS), and
distribution of work plans so that work zones are established
that have minimum traffic impact.
Collection and storage of traffic management data. For use
by operations personnel or data archives in the region.
Monitoring and remote diagnostics of field equipment - detect
failures, issue problem reports, and track the repair or
replacement of the failed equipment.
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Transit Management
Management of fare collection at the center - includes setting
and distributing fare information, central processing of fares
for transit as well as other ITS services, links to financial
institutions and enforcement agencies.
Management of fixed route transit operations. Planning,
scheduling, and dispatch associated with fixed and flexible
route transit services. Updates customer service operator
systems, and provides current vehicle schedule adherence
and optimum scenarios for schedule adjustment.
Provide interactive traveler information to travelers (on-board
transit vehicles, at stops/stations, using personal devices),
traveler information service providers, media, and other transit
organizations. Includes routes, schedules, transfer options,
fares, real-time schedule adherence, current incidents,
weather conditions, yellow pages, and special events.

Transit Center MultiModal Coordination

Coordinate schedules with other agencies and modes,
including transit transfer cluster and transfer point information.

Transit Center
Paratransit Operations

Management of demand response transit services, including
paratransit. Planning and scheduling of these services.
Supports automated vehicle dispatch and automatically
updates customer service operator systems.

Transit Center
Passenger Counting

Receives and processes transit vehicle loading data using
two-way communications from equipped transit vehicles.

Transit Center Security

Transit Center Signal
Priority
Transit Center Vehicle
Tracking
Transit Data Collection
Transit Environmental
Monitoring

Transit Evacuation
Support

Monitor transit vehicle operator or traveler activated alarms;
authenticate transit vehicle operators; remotely disable a
transit vehicle; alert operators, travelers, and police to
potential incidents identified by these security features.
Manage transit signal priority, monitoring schedule
performance and generating requests for transit priority on
routes and at certain intersections.
Monitoring transit vehicle locations via interactions with onboard systems. Furnish users with real-time transit schedule
information and maintain interface with digital map providers.
Collection and storage of transit management data. For use
by operations personnel or data archives in the region.
Current and forecast road and weather information
assimilated from weather service providers and vehicle
probes. The information is monitored and forwarded to other
agencies to more effectively manage transit operations.
Support evacuation and subsequent reentry of a population in
the vicinity of a disaster or other emergency. Coordinate
regional evacuation plans and resources including transit and
school bus fleets.
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Collect operational and maintenance data from transit
vehicles, manage vehicle service histories, automatically
generate preventative maintenance schedules, and provide
information to service personnel.
Collects real-time information on the state of the regional
transportation system for operational use by the center. It
establishes communications with a regional repository,
requests or subscribes to information relevant to the center,
and distributes the received information for use.
Assigns individual transit vehicles to vehicle blocks and
downloads this information to the transit vehicle, updating
assignments as necessitated by changes. It also provides an
inventory management function that stores attributes about
each of the transit vehicles.
Assignment of transit operators to runs in a fair manner while
minimizing labor and overtime services, considering operator
preferences, qualifications, accumulated work hours, and
other information about each operator.
Transit Vehicle
On-board systems to collect and process transit vehicle
maintenance data including mileage and vehicle operating
conditions for use in scheduling future vehicle maintenance.
On-board systems to manage paratransit and flexible-route
dispatch requests, including multi-stop runs. Passenger data
is collected and provided to the center.
On-board systems collect transit vehicle loading data and
make it available to the center.
Collecting of data for schedule generation and adjustment onboard a transit vehicle. Supports communication between the
vehicle, operator, and center.
On-board systems provide fare collection using a traveler’s
non-monetary fare medium. Collected fare data are made
available to the center.
On-board equipment that distributes information to vehicles in
the vicinity for presentation to the driver.
On-board systems to furnish next-stop annunciation as well as
interactive travel-related information, including routes,
schedules, transfer options, fares, real-time schedule
adherence, current incidents, weather conditions, nonmotorized transportation services, and special events.
On-board video/audio surveillance systems, threat sensors,
and object detection sensors to enhance security and safety
on-board transit vehicles. Also includes silent alarms
activated by transit user or vehicle operator, operator
authentication, and remote vehicle disabling.
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On-board Transit
Signal Priority

On-board systems request signal priority through short range
communication directly with traffic control equipment at the
roadside (intersections, ramps, interchanges, etc.).

On-board Transit Trip
Monitoring

Support fleet management with automatic vehicle location
(AVL) and automated mileage and fuel reporting and auditing.

Field Secure Area
Sensor Monitoring

Field Secure Area
Surveillance

Basic Vehicle
Reception
Driver Safety
Monitoring System
Driver Visibility
Improvement System
Interactive Vehicle
Reception
Vehicle Automated
Operations

Vehicle Autonomous
Route Guidance

Security Monitoring
Security sensors monitoring facilities (e.g., transit yards) and
transportation infrastructure (e.g., bridges, tunnels,
interchanges, and transit railways or guideways) for
environmental threats, intrusion and motion, object detection,
and infrastructure integrity.
Security surveillance devices (audio/video) that monitor
facilities (e.g., transit yards) and transportation infrastructure
(e.g., bridges, tunnels, interchanges, and transit railways or
guideways).
Vehicle
Provides drivers basic transportation information including
formatted traffic advisories, event, and other traveler
information as well as broadcast alerts.
On-board systems to determine the driver’s condition, warn
the driver of potential dangers, and assess the suitability of
the driver (e.g., fitness and alertness).
On-board sensors and display to augment the driver's ability
to see objects in the vehicle path in driving conditions where
visibility is poor (e.g., bad weather, night driving).
Provides drivers with traffic, maintenance and construction,
transit, yellow pages, event, and weather information upon
request.
In-vehicle systems to support operation on the automated
portion of the highway system including the longitudinal
control, lateral control for lane change/merge and roadway
departure, regulating the vehicle speed and steering control.
Provides route guidance to a driver using a digital map stored
on-board. Advanced features may include an interface to
traveler information centers to input broadcast traffic
conditions to enhance the route calculation.

Vehicle Environmental
Probe Support

Vehicle probes with added capability and intelligence to sense
and send road conditions as the vehicle travels; may include
road conditions and surface weather information.

Vehicle Intersection
Control

On-board systems to detect an impending collision in an
intersection prior to crash impact and automatically avoid the
intersection collision. May also take input from devices in the
infrastructure.
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Vehicle Intersection
Safety Warning

Vehicle Lateral Control

Vehicle Lateral
Warning System
Vehicle Location
Determination

Vehicle Longitudinal
Control

Vehicle Longitudinal
Warning System

Vehicle Mayday I/F

Vehicle On-board
Diagnostics System
Vehicle Pre-Crash
Safety Systems
Vehicle Safety
Monitoring System
Vehicle Secure Area
Access System
Vehicle Short Range
Traveler Information
Reception
Vehicle Toll/Parking
Interface
Vehicle Traffic Probe
Support

November 2016

On-board systems to detect an impending collision in an
intersection prior to crash impact and notify the driver of the
presence of potentially hazardous situations and need for
immediate collision avoidance action. May also take input
from devices in the infrastructure.
On-board systems to provide lateral control to allow "hands
off" driving, automating the steering control function. Sensors
to detect lanes, obstacles or vehicles to the sides of the
vehicle with controls initiated by steering actuators.
On-board sensors to monitor the areas to the sides of the
vehicle and present warnings to the driver about potential
hazards.
Receives current location of the vehicle from GPS or other
positioning technology and provides this information to other
in-vehicle functions.
On-board systems to provide longitudinal control to allow "feet
off" driving, automating the function of speed control,
acceleration, and braking. Sensors to detect obstacles or
vehicles in the longitudinal path of the vehicle with controls
initiated by accelerator and/or brake actuators.
On-board sensors to monitor the areas in front of and behind
the vehicle and present warnings to the driver about potential
hazards.
In-vehicle capability for drivers or collision detection sensors
onboard a vehicle to report an emergency and summon
assistance.
This equipment package monitors on-board systems and
provides vehicle diagnostics data via short range
communications.
On-board systems to monitor the vehicle's local environment,
determine collision probability and deploy a pre-crash safety
system.
On-board systems to diagnose critical components of the
vehicle and warn the driver of potential dangers, including
steering, braking, acceleration, emissions, fuel economy,
engine performance, etc.
Provides access to controlled-access areas such as shipping
yards, warehouses, airports, and parking facilities.
Provides drivers with road condition, environmental, advisory,
and other traveler information received via short range
communications.
On-board systems to support paying toll without stopping and
pay for parking without the use of cash through the use of an
active tag interface and debit/credit card interface.
On-board systems that identify location, measure traffic
conditions such as link travel time and speed and transmit
data to a center or roadside equipment.
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Vehicle Trip Planning
and Route Guidance

Vehicle Warning
System
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In-vehicle system that coordinates with a traveler information
center to provide a suggested trip plan that is tailored to the
driver's preferences. During the trip, the route plan can be
modified to account for new information.
On-board system that shares location information with nearby
vehicles and warns the driver if there is a possibility of
collision. It also receives location information from emergency
vehicles and warns the driver of approaching emergency
vehicles.
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Appendix I – Subsystem Definitions
National ITS Architecture definitions of Subsystems are detailed below.
Archived Data Management
The Archived Data Management Subsystem collects, archives, manages, and distributes
data generated from ITS sources for use in transportation administration, policy
evaluation, safety, planning, performance monitoring, program assessment, operations,
and research applications. The data received is formatted and tagged with attributes that
define the data source, conditions under which it was collected, data transformations,
and other information (i.e., meta data) necessary to interpret the data. The subsystem
can fuse ITS generated data with data from non-ITS sources and other archives to
generate information products utilizing data from multiple functional areas, modes, and
jurisdictions. The subsystem prepares data products that can serve as inputs to federal,
state, and local data reporting systems. This subsystem may be implemented in many
different ways. It may reside within an operational center and provide focused access to
a particular agency's data archives. Alternatively, it may operate as a distinct center that
collects data from multiple agencies and sources and provides a general data
warehouse service for a region.
Commercial Vehicle Administration
The Commercial Vehicle Administration Subsystem will operate at one or more fixed
locations within a region. This subsystem performs administrative functions supporting
credentials, tax, and safety regulations. It issues credentials, collects fees and taxes,
and supports enforcement of credential requirements. This subsystem communicates
with the Fleet Management Subsystems associated with the motor carriers to process
credentials applications and collect fuel taxes, weight/distance taxes, and other taxes
and fees associated with commercial vehicle operations. The subsystem also receives
applications for, and issues special Oversize/Overweight and HAZMAT permits in
coordination with other cognizant authorities. The subsystem coordinates with other
Commercial Vehicle Administration Subsystems (in other states/regions) to support
nationwide access to credentials and safety information for administration and
enforcement functions. This subsystem supports communications with Commercial
Vehicle Check Subsystems operating at the roadside to enable credential checking and
safety information collection. The collected safety information is processed, stored, and
made available to qualified Stakeholders to identify carriers and drivers that operate
unsafely.
Commercial Vehicle Check
The Commercial Vehicle Check Subsystem supports automated vehicle identification at
mainline speeds for credential checking, roadside safety inspections, and weigh-inmotion using two-way data exchange. These capabilities include providing warnings to
the commercial vehicle drivers, their fleet managers, and proper authorities of any safety
problems that have been identified, accessing and examining historical safety data, and
automatically deciding whether to allow the vehicle to pass or require it to stop with
operator manual override. The Commercial Vehicle Check Subsystem also provides
supplemental inspection services to current capabilities by supporting expedited brake
inspections, the use of operator hand-held devices, on-board safety database access,
and the enrollment of vehicles and carriers in the electronic clearance program.
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Commercial Vehicle
This subsystem resides in a commercial vehicle and provides the sensory, processing,
storage, and communications functions necessary to support safe and efficient
commercial vehicle operations. The Commercial Vehicle Subsystem provides two-way
communications between the commercial vehicle drivers, their fleet managers, attached
freight equipment, and roadside officials, and provides HAZMAT response teams with
timely and accurate cargo contents information after a vehicle incident. This subsystem
provides the capability to collect and process vehicle, cargo information from the
attached freight equipment, and driver safety data and status and alert the driver
whenever there is a potential safety or security problem. Basic identification, security
and safety status data are supplied to inspection facilities at mainline speeds. In
addition, the subsystem will automatically collect and record mileage, fuel usage, and
border crossings.
Emergency Management
The Emergency Management Subsystem represents public safety, emergency
management, and other allied agency systems that support incident management,
disaster response and evacuation, security monitoring, and other security and public
safety-oriented ITS applications. The subsystem includes the functions associated with
fixed and mobile public safety communications centers including public safety call taker
and dispatch centers operated by police (including transit police), fire, and emergency
medical services. It includes the functions associated with Emergency Operations
Centers that are activated at local, regional, state, and federal levels for emergencies
and the portable and transportable systems that support Incident Command System
operations at an incident. This subsystem also represents other allied systems including
centers associated with towing and recovery, freeway service patrols, HAZMAT
response teams, and mayday service providers.
The subsystem manages sensor and surveillance equipment used to enhance
transportation security of the roadway infrastructure (including bridges, tunnels,
interchanges, and other key roadway segments) and the public transportation system
(including transit vehicles, public areas such as transit stops and stations, facilities such
as transit yards, and transit infrastructure such as rail, bridges, tunnels, or bus
guideways). The subsystem provides security/surveillance services to improve traveler
security in public areas not a part of the public transportation system.
This subsystem monitors alerts, advisories, and other threat information and prepares
for and responds to identified emergencies. It interfaces with other Emergency
Management Subsystems to support coordinated emergency response involving
multiple agencies. The subsystem stores, coordinates, and utilizes emergency response
and evacuation plans to facilitate this coordinated response. As the response
progresses, situation information including damage assessments, response status,
evacuation information, and resource information are shared to keep all allied agencies
appraised of the response. Interface with the Transit Management Subsystem allows
coordinated use of transit vehicles to facilitate response to major emergencies and to
support evacuation efforts. The Emergency Management Subsystem also provides a
focal point for coordination of the emergency and evacuation information that is provided
to the traveling public, including wide-area alerts when immediate public notification is
warranted.
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The subsystem tracks and manages emergency vehicle fleets using real-time road
network status and routing information from the other center subsystems to aide in
selecting the emergency vehicle(s) and routes that will provide the timeliest response.
Interface with the Traffic Management Subsystem allows strategic coordination in
tailoring traffic control to support emergency vehicle ingress and egress, implementation
of special traffic restrictions and closures, evacuation traffic control plans, and other
special strategies that adapt the transportation system to better meet the unique
demands of an emergency.
Emergency Vehicle
This subsystem resides in an emergency vehicle and provides the sensory, processing,
storage, and communications functions necessary to support safe and efficient incident
response. The subsystem represents a range of vehicles including those operated by
police, fire, and emergency medical services. In addition, this subsystem represents
other incident response vehicles including towing and recovery vehicles and freeway
service patrols. The Emergency Vehicle Subsystem includes two-way communications
to support coordinated response to emergencies in accordance with an associated
Emergency Management Subsystem. Emergency vehicles are equipped with automated
vehicle location capability for monitoring by vehicle tracking and fleet management
functions in the Emergency Management Subsystem. Using these capabilities, the
appropriate emergency vehicle to respond to each emergency is determined. Route
guidance capabilities within the vehicle enable safe and efficient routing to the
emergency. In addition, the emergency vehicle may be equipped to support signal
preemption through communications with the Roadway Subsystem.
Emissions Management
This subsystem operates at a fixed location and may co-reside with the Traffic
Management Subsystem or may operate in its own distinct location depending on
regional preferences and priorities. This subsystem provides the capabilities for air
quality managers to monitor and manage air quality. These capabilities include collecting
emissions data from distributed emissions sensors within the roadway subsystem.
These sensors monitor general air quality within each sector of the area and also
monitor the emissions of individual vehicles on the roadway. The sector emissions
measures are collected, processed, and used to identify sectors exceeding safe pollution
levels. This information is provided to traffic management to implement strategies
intended to reduce emissions in and around the problem areas. Emissions data
associated with individual vehicles, supplied by the Roadway Subsystem, is also
processed and monitored to identify vehicles that exceed standards. This subsystem
provides any functions necessary to inform the violators and otherwise ensure timely
compliance with emissions standards.
Fleet and Freight Management
The Fleet and Freight Management Subsystem provides the capability for commercial
drivers and fleet or freight managers to receive real-time routing information and access
databases containing vehicle and/or freight equipment locations as well as carrier,
vehicle, freight equipment and driver information. In addition, the capability to purchase
credentials electronically shall also be provided, with automated and efficient
connections to financial institutions and regulatory agencies, along with post-trip
automated mileage and fuel usage reporting. The Fleet and Freight Management
Subsystem also provides the capability for fleet managers to monitor the safety and
security of their commercial vehicle drivers and fleet. The subsystem also supports
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application for HAZMATcredentials and makes information about HAZMATcargo
available to agencies as required. Within this subsystem lies all the functionality
associated with subsystems and components necessary to enroll and participate in
international goods movement programs aimed at enhancing trade and transportation
safety and security.
Information Service Provider
This subsystem collects, processes, stores, and disseminates transportation information
to system operators and the traveling public. The subsystem can play several different
roles in an integrated ITS. In one role, the ISP provides a data collection, fusing, and
repackaging function, collecting information from transportation system operators and
redistributing this information to other system operators in the region and other ISPs. In
this information redistribution role, the ISP provides a bridge between the various
transportation systems that produce the information and the other ISPs and their
subscribers that use the information. The second role of an ISP is focused on delivery of
traveler information to subscribers and the public at large. Information provided includes
basic advisories, traffic and road conditions, transit schedule information, yellow pages
information, ridematching information, and parking information. The subsystem also
provides the capability to provide specific directions to travelers by receiving origin and
destination requests from travelers, generating route plans, and returning the calculated
plans to the users. In addition to general route planning for travelers, the ISP also
supports specialized route planning for vehicle fleets. In this third role, the ISP function
may be dedicated to, or even embedded within, the dispatch system. Reservation
services are also provided in advanced implementations. The information is provided to
the traveler through the Personal Information Access Subsystem, Remote Traveler
Support Subsystem, and the Vehicle Subsystem through available communications
links. Both basic one-way (broadcast) and personalized two-way information provision
are supported. The ISP is most commonly implemented as an Internet website, but it
represents any traveler information distribution service including systems that broadcast
digital transportation data (e.g., satellite radio networks) and systems that support
distribution through Field-Vehicle Communications networks. The ISP accomplishes
these roles using constantly evolving technologies like the Internet (World Wide Web
pages), direct broadcast communications (email alerts, pagers, satellite radio network
data broadcasts), communications through Field-Vehicle Communications networks, etc.
Maintenance and Construction Management
The Maintenance and Construction Management Subsystem monitors and manages
roadway infrastructure construction and maintenance activities. Representing both public
agencies and private contractors that provide these functions, this subsystem manages
fleets of maintenance, construction, or special service vehicles (e.g., snow and ice
control equipment). The subsystem receives a wide range of status information from
these vehicles and performs vehicle dispatch, routing, and resource management for the
vehicle fleets and associated equipment. The subsystem participates in incident
response by deploying maintenance and construction resources to an incident scene, in
coordination with other center subsystems. The subsystem manages equipment at the
roadside, including environmental sensors and automated systems that monitor and
mitigate adverse road and surface weather conditions. The subsystem manages the
repair and maintenance of both non-ITS and ITS equipment including the traffic
controllers, detectors, dynamic message signs, signals, and other equipment associated
with the roadway infrastructure. Additional interfaces to weather information providers
(the weather service and surface transportation weather service providers) provide
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current and forecast weather information that can be fused with other data sources and
used to support advanced decision support systems that increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of maintenance and construction operations.
The subsystem remotely monitors and manages ITS capabilities in work zones,
gathering, storing, and disseminating work zone information to other systems. It
manages traffic in the vicinity of the work zone and advises drivers of work zone status
(either directly at the roadside or through an interface with the Information Service
Provider or Traffic Management subsystems.) It schedules and manages the location
and usage of maintenance assets (such as portable dynamic message signs).
Construction and maintenance activities are tracked and coordinated with other systems,
improving the quality and accuracy of information available regarding closures and other
roadway construction and maintenance activities.
Maintenance and Construction Vehicle
This subsystem resides in a maintenance, construction, or other specialized service
vehicle or equipment and provides the sensory, processing, storage, and
communications functions necessary to support highway maintenance and construction.
All types of maintenance and construction vehicles are covered, including heavy
equipment and supervisory vehicles. The subsystem provides two-way communications
between drivers/operators and dispatchers and maintains and communicates current
location and status information. A wide range of operational status is monitored,
measured, and made available, depending on the specific type of vehicle or equipment.
For example, for a snow plow, the information would include whether the plow is up or
down and material usage information. The subsystem may also contain capabilities to
monitor vehicle systems to support maintenance of the vehicle itself and other sensors
that monitor environmental conditions including the road condition and surface weather
information. This subsystem can represent a diverse set of mobile environmental
sensing platforms, including wheeled vehicles and any other vehicle that collects and
reports environmental information.
Parking Management
The Parking Management Subsystem provides electronic monitoring and management
of parking facilities. It supports a dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) link to
the Vehicle Subsystem that allows electronic collection of parking fees. It also includes
the instrumentation, signs, and other infrastructure that monitors parking lot usage and
provides local information about parking availability and other general parking
information. This portion of the subsystem functionality must be located in the parking
facility where it can monitor, classify, and share information with customers and their
vehicles. The subsystem also interfaces with the financial infrastructure and broadly
disseminates parking information to other operational centers in the region. Note that the
latter functionality may be located in a back office, remote from the parking facility.
Personal Information Access
This subsystem provides the capability for travelers to receive formatted traffic
advisories from their homes, place of work, major trip generation sites, personal portable
devices, over multiple types of electronic media. These capabilities also provide basic
routing information and allow users to select those transportation modes that allow them
to avoid congestion, or more advanced capabilities to allow users to specify those
transportation parameters that are unique to their individual needs and receive travel
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information. This subsystem provides travelers with the capability to receive route
planning from the infrastructure at fixed locations such as in their homes, their place of
work, and at mobile locations using personal portable devices and vehicle-based
devices. In addition to end user devices, this subsystem may also represent a device
that is used by a merchant or other service provider to receive traveler information and
relay important information to their customers. This subsystem also provides the
capability to initiate a distress signal and cancel a prior-issued manual request for help.
Remote Traveler Support
This subsystem provides access to traveler information at transit stations, transit stops,
other fixed sites along travel routes (e.g., rest stops, merchant locations), and major trip
generation locations such as special event centers, hotels, office complexes,
amusement parks, and theaters. Traveler information access points include kiosks and
informational displays supporting varied levels of interaction and information access. At
transit stops, simple displays providing schedule information and imminent arrival signals
can be provided. This basic information may be extended to include multi-modal
information including traffic conditions and transit schedules along with yellow pages
information to support mode and route selection at major trip generation sites.
Personalized route planning and route guidance information can also be provided based
on criteria supplied by the traveler. The subsystem also supports electronic payment of
transit fares.
In addition to the traveler information provisions, this subsystem also supports security
and safety monitoring of public areas. This monitoring includes traveler activated silent
alarms, as well as surveillance and sensor equipment. The surveillance equipment
includes video (e.g., CCTV cameras) and/or audio systems. The sensor equipment
includes threat sensors (e.g., chemical agent, toxic industrial chemical, biological,
explosives, and radiological sensors) and object detection sensors (e.g., metal
detectors).
Roadway
This subsystem includes the equipment distributed on and along the roadway that
monitors and controls traffic and monitors and manages the roadway itself. Equipment
includes traffic detectors, environmental sensors, traffic signals, highway advisory
radios, dynamic message signs, CCTV cameras and video image processing systems,
grade crossing warning systems, and freeway ramp metering systems. HOV lane
management, reversible lane management functions, and barrier systems that control
access to transportation infrastructure such as roadways, bridges and tunnels are also
supported. This subsystem also provides the capability for environmental monitoring
including sensors that measure road conditions, surface weather, and vehicle emissions.
In adverse conditions, automated systems can be used to apply anti-icing materials,
disperse fog, etc. Work zone systems including work zone surveillance, traffic control,
driver warning, and work crew safety systems are also included. To enhance security,
safeguard systems such as blast shields, exhaust systems and other automated and
remotely controlled systems to protect transportation infrastructure is also provided. In
advanced implementations, this subsystem supports automated vehicle safety systems
by safely controlling access to and egress from an Automated Highway System through
monitoring of, and communications with, AHS vehicles. Intersection collision avoidance
functions are provided by determining the probability of a collision in the intersection and
sending appropriate warnings and/or control actions to the approaching vehicles.
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Security Monitoring
This subsystem includes surveillance and sensor equipment used to provide enhanced
security and safety for transportation facilities or infrastructure. The equipment
represented by this subsystem is located in non-public areas of transportation facilities
(e.g., maintenance and transit yards) or located on or near non-roadway parts of the
transportation infrastructure (e.g., transit railway and guideways). This subsystem also
includes surveillance and sensor equipment located on or near major roadway features
such as bridges, tunnels, and interchanges, when the equipment’s primary function is
one of security and safety. If the primary function of the equipment is traffic surveillance
or incident detection, then the surveillance or sensors would be covered as part of the
Roadway Subsystem. Similarly, the surveillance and sensor equipment for public areas
of transportation facilities is covered in the Remote Traveler Support Subsystem. The
surveillance equipment includes video (e.g., CCTV cameras) and/or audio systems. The
sensor equipment includes threat sensors (e.g., chemical agent, toxic industrial
chemical, biological, explosives, and radiological sensors), object detection (e.g., metal
detectors), intrusion or motion detection, and infrastructure integrity monitoring (e.g., rail
track continuity checking or bridge structural integrity monitoring). Limited processing of
collected sensor and surveillance data is also included in this subsystem to support
threat detection and classification.
Toll Administration
The Toll Administration Subsystem provides general payment administration capabilities
and supports the electronic transfer of authenticated funds from the customer to the
transportation system operator. This subsystem supports traveler enrollment and
collection of both pre-payment and post-payment transportation fees in coordination with
the existing, and evolving financial infrastructure supporting electronic payment
transactions. The system may establish and administer escrow accounts depending on
the clearinghouse scheme and the type of payments involved. This subsystem posts a
transaction to the customer account and generates a bill (for post-payment accounts),
debits an escrow account, or interfaces to the financial infrastructure to debit a customer
designated account. It supports communications with the Toll Collection Subsystem to
support fee collection operations. The subsystem also sets and administers the pricing
structures and includes the capability to implement road pricing policies in coordination
with the Traffic Management Subsystem. The electronic financial transactions in which
this subsystem is an intermediary between the customer and the financial infrastructure
shall be cryptographically protected and authenticated to preserve privacy and ensure
authenticity and auditability.
Toll Collection
The Toll Collection Subsystem provides the capability for vehicle operators to pay tolls
without stopping their vehicles using locally determined pricing structures and includes
the capability to implement various variable road pricing policies. Each transaction is
accompanied by feedback to the customer indicating the general status of the customer
account. A record of the transactions is provided to the Toll Administration Subsystem
for reconciliation and so that the customer can periodically receive a detailed record of
the transactions.
Traffic Management
The Traffic Management Subsystem monitors and controls traffic and the road network.
It represents centers that manage a broad range of transportation facilities including
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freeway systems, rural and suburban highway systems, and urban and suburban traffic
control systems. This subsystem communicates with the Roadway Subsystem to
monitor and manage traffic flow and monitor the condition of the roadway, surrounding
environmental conditions, and field equipment status. This subsystem coordinates with
the Maintenance and Construction Management Subsystem to maintain the road
network and coordinate and adapt to maintenance activities, closures, and detours.
Incidents are detected, verified, and incident information is provided to allied agencies,
drivers (through Roadway Subsystem highway advisory radio and dynamic message
signs), and information service providers. This subsystem also manages traffic and
transportation resources to support allied agencies in responding to, and recovering
from, incidents ranging from minor traffic incidents through major disasters. When
required, special traffic management strategies are implemented to support evacuation
and reentry. The Traffic Management Subsystem supports HOV lane management and
coordination, road pricing, and other demand management policies that can alleviate
congestion and influence mode selection. It also manages reversible lane facilities and
barrier and safeguard systems that control access to transportation infrastructure. The
subsystem communicates with other Traffic Management Subsystems to coordinate
traffic information and control strategies in neighboring jurisdictions. It also coordinates
with rail operations to support safer and more efficient highway traffic management at
highway-rail intersections. Finally, the Traffic Management Subsystem provides the
capabilities to exercise control over those devices utilized for automated highway system
(AHS) traffic and vehicle control.
Transit Management
The Transit Management Subsystem manages transit vehicle fleets and coordinates
with other modes and transportation services. It provides operations, maintenance,
customer information, planning, and management functions for the transit property. It
spans distinct central dispatch and garage management systems and supports the
spectrum of fixed route, flexible route, paratransit services, transit rail, and bus rapid
transit (BRT) service. The subsystem's interfaces allow for communication between
transit departments and with other operating entities such as emergency response
services and traffic management systems. This subsystem receives special event and
real-time incident data from the traffic management subsystem. It provides current transit
operations data to other center subsystems. It interfaces with the Emergency
Management Subsystem to allow coordinated use of transit vehicles to facilitate
response to major emergencies or evacuations. The Transit Management Subsystem
collects and stores accurate ridership levels and implements corresponding fare
structures. It collects operational and maintenance data from transit vehicles, manages
vehicle service histories, and assigns vehicle operators and maintenance personnel to
vehicles and routes. The Transit Management Subsystem also provides the capability
for automated planning and scheduling of public transit operations. It furnishes travelers
with real-time travel information, continuously updated schedules, schedule adherence
information, transfer options, and transit routes and fares. In addition, the subsystem
supports transit security features. This includes monitoring silent alarms, both passenger
and operator initiated, on-board transit vehicles. It also includes the capability to support
transit vehicle operator authentication and the capability to remotely disable a transit
vehicle. The subsystem includes the capability to monitor for a transit vehicle being off
the assigned route. The subsystem also includes the capability to alert operators and
police to potential incidents identified by these security features.
Transit Vehicle
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This subsystem resides in a transit vehicle and provides the sensory, processing,
storage, and communications functions necessary to support safe and efficient
movement of passengers. The types of transit vehicles containing this subsystem
include buses, paratransit vehicles, light rail vehicles, other vehicles designed to carry
passengers, and supervisory vehicles. The subsystem collects accurate ridership levels
and supports electronic fare collection. The subsystem supports a traffic signal
prioritization function that communicates with the roadside subsystem to improve onschedule performance. Automated vehicle location functions enhance the information
available to the Transit Management Subsystem enabling more efficient operations. Onboard sensors support transit vehicle maintenance. The subsystem supports on-board
security and safety monitoring. This monitoring includes transit user or vehicle operator
activated alarms (silent or audible), as well as surveillance and sensor equipment. The
surveillance equipment includes video (e.g., CCTV cameras), audio systems and/or
event recorder systems. The sensor equipment includes threat sensors (e.g., chemical
agent, toxic industrial chemical, biological, explosives, and radiological sensors) and
object detection sensors (e.g., metal detectors). In addition, the subsystem supports
vehicle operator authentication prior to operation of the vehicle and remote vehicle
disabling. The subsystem also furnishes travelers with real-time travel information,
continuously updated schedules, transfer options, routes, and fares.
Vehicle
This subsystem provides the sensory, processing, storage, and communications
functions necessary to support efficient, safe, and convenient travel. These functions
reside in general vehicles including personal automobiles, commercial vehicles,
emergency vehicles, transit vehicles, or other vehicle types. Information services provide
the driver with current travel conditions and the availability of services along the route
and at the destination. Both one-way and two-way communications options support a
spectrum of information services from low-cost broadcast services to advanced, pay for
use personalized information services. Route guidance capabilities assist in formulation
of an optimal route and step by step guidance along the travel route. Advanced sensors,
processors, enhanced driver interfaces, and actuators complement the driver information
services so that, in addition to making informed mode and route selections, the driver
travels these routes in a safer and more consistent manner. Initial collision avoidance
functions provide “vigilant co-pilot” driver warning capabilities. More advanced functions
assume limited control of the vehicle to maintain safe headway. Ultimately, this
subsystem supports completely automated vehicle operation through advanced
communications with other vehicles in the vicinity and in coordination with supporting
infrastructure subsystems. Pre-crash safety systems are deployed and emergency
notification messages are issued when unavoidable collisions do occur.
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Appendix J – Information Flow Definitions
An information flow is a connecting line between two elements that represents the type of
information or data that is exchanged between elements. Information can be exchanged
between elements as either one-way or two-way information flows. The table below
details information flow definitions.

Information Flow

Flow Definition

Access permission

Information returned indicating whether permission for access
is granted and instructions for proceeding.

Access request

Request for access to an access-controlled transportation
facility.

Accident report

Report of commercial vehicle safety accident. The information
may be provided as a response to a real-time query or
proactively by the source. The query flow is not explicitly
shown.

Air quality information

Aggregated region-wide measured air quality data and
possible pollution incident information.

Alarm

Information about a Commercial Vehicle or Freight Equipment
breach, non-permitted security sensitive hazmat detected at
the roadside, route deviation, or Commercial Vehicle Driver /
Commercial Vehicle / Freight Equipment assignment
mismatches which includes the location of the Commercial
Vehicle and appropriate identities.

Alarm acknowledge

Confirmation that alarm was received, instructions and
additional information for the alarm initiator, and requests for
additional information.

Alarm notification

Notification of activation of an audible or silent alarm by a
traveler in a public area or by a transit vehicle operator using
an on-board device.

Alert notification

Notification of a major emergency such as a natural or manmade disaster, civil emergency, or child abduction for
distribution to the public. The flow identifies the alert
originator, the nature of the emergency, the geographic area
affected by the emergency, the effective time period, and
information and instructions necessary for the public to
respond to the alert. This flow may also identify specific
information that should not be released to the public.

Alert notification
coordination

Coordination of emergency alerts to be distributed to the
public. This includes notification of a major emergency such
as a natural or man-made disaster, civil emergency, or child
abduction for distribution to the public and status of the public
notification.
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Flow Definition

Alert response

This flow represents the tactile or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing the response by a Commercial Vehicle
Driver or Fleet-Freight Manager that confirms or cancels an
alert.

Alert status

Information indicating the current status of the emergency
alert including identification of the traveler and driver
information systems that are being used to provide the alert.

Alerts

This flow represents the visual or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing specific alerts and messages related to
commercial vehicles (e.g. trucks not advised, trucks over 10
tons not allowed on bridge, route details). This also includes
detected route deviations and warning indications detected by
on-board sensors (e.g., safety) and freight equipment sensors
(e.g., breach, cargo).

Alerts and advisories

Assessments (general incident and vulnerability awareness
information), advisories (identification of threats or
recommendations to increase preparedness levels), and alerts
(information on imminent or in-progress emergencies). This
flow also provides supporting descriptive detail on incidents,
threats, and vulnerabilities to increase preparedness and
support effective response to threats against the surface
transportation system.

Archive analysis requests

A user request that initiates data mining, analytical
processing, aggregation or summarization, report formulation,
or other advanced processing and analysis of archived data.
The request also includes information that is used to identify
and authenticate the user and support electronic payment
requirements, if any.

Archive analysis results

Processed information products, supporting meta data, and
any associated transaction information resulting from data
mining, analytical processing, aggregation or summarization,
report formulation, or other on-line processing and analysis of
archived data.

Archive coordination

Catalog data, meta data, published data, and other
information exchanged between archives to support data
synchronization and satisfy user data requests.

Archive management data

Presentation of information to the administrator to support the
management of an ITS archive including database reports on
the condition and quality of the archived data, status of the
import and collection process, reports that monitor archive
usage, and any special requests that require direct action by
the administrator (e.g., requests for access to new data
sources).

Archive management
requests

User input from the administrator including commands,
requests, and queries that support data collection,
administration, and management of an ITS data archive.
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Archive request
confirmation

Confirmation that an archive request has been received and
processed with information on the disposition of the request.

Archive requests

A request to a data source for information on available data
(i.e. "catalog") or a request that defines the data to be
archived. The request can be a general subscription intended
to initiate a continuous or regular data stream or a specific
request intended to initiate a one-time response from the
recipient.

Archive status

Notification that data provided to an archive contains
erroneous, missing, or suspicious data or verification that the
data provided appears valid. If an error has been detected,
the offending data and the nature of the potential problem are
identified.

Archived data product
requests

A user-specified request for archived data products (i.e. data,
meta data, or data catalogs). The request also includes
information that is used to identify and authenticate the user
and support electronic payment requirements, if any.

Archived data products

Raw or processed data, meta data, data catalogs and other
data products provided to a user system upon request. The
response may also include any associated transaction
information.

Area pollution data

Measured air quality data, including measured levels of
atmospheric pollutants including ozone, particulate matter,
carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides, and operational status
of the sensors.

Arrival notification

Notification of arrival (and departure) of a motor vehicle at the
inspection station.

Arriving train information

Information for a train approaching a highway-rail intersection
that may include direction and allow calculation of
approximate arrival time and closure duration.

Asset archive data

Information describing transportation assets including
pavements, bridges, and all other infrastructure included in the
transportation network. In addition, information can cover
support assets (support equipment and systems, software,
etc.). Content may include a catalog of available information,
the actual information to be archived, and associated meta
data that describes the archived information.

Information indicating the damage sustained by transportation
Asset damage assessment assets, derived from aerial surveillance, field reports,
inspections, tests, and analyses.
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Asset inventory

Information on pavement, bridges, signs and other assets.
This includes asset location, installation information, materials
information, vendor/contractor information, current
maintenance status, and a variety of other information (e.g.,
video logs) that define the transportation infrastructure.

Asset restrictions

Restrictions levied on transportation asset usage based on
infrastructure design, surveys, tests, or analyses. This
includes standard height, width, and weight restrictions by
facility as well as special restrictions such as spring weight
restrictions and temporary bridge weight restrictions.

Asset status update

Changes to status of pavement, bridges, signs and other
assets resulting from maintenance or construction activities or
infrastructure monitoring. The updates may include changes
in installation information, materials information,
vendor/contractor information, condition, and current
maintenance status. In addition to infrastructure asset
updates, the information provided may also include status of
the maintenance and construction support assets, including
vehicle and equipment utilization and repair records.

Audit data

Information to support a tax audit.

Control commands and operating parameters provided to field
Automated roadway control
equipment that controls and monitors automated vehicle
data
operations.
Automated roadway status

Current operational status of an automated vehicle operations
facility, including the status of the field equipment and vehicles
using the facility.

Automated vehicle control
data

Instructions and control parameters for automated vehicle
operation including current system conditions and advisories,
control parameters (e.g., speed and performance profiles,
headways), maneuver coordination, and check in/checkout
instructions.

Automated vehicle status

Data provided by an automated vehicle identifying it's current
mode and operational status, current position and motion,
preferred route, and information provided to support
checking/checkout and coordinated maneuvers while on the
automated facility.

Bad tag list

List of invalid transit user tags which may have previously
failed a fare payment transaction.

Barrier system control

Information used to configure and control barrier systems that
are represented by gates, barriers and other automated or
remotely controlled systems used to manage entry to
roadways.
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Barrier system status

Current operating status of barrier systems. Barrier systems
represent gates, barriers and other automated or remotely
controlled systems used to manage entry to roadways. Status
of the systems includes operating condition and current
operational state.

Basic transit vehicle
controls

Control signal disabling or enabling transit vehicle sent as a
result of a transit vehicle operator authentication action or a
remote disable command.

Basic vehicle measures

Information provided to on-board ITS equipment from the
vehicle platform indicating current vehicle status.

Boarding and alighting

Detection of transit passenger boarding and alighting. This
flow represents the travelers' physical presence as they board
a transit vehicle that can be detected or monitored by onboard sensors.

Booking status

Status of the freight transport booking that includes the
identities of the Commercial Vehicle and driver who will pickup the freight or a request for more information from the
originator.

Border agency clearance
results

Notification regarding the granting of permission for
commercial freight shipment to enter the U.S.

Border clearance data

Trip specific data regarding the movement of goods across
international borders. Includes trip identification number. May
also include results from recent border crossing screening
events.

Border clearance data
request

Request for trip specific data regarding the movement of
goods across international borders. Includes trip identification
number. May also include results from recent border crossing
screening events.

Border clearance event

Reports clearance event data regarding action taken at
border, including acceptance or override of system decision,
and date/time stamp

Border clearance status

Notification regarding the crossing status of commercial freight
shipment scheduled to enter the U.S. Includes portions of
border agency and transportation agency clearance results,
as they become available.

Border crossing status
information

Port of entry status including current wait-times, lane
configuration and status including closures and restrictions,
and notification of incidents at the border

Border incident information

Notification of existence of incident in the vicinity of the border.
Information would include expected severity, location, time
and nature of incident. As additional information is gathered
and the incident evolves, updated incident information is
provided.
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Border incident response
status

Status of the current incident response at a border crossing,
including a summary of incident status and its impact on the
transportation system, traffic management strategies
implemented at the site (e.g., closures, diversions, traffic
signal control overrides), and current and planned response
activities.

Border information archive
data

Border inspection activities data. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Border pass/pull-in

Command to commercial vehicle to pull into or bypass border
inspection station

Border wait times archived
data

Wait time data to be archived and used for planning and
analysis activities.

Border wait times data

Measure of current, actual, or predicted wait time at border.
Measurement provided by vehicle type, lane, and type of lane
(e.g. NEXUS vs. regular).

Breach response

This is an Intermodal Freight Shipper's response to a breach
or tamper event of their freight equipment. There maybe
instructions for handling of the shipment, possible re-routing or
pickup.

Broadcast advisories

General broadcast advisories that are provided over widearea wireless communications direct to the vehicle radio.
These analog advisory messages may provide similar content
to ITS broadcast information flows, but include no digital data
component. Existing Highway-Advisory Radio (HAR) advisory
messages are a prime example of this flow.

Broadcast traveler
information

General traveler information that contains traffic and road
conditions, link travel times, incidents, advisories, restrictions,
transit service information, weather information, parking
information, and other related traveler information.

Care facility status

Information regarding facility type and capabilities, facility
status, and its ability to admit new patients.

Care facility status request

Request for information regarding care facility availability and
status.

Carrier participation report

Report that summarizes motor carrier participation in CVO
programs. Used to identify the level of active participation and
to report which enrolled carriers are not participating as
expected.
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Citation

Report of commercial vehicle citation. The citation includes
references to the statute(s) that was (were) violated. It
includes information on the violator and the officer issuing the
citation. A citation differs from a violation because it is
adjudicated by the courts. The information may be provided
as a response to a real-time query or proactively by the
source. The query flow is not explicitly shown.

Clearance notification

Notification that cargo has been cleared through customs.

Client id

A common identification number that can be used by all BIFA
agencies and organizations to reference the carrier.

Client verification
information

Information about carriers who have made border credential
applications such as commercial driver’s license information
and carrier safety status.

Client verification request

Request for information such as commercial driver’s license
information and carrier safety status.

Information describing commercial vehicle travel and
commodity flow characteristics. Content may include a
Commercial vehicle archive
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
data
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.
Information about a breach or tamper event on a Commercial
Commercial vehicle breach Vehicle or its attached freight equipment which includes
identity, type of breach, location, and time.
Commercial vehicle data

Information about the commercial vehicles cargo, credentials,
and payments.

Commercial vehicle data
request

Requests from the vehicle for information about the
commercial vehicle's cargo, credentials, and payments.

Commercial vehicle disable This flow safely disables a specific commercial vehicle.
Commercial vehicle disable This flow provides the status of the disable flag in the
status
commercial vehicle.
Commercial vehicle
measures

Commercial vehicle and driver status measured by on-board
ITS equipment.

Commercial vehicle permit

Permit for oversize, overweight, or hazmat shipments.

Commercial vehicle permit
coordination

Information for the coordination of commercial vehicle permits
for oversize, overweight, or for dangerous goods.

Commercial vehicle permit
information

Information about commercial vehicle permits for oversize,
overweight, or for dangerous goods.
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Compliance review report

Report containing results of carrier compliance review,
including concomitant out-of-service notifications, carrier
warnings/notifications. The information may be provided as a
response to a real-time query of proactively by the source.
The query flow is not explicitly shown.

Credential application

Application for commercial vehicle credentials. Authorization
for payment is included.

Credential fee coordination

Jurisdiction's rates for various credentials (IRP, IFTA, etc.)
that are exchanged between agencies.

Credentials information

Response containing full vehicle fuel tax and registration
credentials information. "Response" may be provided in
reaction to a real-time query or a standing request for updated
information. The query flow is not explicitly shown.

Credentials status
information

Credentials information such as registration, licensing,
insurance, check flags, and electronic screening enrollment
data. A unique identifier is included. Corresponds to the
credentials portion of CVISN "snapshots." The status
information may be provided as a response to a real-time
query or as a result of a standing request for updated
information (subscription). This may also include information
about non-U.S. fleets for use by U.S. authorities, and
information regarding U.S. fleets made available to Mexican
and Canadian authorities. The query flow is not explicitly
shown.

Crew movements

Visual or sensed presence of field crew location within a work
zone that is monitored to enhance work zone safety.

Crossing call

Pedestrian request to cross the roadway. This may be an
overt (e.g., push button) request from a pedestrian or the
physical presence of a pedestrian that can be detected by
sensors or surveillance systems.

Crossing permission

Signal to pedestrians indicating permission to cross roadway.

Current asset restrictions

Restrictions levied on transportation asset usage based on
infrastructure design, surveys, tests, or analyses. This
includes standard facility design height, width, and weight
restrictions, special restrictions such as spring weight
restrictions, and temporary facility restrictions that are
imposed during maintenance and construction.

CV driver credential

Driver information (e.g., identity, biometrics, address, date of
birth, endorsements, restrictions) stored on a driver’s license
or other official identification card used to identify a driver of
commercial vehicles.
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Cv driver record

Information typically maintained by a state driver licensing
agency about a driver of a commercial vehicle including driver
identification data, license data, permit data, and driving
history details. Information can correspond to a 'driver
snapshot' as described by the CVISN program. The query
flow is not explicitly shown.

Cv repair status

Information about the completion of a repair to a commercial
vehicle.

CVC override mode

This flow represents the tactile or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing the manual override of automated
pass/pull-in decisions generated by the Commercial Vehicle
Check station.

CVO driver initialization

This flow represents the tactile or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing the commercial vehicle driver and
vehicle information. This flow contains inquiries to the
commercial vehicle managing system, interaction with onboard equipment including setup, configuration, and initiation
of self-tests, and entry of carrier, driver, vehicle, and route
information.

CVO inspector information

This flow represents the visual or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing credential, safety, and preclearance
information and instructions to the commercial vehicle
inspector.

CVO inspector input

This flow represents the tactile or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing requests from the commercial vehicle
inspector to operate the commercial vehicle inspection station.

CVO pass/pull-in message

This flow represents the visual or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing a message sent to commercial vehicle
driver indicating whether to bypass or requesting pull in to
inspection/verification stop along with inspection results (e. g.,
LED indicator on transponder or variable message sign).

CVO weight and presence

Physical attribute of commercial vehicle that can be measured
(for example, weight, number of axels, axel spacing, etc.).

Daily site activity data

Record of daily activities at commercial vehicle check stations
including summaries of screening events and inspections.

Data collection and
monitoring control

Information used to configure and control data collection and
monitoring systems.

Decision support
information

Information provided to support effective and safe incident
response, including local traffic, road, and weather conditions,
hazardous material information, and the current status of
resources that have been allocated to an incident.

Demand response
passenger and use data

Data collected on board a demand response vehicle relating
to the picking up and discharging of passengers.
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Demand responsive transit
plan

Plan regarding overall demand responsive transit schedules
and deployment.

Demand responsive transit
request

Request for paratransit support.

Device control request

Request for device control action

Device data

Data from detectors, environmental sensor stations, and traffic
control devices including device inventory information.

Device status

Status information from devices

Disable commercial vehicle

A request that a specific commercial vehicle should be safely
disabled.

Driver alert response

Commercial Vehicle Driver response to a breach alert for a
Freight Equipment breach or tamper event.

Driver identity
characteristics

The physical or visible characteristics of a commercial vehicle
driver that can be measured to uniquely identify a driver.
Could be an Identification Card with a Personal Identification
Number, biometrics, or visual verification by an operator.

Driver information

Regulatory, warning, and guidance information provided to the
driver while en route to support safe and efficient vehicle
operation.

Driver inputs

Driver input to the vehicle including configuration data,
settings and preferences, interactive requests, and control
commands.

Driver log

A daily log showing hours in service for the current driver.
The query flow is not explicitly shown.

Driver parking information

Presentation of general parking information to drivers
including lot status, parking availability, and directions to
available spaces, entrances, and exits.

Driver to fleet request

Requests from the driver and vehicle for routing, payment,
and enrollment information.

Driver updates

Information displayed or otherwise conveyed by the vehicle to
the driver.

Electronic lock data

Notification to roadside (via transponder) of the presence and
status of electronic cargo locks.

Electronic lock data
request

Request from roadside for data regarding presence and status
of electronic cargo locks.

Electronic screening
request

Request for identification data to support electronic screening.
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Emergency acknowledge

Acknowledge request for emergency assistance and provide
additional details regarding actions and verification
requirements.

Emergency archive data

Logged emergency information including information that
characterizes identified incidents (routine highway incidents
through disasters), corresponding incident response
information, evacuation information, surveillance data, threat
data, and resource information. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Emergency data request

A request for additional information or a control command
issued by the emergency response agency in response to an
emergency request for assistance from a traveler.

Emergency dispatch
requests

Emergency vehicle dispatch instructions including incident
location and available information concerning the incident.

Emergency dispatch
response

Request for additional emergency dispatch information and
provision of en route status.

Emergency notification

An emergency request for assistance automatically initiated
by a vehicle or originated by a traveler using an in-vehicle or
personal device.

Emergency operations
inputs

Emergency operator inputs supporting call taking, dispatch,
emergency operations, security monitoring, and other
operations and communications center operator functions.

Emergency operations
status

Presentation of information to the operator including
emergency operations data, supporting a range of emergency
operating positions including call taker, dispatch, emergency
operations, security monitoring, and various other operations
and communications center operator positions.

Emergency personnel
information presentation

Presentation of information to emergency personnel in the
field including dispatch information, incident information,
current road network conditions, device status, and other
supporting information.

Emergency personnel
inputs

User input from emergency personnel in the field including
dispatch coordination, incident status information, and remote
device control requests.

Emergency plan
coordination

Information that supports coordination of emergency
management plans, continuity of operations plans, emergency
response and recovery plans, evacuation plans, and other
emergency plans between agencies. This includes general
plans that are coordinated prior to an incident and shorter
duration tactical plans that are prepared during an incident.
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Emergency route request

Request for access routes for emergency response vehicles
and equipment. This may be a request for ingress or egress
routes or other emergency routes.

Emergency routes

Suggested ingress and egress routes for access to and
between the scene and staging areas or other specialized
emergency access routes.

Emergency traffic control
information

Status of a special traffic control strategy or system activation
implemented in response to an emergency traffic control
request, a request for emergency access routes, a request for
evacuation, a request to activate closure systems, a request
to employ driver information systems to support public safety
objectives, or other special requests. Identifies the selected
traffic control strategy and system control status.

Emergency traffic control
request

Special request to preempt the current traffic control strategy
in effect at one or more signalized intersections or highway
segments, activate traffic control and closure systems such as
gates and barriers, activate safeguard systems, or use driver
information systems. For example, this flow can request all
signals to red-flash, request a progression of traffic control
preemptions along an emergency vehicle route, request a
specific evacuation traffic control plan, request activation of a
road closure barrier system, or place a public safety or
emergency-related message on a dynamic message sign.

Emergency traffic
coordination

Coordination supporting disaster response including
evacuation and reentry. Includes coordination of special
traffic control strategies that support efficient evacuation and
reentry while protecting and optimizing movement of response
vehicles and other resources responding to the emergency.

Emergency transit
schedule information

Information on transit schedule and service changes that
adapt the service to better meet needs of responders and the
general public in an emergency situation, including special
service schedules supporting evacuation.

Emergency transit service
request

Request to modify transit service and fare schedules to
address emergencies, including requests for transit services
to evacuate people from and/or deploy response agency
personnel to an emergency scene. The request may poll for
resource availability or request pre-staging, staging, or
immediate dispatch of transit resources.

Emergency transit service
response

Response indicating changes to transit service, fares, and/or
restrictions that will be made and status of transit resources to
be deployed to support emergency response and/or
evacuation.
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Emergency traveler
information

Public notification of an emergency such as a natural or manmade disaster, civil emergency, or child abduction. This flow
also includes evacuation information including evacuation
instructions, evacuation zones, recommended evacuation
times, tailored evacuation routes and destinations, traffic and
road conditions along the evacuation routes, traveler services
and shelter information, and reentry times and instructions.

Emergency traveler
information request

Request for alerts, evacuation information, and other
emergency information provided to the traveling public.

Emergency vehicle alert

Notification to vehicles in the area that an emergency vehicle
is in the vicinity. The number of responding vehicles, their
status, location, speed, and direction are provided.

Emergency vehicle tracking The current location and operating status of the emergency
data
vehicle.

Emissions archive data

Air quality and vehicle emissions information that is collected
by sensors or derived from models. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Emissions sensor control

Data used to configure and control vehicle emissions sensors.

Emissions violation
notification

Notification to enforcement agency of a detected vehicle
emissions violation.

Environmental conditions

Current road conditions (e.g., surface temperature, subsurface
temperature, moisture, icing, treatment status) and surface
weather conditions (e.g., air temperature, wind speed,
precipitation, visibility) that are measured by environmental
sensors.

Environmental conditions
data

Current road conditions (e.g., surface temperature, subsurface
temperature, moisture, icing, treatment status) and surface
weather conditions (e.g., air temperature, wind speed,
precipitation, visibility) as measured and reported by fixed
and/or mobile environmental sensors and aggregated by the
data collector. Attributes relating to the data collection (and
aggregation) are also included.

Environmental conditions
data status

Status of the data quality of environmental conditions data
provided by a data contributor. Includes not only status by
sensor, but statistical data regarding the quality checking of
data provided.
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Environmental probe data

Data from vehicle safety and convenience systems that can
be used to estimate environmental conditions, including
measured air temperature, exterior light status, wiper status,
sun sensor status, rain sensor status, traction control status,
anti-lock brake status, and other collected vehicle system
status and sensor information. The collected data is reported
along with the location, heading, and time that the data was
collected. Both current data and snapshots of recent events
(e.g., traction control or anti-lock brake system activations)
may be reported.

Environmental sensor data

Current road conditions (e.g., surface temperature, subsurface
temperature, moisture, icing, treatment status) and surface
weather conditions (e.g., air temperature, wind speed,
precipitation, visibility) as measured and reported by fixed
and/or mobile environmental sensors. Operational status of
the sensors is also included.

Environmental sensors
control

Data used to configure and control environmental sensors.

Equipment availability

An inventory of the maintenance and construction equipment
available at the storage facility. This flow includes the type of
equipment, enough descriptive information to indicate its
suitability for use, and its current status. This flow may
contain information for a specific type of equipment or include
all equipment available at the facility.

Equipment maintenance
status

Current status of field equipment maintenance actions.

Evacuation coordination

Coordination of information regarding a pending or in-process
evacuation. Includes evacuation zones, evacuation times,
evacuation routes, forecast network conditions, and reentry
times.

Evacuation information

Evacuation instructions and information including evacuation
zones, evacuation times, and reentry times.

Event confirmation

Confirmation that special event details have been received
and processed.

Event information

Special event information for travelers. This would include a
broader array of information than the similar "event plans" that
conveys only information necessary to support traffic
management for the event.

Event information request

Request for special event information.

Event plans

Plans for major events possibly impacting traffic.

Expected driver identity
characteristics

Driver identification information e.g. encrypted PIN codes
issued to drivers, encrypted driver biometric parameters.
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Expedited clearance
information

Includes carrier ID, importer ID, broker ID, conveyance ID,
driver ID, service options, and associated information that is
used to support expedited border clearance.

Expedited clearance
registration

Registration of the importer, carrier, conveyance, and driver,
as applicable, for border clearance programs such as FAST,
Customs Self Assessment (Canada), C-TPAT (US), PIP
(Canada), ACI (Canada), and ACE (US). Includes electronic
filing of forms and associated payment.

Expedited clearance status Status of expedited clearance registration.
External reports

Traffic and incident information that is collected by the media
through a variety of mechanisms (e.g., radio station call-in
programs, air surveillance).

Fare and price information

Current transit, parking, and toll fee schedule information.

Fare collection data

Fare collection information including the summary of on-board
fare system data and financial payment transaction data.

Fare management
information

Transit fare information and transaction data used to manage
transit fare processing on the transit vehicle.

Field device status

Reports from field equipment (sensors, signals, signs,
controllers, etc.) which indicate current operational status.

Field device status
presentation

Presentation of operational status of field equipment (sensors,
signals, signs, controllers, etc.) to field personnel.

Field device status request

User input from field personnel requesting operational status
of field equipment (sensors, signals, signs, controllers, etc.).

Field equipment status

Identification of field equipment requiring repair and known
information about the associated faults.

Fleet and freight alerts

This flow represents the visual or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing security alert status information
regarding commercial vehicle fleets and freight equipment.

Fleet and freight threat
information

Information about threats detected by commercial vehicle fleet
and freight operators. The threats include incidents involving
commercial vehicles (i.e. hijacking), unusual activities
observed by commercial vehicle operators (i.e. truck parked
under a bridge), and incidents involving freight equipment (i.e.
freight equipment tampering).

Fleet manager inquiry

This flow represents the tactile or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing an inquiry from fleet manager
requesting data from commercial vehicle management
system.
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Fleet status

This flow represents the visual or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing fleet status information including
enrollment status, safety status including inspection
summaries, detailed inspection reports, and safety ratings,
routing information, current vehicle information, and
emergency information.

Fleet to driver update

Updated instructions to the driver including dispatch, routing,
and special instructions.

Freight breach

Information about a breach or tamper event on Freight
Equipment which includes identity, type of breach, location,
and time.

Freight equipment
information

Container, trailer, or chassis information regarding identity,
type, location, brake wear data, mileage, seal #, seal type,
door open/close status, chassis bare/covered status, tethered
/ untethered status, Bill of Lading, and sensor status.

Freight monitoring
parameters

Parameters to configure the Freight Equipment for event
reporting and keep alive functions.

Freight transport booking

Booking information for the transport of freight that includes
company, contact information, point of origin, pick-up location,
drop-off location, and freight equipment identifier.

Freight transportation
status

A time-stamped status of a freight shipment as it passes
through the supply chain from manufacturer through arrival at
its final destination; including cargo movement logs, routing
information, and cargo ID’s.

The acknowledgement of satisfactory receipt of information
Government reporting data
used as input to government data systems or a report
receipt
identifying problems or issues with the data submittal.
Government reporting
system data

Information provided by an ITS archive, formatted as
appropriate, that can be used as input to government data
reporting systems.

Hazmat environmental
factors

Sensed characteristics of a vehicle that are analyzed to
indicate if the vehicle is carrying a security sensitive
substance, e.g. detection of radiation or ammonia compounds.

Hazmat information

Information about a particular hazmat load including nature of
the load and unloading instructions. May also include hazmat
vehicle route and route update information.

Hazmat information
request

Request for information about a particular hazmat load.

Hazmat spill notification

Information provided to emergency response organizations
when cargo sensors detect a release of hazardous material.
This information will include sensor information, vehicle
location and identification, and carrier identification.
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Highway control status

Current traffic control equipment status that indicates
operational status and right-of-way availability to the nonhighway transportation mode at a multimodal crossing.

HOV data

Current HOV lane information including both standard traffic
flow measures and information regarding vehicle occupancy in
HOV lanes, and operational status of the HOV monitoring
equipment.

Hri advisories

Notification of Highway-Rail Intersection equipment failure,
intersection blockage, or other condition requiring attention,
and maintenance activities at or near highway rail
intersections.

Hri control data

Data required for HRI information transmitted at railroad grade
crossings and within railroad operations.

Hri operational status

Status of the highway-rail grade crossing equipment including
both the current state or mode of operation and the current
equipment condition.

Hri request

A request for highway-rail intersection status or a specific
control request intended to modify HRI operation.

Hri status

Status of the highway-rail intersection equipment including
both the current state or mode of operation and the current
equipment condition.

Identification information

The physical characteristics of a commercial vehicle that can
be used to determine a vehicle's identity, such as a license
plate number, USDOT number, ICC number, bar code, etc.

Identities

Identification information for the Commercial Vehicle (e.g.,
license plate number or USDOT number), Freight Equipment
(e.g., container, chassis, or trailer identification), and Driver.

Incident command
information coordination

Information that supports local management of an incident. It
includes resource deployment status, hazardous material
information, traffic, road, and weather conditions, evacuation
advice, and other information that enables emergency or
maintenance personnel in the field to implement an effective,
safe incident response.

Incident command
information presentation

Presentation of information to emergency personnel in the
field that supports local tactical decision-making within an
incident command system structure.

Incident command inputs

User input from emergency personnel including incident
command status, incident information and resource
coordination.
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Incident information

Notification of existence of incident and expected severity,
location, time and nature of incident. As additional information
is gathered and the incident evolves, updated incident
information is provided. Incidents include any event that
impacts transportation system operation ranging from routine
incidents (e.g., disabled vehicle at the side of the road)
through large-scale natural or human-caused disasters that
involve loss of life, injuries, extensive property damage, and
multi-jurisdictional response. This also includes special
events, closures, and other planned events that may impact
the transportation system.

Incident information for
media

Report of current desensitized incident information prepared
for public dissemination through the media.

Incident information for
public

Report of current desensitized incident information prepared
for public dissemination through the telecommunications
system.

Incident notification

The notification of an incident including its nature, severity,
and location.

Incident notification
response

Interactive acknowledgement and verification of the incident
information received, requests for additional information, and
general information on incident response status.

Incident report

Report of an identified incident including incident location,
type, severity and other information necessary to initiate an
appropriate incident response.

Incident response
coordination

Incident response procedures and current incident response
status that are shared between allied response agencies to
support a coordinated response to incidents. This flow
provides current situation information, including a summary of
incident status and its impact on the transportation system
and other infrastructure, and current and planned response
activities. This flow also coordinates a positive hand off of
responsibility for all or part of an incident response between
agencies.

Incident response status

Status of the current incident response including a summary
of incident status and its impact on the transportation system,
traffic management strategies implemented at the site (e.g.,
closures, diversions, traffic signal control overrides), and
current and planned response activities.

Incident status

Information gathered at the incident site that more completely
characterizes the incident and provides current incident
response status.
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Information on violators

Information on violators provided by a law enforcement
agency. May include information about commercial vehicle
violations or other kinds of violations associated with the
particular entity. The information may be provided as a
response to a real-time query or proactively by the source.
The query flow is not explicitly shown.

Infrastructure conditions
data

Current condition of pavement, bridges, culverts, signs, and
other roadway infrastructure as measured by on-board
sensors or read from infrastructure-based sensors. The data
may include raw data or images (e.g., photo logs) that indicate
the current status of the infrastructure.

Infrastructure monitoring
sensor control

Data used to configure and control infrastructure monitoring
sensors.

Infrastructure monitoring
sensor data

Data read from infrastructure-based sensors that monitor the
condition or integrity of transportation infrastructure including
bridges, tunnels, interchanges, pavement, culverts, signs,
transit rail or guideway, and other roadway infrastructure.
Includes sensor data and the operational status of the
sensors.

Inspection results

Report of results of border inspection on a particular load.

Interactive traveler
information

Traveler information provided in response to a traveler
request. The provided information includes traffic and road
conditions, advisories, incidents, payment information, transit
services, parking information, weather information, and other
travel-related data updates and confirmations.

Intermodal freight archive
data

Information describing demand at intermodal freight terminals
including loading/unloading activities of trailers and
containers. Content may include a catalog of available
information, the actual information to be archived, and
associated meta data that describes the archived information.

Intermodal freight event
information

Plans for movement of intermodal freight from the depot area
possibly impacting traffic. May also include requests for
special treatment at traffic signals or dynamic lane
management systems.

Intermodal freight traffic
confirmation

Confirmation that details concerning the movement of
intermodal freight on the roadway network have been received
and processed. May also include information on traffic
conditions affecting the depot including information concerning
any special traffic control accommodations or restrictions for
commercial vehicles.

Intersection blockage
notification

Notification that a highway-rail intersection is obstructed and
supporting information.
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Intersection status

Intersection status including current operational status, signal
phase and timing information, intersection geometry, surface
conditions, warnings of potential violations or hazardous
conditions, and approaching vehicle information. This may
include information about the position, velocity, acceleration,
and turning status of approaching vehicles.

In-vehicle transaction
status

The status of an electronic payment transaction presented to
the driver by in-vehicle equipment.

ISP operations information
presentation

Presentation of information to the ISP Operator including
current operational status, parameters for broadcast
information settings, route selection controls, and travel
optimization algorithms.

ISP operator inputs

User input from the ISP system operator including requests to
monitor current system operation and inputs to affect system
operation including tuning and performance enhancement
parameters to ISP algorithms.

Lane management control

Information used to configure and control dynamic lane
management systems.

Lane management
information

System status including current operational state, violations,
and logged information.

Lane management inputs

This flow provides inputs to dynamic lane management
systems including the types of vehicles to allow in each lane.

License request

Request supporting registration data based on license plate
read during violation.

Lighting system control
data

Information used to configure and control roadside lighting
systems.

Lighting system status

Status of roadside lighting controls including operating
condition and current operational state.

Local signal preemption
request

Direct control signal or message to a signalized intersection
that results in preemption of the current control plan and
grants right-of-way to the requesting vehicle.

Local signal priority request

Request from a vehicle to a signalized intersection for priority
at that intersection.

Logged vehicle routes

Anticipated route information for guided vehicles, special
vehicles (e.g., oversize vehicles) or groups of vehicles (e.g.,
governor's motorcade) that may require changes in traffic
control strategy.
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Maint and constr
administrative information

Administrative information that is provided to support
maintenance and construction operations. This information
includes: equipment and consumables resupply purchase
request status, personnel qualifications including training and
special certifications, environmental regulations and rules that
may impact maintenance activities, and requests and project
requirements from contract administration.

Maint and constr
administrative request

Requests for maintenance and construction administrative
information or services. Requests include: requests to
purchasing for equipment and consumables resupply and
requests to human resources that manage training and
special certification for field crews and other personnel.

Maint and constr archive
data

Information describing road construction and maintenance
activities identifying the type of activity, the work performed,
and work zone information including work zone configuration
and safety (e.g., a record of intrusions and vehicle speeds)
information. For construction activities, this information also
includes a description of the completed infrastructure,
including as-built plans as applicable. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Maint and constr center
personnel inputs

User input from maintenance and construction center
personnel including routing information, scheduling data,
dispatch instructions, device configuration and control,
resource allocations, alerts, incident and emergency response
plan coordination.

Maint and constr dispatch
information

Information used to dispatch maintenance and construction
vehicles, equipment, and crews and information used to keep
work zone crews informed. This information includes routing
information, traffic information, road restrictions, incident
information, environmental information, decision support
information, maintenance schedule data, dispatch instructions,
personnel assignments, alert notifications, and corrective
actions.

Maint and constr dispatch
status

Current maintenance and construction status including work
data, operator status, crew status, and equipment status.

Maint and constr
equipment repair status

Current maintenance and repair status of the maintenance
and construction vehicle fleet and other support equipment.
This information includes a record of all maintenance and
repair activities performed.
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Maint and constr field
personnel information
presentation

Information presented to maintenance and construction field
personnel including vehicle routing and traffic information,
road restrictions, environmental information, decision support
information, maintenance schedules, dispatch instructions,
maintenance personnel assignments, vehicle maintenance
information, work zone status information, and corrective
actions.

Maint and constr field
personnel inputs

User input from field personnel including current maintenance
and construction status information as well as on-board device
control.

Maint and constr fleet
information

Information supporting maintenance of the maintenance and
construction vehicle fleet and other support equipment. This
information includes vehicle status and diagnostic information,
vehicle utilization, and coordination of when vehicles will be
available for preventative and corrective maintenance.

Maint and constr material
information

Information on materials stored on the vehicle including
quantity and current application rate.

Maint and constr
operations information
presentation

Presentation of maintenance and construction operations
information to center personnel. This information includes
maintenance resource status (vehicles, equipment, and
personnel), work schedule information, work status, road and
weather conditions, traffic information, incident information
and associated resource requests, security alerts, emergency
response plans and a range of other information that supports
efficient maintenance and construction operations and
planning.

Maint and constr resource
coordination

Request for road maintenance and construction resources
that can be used in the diversion of traffic (cones, portable
signs), clearance of a road hazard, repair of ancillary damage,
or any other incident response.

Maint and constr resource
request

Request for road maintenance and construction resources
that can be used in the diversion of traffic (cones, portable
signs), clearance of a road hazard, repair of ancillary damage,
or any other incident response. The request may poll for
resource availability or request pre-staging, staging, or
immediate dispatch of resources.

Maint and constr resource
response

Current status of maintenance and construction resources
including availability and deployment status. General
resource inventory information covering vehicles, equipment,
materials, and people and specific resource deployment
status may be included.
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Maint and constr vehicle
condition presentation

Presentation of vehicle diagnostics and operating status
information to maintenance and construction field personnel
including speed, engine temperature, mileage, tire wear,
brake wear, belt wear, maintenance and construction system
status, environmental sensor information, and other measures
associated with the operation of a maintenance vehicle.

Maint and constr vehicle
conditions

Vehicle diagnostics information that is collected, filtered, and
selectively reported by a maintenance and construction
vehicle. The information includes engine temperature,
mileage, tire wear, brake wear, belt wear, and any warnings or
alarms concerning the operational condition of the vehicle and
ancillary equipment.

Maint and constr vehicle
control

Control data sent from on-board ITS systems to control
maintenance and construction vehicle equipment, including
control of materials dispersion rate and other control functions
that will vary with vehicle type and application.

Maint and constr vehicle
location data

The current location and related status (e.g., direction and
speed) of the maintenance/construction vehicle.

Maint and constr vehicle
measures

Raw vehicle diagnostics and operating status data reported by
the maintenance vehicle platform including engine
temperature, mileage, tire wear, brake wear, belt wear, and
other operational status measures. In addition to this general
vehicle status, this flow also includes the status of
maintenance and construction-specific systems on the
vehicle.

Maint and constr vehicle
operational data

Data that describes the maintenance and construction activity
performed by the vehicle. Operational data includes materials
usage (amount stored and current application rate),
operational state of the maintenance equipment (e.g., blade
up/down, spreader pattern), vehicle safety status, and other
measures associated with the operation of a maintenance,
construction, or other special purpose vehicle. Operational
data may include basic operational status of the vehicle
equipment or a more precise record of the work performed
(e.g., application of crack sealant with precise locations and
application characteristics).

Maint and constr vehicle
status coordination

Maintenance and construction vehicle status information that
is shared between vehicles. This includes environmental
conditions and the operational status of the vehicles.

Maint and constr vehicle
system control

Configure and control data that supports remote control of onboard maintenance and construction vehicle systems and field
equipment that is remotely controlled by the vehicle. For
example, the data can be used to adjust material application
rates and spread patterns.
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Maint and constr work
performance

Overall project status and work performance information
provided to support contract administration.

Maint and constr work
plans

Future construction and maintenance work schedules and
activities including anticipated closures with anticipated impact
to the roadway, alternate routes, anticipated delays, closure
times, and durations.

Maintenance and repair
needs

Recommended strategies and schedules for maintenance of
the transportation infrastructure.

Maintenance materials
storage status

The amount and availability of maintenance materials in
storage facilities.

Manifest data

Identifies Port of Entry, date, and information on carrier and
goods, origin, etc.

Manifest receipt
confirmation

Confirmation that a shipper’s manifest has been received.

Map update request

Request for a map update which could include a new
underlying map or map layer updates.

Map updates

Map update which could include a new underlying static or
real-time map or map layer(s) update.

Multimodal archive data

Operational information from alternate passenger
transportation modes including air, rail transit, taxis, and
ferries. Content may include a catalog of available
information, the actual information to be archived, and
associated meta data that describes the archived information.

Multimodal crossing status

Indication of operational status and pending requests for rightof-way from equipment supporting the non-highway mode at
multimodal crossings.

Multimodal information

Schedule information for alternate mode transportation
providers such as train, ferry, air and bus.

Multimodal information
request

Information request for alternate mode transportation
providers such as train, ferry, air and bus.

Multimodal service data

Multimodal transportation schedules and other service
information.

Non-vehicular presence

Sensed presence of pedestrians and other non-motor vehicle
travelers at roadway crossing or control points.

On-board safety data

Safety data measured by on-board sensors. Includes
information about the vehicle, vehicle components, cargo, and
driver. The query flow is not explicitly shown.
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On-board vehicle data

Information about the commercial vehicle stored on-board (for
maintenance purposes, gate access, cargo status, lock status,
etc.).

On-board vehicle request

Request for on-board vehicle data.

Other data source archive
data

Data extracted from other data sources. A wide range of ITS
and non-ITS data and associated meta data may be provided.

Parking archive data

Data used to analyze and monitor trends in parking demand,
pricing, and operational actions. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Parking coordination

Information that enables parking management activities to be
coordinated between different parking operators or systems in
a region.

Parking demand
management request

Request to change the demand for parking facility use through
pricing or other mechanisms.

Parking demand
management response

Response to parking demand management change requests
indicating level of compliance with request.

Parking information

General parking information and status, including current
parking availability.

Parking lot data request

Request for parking lot occupancy, fares, and availability.
The request can be a subscription that initiates as-needed
information updates as well as a one-time request for
information.

Parking lot inputs

Instructions for operation of local parking facilities to support
regional traffic management objectives (e.g. which parking lot
exits to use). Also, includes inputs from traffic sensors to
support calculation of parking lot occupancy and support more
effective management of parking entrances and exits.

Parking lot reservation
confirmation

Confirmation for parking lot reservation.

Parking operator inputs

User input from the parking operator to query current status
and control the operation of the parking management system.

Parking reservations
request

Reservation request for parking lot.

Parking status

Presentation of information to the parking operator including
operational status and transaction reports.

Pass/pull-in

Command to commercial vehicle to pull into or bypass
inspection station.
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Patient status

Information that supports assessment of the patient's
condition. Information could include general categorization of
patient status, patient vital signs, pertinent medical history,
and emergency care information.

Payment

Payment of some kind (e.g., toll, parking, fare) by traveler
which, in most cases, can be related to a credit account.

Payment administration
requests

Personnel inputs that control system operations, including
requests to change toll fees, confirmation that alerts should be
provided to toll operators, management of VMT charge
policies and management of VMT account processing, etc.

Payment information
presentation

Presentation of information to personnel including revenues,
reports, operational status information, and alert information.

Payment request

Request for payment from financial institution.

Payment violation
notification

Notification to enforcement agency of a toll, parking, or transit
fare payment violation.

Personal transit information

General and personalized transit information for a particular
fixed route, flexible route, or paratransit system.

Physical presence

Detection of an obstacle. Obstacle could include animals,
vehicles, pedestrians, rocks in roadway etc.

Pollutant levels

Atmospheric pollutant levels as monitored by air quality
sensors.

Pollution data display

Presentation of information to the operator supporting both
area-wide air quality monitoring and vehicle emissions
monitoring. Includes both reference and current pollution
status details for a given geographic area.

Pollution data parameters

User input from the system operator including nominal
pollution data compliance (reference) levels for each sector of
an urban area.

Pollution sensor control

Data used to configure and control area pollution and air
quality sensors.

Pollution state data request Aggregated emissions data information request.
Position fix

Information which provides a traveler's or vehicle's
geographical position.

Pre-arrival notification

Identification of a vehicle or driver that is approaching a border
crossing.

Probe archive data

Probe data that allows calculation of travel times, volumes,
and other measures that support transportation planning.
Optionally, this flow also includes origin and destination
information for vehicles that opt to provide this information.
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Public health request

Request for specific information or recommended response
concerning an emergency involving biological or other
medically related emergency.

Public health response

Specific information or recommendation on how to treat or
respond to an emergency involving biological or other
medically related emergency.

Qualified environmental
conditions data

Current road conditions (e.g., surface temperature, subsurface
temperature, moisture, icing, treatment status) and surface
weather conditions (e.g., air temperature, wind speed,
precipitation, visibility) that has had quality checks performed
on it and has been formatted and consolidated by the Clarus
system. Attributes relating to the data collection (and
aggregation) are also included.

Rail incident response
status

Status of the rail system’s response to current incidents.

Rail system status
assessment

Assessment of damage sustained by rail lines and associated
railroad infrastructure including location and extent of the
damage, impact on current operations and necessary
restrictions, and time frame for repair and recovery.

Railroad advisories

Real-time notification of railway-related incident or advisory.

Railroad schedules

Train schedules, maintenance schedules, and other
information from the railroad that supports forecast of HRI
closures.

Registration

Registered owner of vehicle and associated vehicle
information.

Remote surveillance
control

The control commands used to remotely operate another
center's sensors or surveillance equipment so that roadside
surveillance assets can be shared by more than one agency.

Remote vehicle disable

Signal used to remotely disable a transit vehicle.

Request for bad tag list

Request for list of bad vehicle tag IDs.

Request for data review

Request that data reported about a motor carrier or driver be
reviewed for potential mis-assignment or other error.

Request for enforcement

Request for traffic enforcement of speed limits, lane controls,
etc. on a roadway including in a work zone or other special
situations.

Request for payment

Request to deduct cost of service from user's payment
account.

Request for performance
data

User input from the parking operator to request current
parking service performance data.

Request for permit

Request by fleet management for oversize, overweight, or
hazmat permit.
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Request for service

Driver inputs that summon an emergency response, request a
financial transaction, or initiate other services.

Request for vehicle
measures

Request for vehicle performance and maintenance data
collected by onboard sensors.

Request tag data

Request for tag information including credit identity, stored
value card cash, etc.

Request transit information

Request for transit service information and current transit
status.

Resource coordination

Coordination of resource inventory information, specific
resource status information, resource prioritization and
reallocation between jurisdictions, and specific requests for
resources and responses that service those requests.

Resource deployment
status

Status of resource deployment identifying the resources
(vehicles, equipment, materials, and personnel) available and
their current status. General resource inventory information
and specific status of deployed resources may be included.

Resource request

A request for resources to implement special traffic control
measures, assist in clean up, verify an incident, etc. The
request may poll for resource availability or request prestaging, staging, or immediate deployment of resources.
Resources may be explicitly requested or a service may be
requested and the specific resource deployment may be
determined by the responding agency.

Reversible lane control

Control of automated reversible lane configuration and driver
information systems.

Reversible lane status

Current reversible lane status including traffic sensor and
surveillance data and the operational status and mode of the
reversible lane control equipment.

Right-of-way request
notification

Notice that a request has occurred for signal prioritization,
signal preemption, pedestrian call, multi-modal crossing
activation, or other source for right-of-way.

Road closure notification

Notification that agency personnel have closed a road due to
adverse weather, major incident, or other reason.

Road data

Basic road facility and treatment information that supports
road conditions forecasts.

Road network conditions

Current and forecasted traffic information, road and weather
conditions, and other road network status. Either raw data,
processed data, or some combination of both may be
provided by this architecture flow. Information on diversions
and alternate routes, closures, and special traffic restrictions
(lane/shoulder use, weight restrictions, width restrictions, HOV
requirements) in effect is included along with a definition of the
links, nodes, and routes that make up the road network.
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Road network
environmental probe data

Aggregated vehicle probe information that can be used to
estimate current environmental conditions. Collected
information would include measured air temperature, exterior
light status, wiper status, sun sensor status, rain sensor
status, traction control status, ALB status, and other collected
vehicle system status and sensor information.

Road network status
assessment

Assessment of damage sustained by the road network
including location and extent of the damage, estimate of
remaining capacity, required closures, alternate routes,
necessary restrictions, and time frame for repair and recovery.

Road network traffic probe
data

Aggregated route usage, travel times, and other aggregated
data collected from probe vehicles that can be used to
estimate current traffic conditions.

Road user protection data

Current data as well as operational status from mixed
roadway and right-of-way systems.

Road user protection
device control

Control requests and operating parameters for mixed roadway
and right-of-way systems.

Road weather information

Road conditions and weather information that are made
available by road maintenance operations to other
transportation system operators.

Roadside archive data

A broad set of data derived from roadside sensors that
includes current traffic conditions, environmental conditions,
and any other data that can be directly collected by roadside
sensors. This data also indicates the status of the sensors
and reports of any identified sensor faults.

Roadside data message

Data set collected by roadside sensors to identify and
characterize a vehicle, carrier, and (potentially) driver.

Roadside transaction
status

The status of an electronic payment transaction provided
directly to the driver via sign or other roadside infrastructure.

Roadway characteristics

Detectable or measurable road characteristics such as friction
coefficient and general surface conditions, road geometry and
markings, etc. These characteristics are monitored or
measured by ITS sensors and used to support advanced
vehicle safety and control and road maintenance capabilities.

Roadway equipment
coordination

The direct flow of information between field equipment. This
includes transfer of information between sensors and driver
information systems (e.g., DMS, HAR, variable speed limit
signs, dynamic lane signs) or control devices (e.g., traffic
signals, ramp meters), direct coordination between adjacent
control devices, interfaces between detection and warning or
alarm systems, and any other direct communications between
field equipment.
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Roadway information
system data

Information used to initialize, configure, and control roadside
systems that provide driver information (e.g., dynamic
message signs, highway advisory radio, beacon systems).
This flow can provide message content and delivery attributes,
local message store maintenance requests, control mode
commands, status queries, and all other commands and
associated parameters that support remote management of
these systems.

Roadway information
system status

Current operating status of dynamic message signs, highway
advisory radios, beacon systems, or other configurable field
equipment that provides dynamic information to the driver.

Roadway maintenance
status

Summary of maintenance fleet operations affecting the road
network. This includes the status of winter maintenance
(snow plow schedule and current status).

Roadway safety data

Information about potential safety hazards in the vehicle path
such as stalled vehicles, wrong way drivers, debris, or
standing water.

Roadway treatment system Control data for remotely located, automated devices, that
control
affect the roadway surface (e.g. de-icing applications).
Roadway treatment system Current operational status of automated roadway treatment
status
devices (e.g., anti-icing systems).
Roadway warning system
control

Information used to configure and control roadway warning
systems.

Roadway warning system
status

Current operating status of roadway warning systems.

Route assignment

Route assignment information for transit vehicle operator.

Route deviation alert

An alert that indicates a deviation from a planned route has
been detected. The alert will contain the current Commercial
Vehicle location and identity.

Route plan

Tailored route provided by ISP in response to a specific
request.

Route request

Request for a tailored route based on given constraints.

Route restrictions

Information about routes, road segments, and areas that do
not allow the transport of security sensitive hazmat cargoes or
include other restrictions (such as height or weight limits).

Safe vehicle disable

Control signal disabling or enabling commercial vehicle.

Safeguard system control

Data that controls safeguard systems (remotely controlled
equipment used to mitigate the impact of incidents on
transportation infrastructure, such as blast shields, exhaust
systems, etc.).
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Safeguard system status

Current operating status of safeguard systems (remotely
controlled equipment used to mitigate the impact of incidents
on transportation infrastructure, such as blast shields, exhaust
systems, etc.). Status of the systems includes operating
condition and current operational state.

Safety inspection record

Record containing results of commercial vehicle safety
inspection.

Safety inspection report

Report containing results of commercial vehicle safety
inspection. The information may be provided as a response to
a real-time query or proactively by the source. The query flow
is not explicitly shown.

Safety inspection request

Request for safety inspection record.

Safety status information

Safety information such as safety ratings, security ratings or
flags, inspection summaries, and violation summaries. A
unique identifier is included. Corresponds to the safety and
security portion of CVISN "snapshots." The status information
may be provided as a response to a real-time query or as a
result of a standing request for updated information
(subscription). This may also include information about nonU.S. fleets for use by U.S. authorities, and information
regarding U.S. fleets made available to Mexican and
Canadian authorities. The query flow is not explicitly shown.

Safety system status

Current vehicle safety system status indicating the operating
condition of these systems and the safety status of the vehicle
and driver.

Screening event record

Results of CVO electronic screening activity.

Screening results

Results of commercial vehicle screening event at a border
crossing - reports clearance event data regarding action taken
at border, including acceptance or override of system
decision, and date/time stamp.

The range of physical and environmental characteristics
(visual, audible, presence, motion, chemical, biological,
Secure area characteristics
radiological, other) that are monitored by surveillance and
sensor systems.
Information used to configure and control threat sensors (e.g.,
thermal, acoustic, radiological, chemical), object, motion and
Secure area sensor control intrusion detection sensors. The provided information controls
sensor data collection, aggregation, filtering, and other local
processing.

Secure area sensor data

Data provided by threat sensors (e.g., thermal, acoustic,
radiological, chemical), and intrusion, motion, and object
detection sensors in secure areas indicating the sensor's
operational status, raw and processed sensor data, and alarm
indicators when a threat has been detected.
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Secure area surveillance
control

Information used to configure and control audio and video
surveillance systems used for transportation infrastructure
security in secure areas. The provided information controls
surveillance data collection, aggregation, filtering, and other
local processing.

Secure area surveillance
data

Data collected from surveillance systems used to monitor
secure areas. Includes video, audio, processed surveillance
data, equipment operational status, and alarm indicators when
a threat has been detected.

Security equipment
maintenance status

Current status of security surveillance and sensor field
equipment maintenance actions.

Security field equipment
status

Identification of security sensors and surveillance equipment
requiring repair and known information about the associated
faults.

Selected routes

Routes selected based on route request criteria.

Service request

Request to multimodal (possibly non-roadway) transit provider
for general services information and specific trip information or
reservation.

Service response

Multimodal (possibly non-roadway) transit provider services
information and trip reservation confirmations.

Shelter information

Evacuation shelter information including location, hours of
operation, special accommodations, and current
vacancy/availability information.

Short range
communications status

Status of the short range communications equipment including
the current state or mode of operation and the current
equipment status.

Shoulder management
control

Information used to configure and control systems that allow
use of a shoulder as a lane for vehicular traffic.

Shoulder management
information

System status including current operational state, violations
and logged information.

Signal control commands

Control of traffic signal controllers or field masters including
clock synchronization.

Signal control data

Information used to configure local traffic signal controllers.

Signal control device
configuration

Data used to configure traffic signal control equipment
including local controllers and system masters.

Signal control plans

Traffic signal timing parameters including minimum green time
and interval durations for basic operation and cycle length,
splits, offset, phase sequence, etc. for coordinated systems.
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Signal control status

Operational and status data of traffic signal control equipment
including operating condition and current indications.

Signal fault data

Faults from traffic signal control equipment.

Data used to configure traffic signal systems including
Signal system configuration configuring control sections and mode of operation (time
based or traffic responsive).
Speed monitoring control

Information used to configure and control automated speed
monitoring, speed warning, and speed enforcement systems.

Speed monitoring
information

System status including current operational state and logged
information including measured speeds, warning messages
displayed, and violation records.

Storage facility request

Request for information about the equipment and/or materials
available at a maintenance storage facility.

Suggested route

Suggested route for a dispatched emergency or maintenance
vehicle that may reflect current network conditions and the
additional routing options available to en route emergency or
maintenance vehicles that are not available to the general
public.

Tag data

Unique tag ID and related vehicle information.

Targeted list

List of carriers, drivers, and/or vehicles of interest for
enforcement purposes.

Tax filing

Commercial vehicle tax filing data. Authorization for payment
is included.

Threat data for analysis

Data from surveillance or sensor equipment in secure areas
provided for further analysis.

Threat information

Threats regarding transportation infrastructure, facilities, or
systems detected by a variety of methods (sensors,
surveillance, threat analysis of advisories from outside
agencies, etc.

Threat information
coordination

Sensor, surveillance, and threat data including raw and
processed data that is collected by sensor and surveillance
equipment located in secure areas.

Threat support data

Information provided to help receiving agency identify possible
threats, including biometric image processing support data.

Toll advisories

Alerts and advisories provided to toll plazas to keep toll
operators informed of identified threats that may impact toll
operations or public safety on a toll facility.
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Toll archive data

Data indicating toll facility usage and pricing schedules.
Content may include a catalog of available information, the
actual information to be archived, and associated meta data
that describes the archived information.

Toll coordination

This flow supports reciprocity between toll agencies/service
centers by exchanging information that supports reconciliation
of toll charges by customers that are enrolled with other toll
service centers. In addition to toll charge reconciliation,
exchanged information may include toll schedule information,
customer information and other toll service information that is
coordinated between toll agencies or centers.

Toll data

Current toll schedules for different types of vehicles as well as
advanced toll payment information.

Toll data request

Request made to obtain toll schedule information or pay a toll
in advance. The request can be a subscription that initiates
as-needed information updates as well as a one-time request
for information.

Toll instructions

Information provided to configure and support toll plaza
operations including toll pricing information.

Toll operator information
presentation

Information presented to the toll collection point operator,
including toll transaction information, alerts, and advisories.

Toll operator requests

User input from the toll operator to request information at the
toll collection site.

Toll probe data

Aggregate probe data derived from electronic toll collection
operations. Data collected could include vehicle speeds and
travel times for a given link or collection of links.

Toll service change request

Request to change pricing, modify restrictions, or modify
operations of a toll road facility

Toll service change
response

Response to toll service change requests indicating level of
compliance with request.

Toll transactions

Detailed list of transactions from a toll station.

Track status

Current status of the wayside equipment and notification of an
arriving train.

Traffic archive data

Information describing the use and vehicle composition on
transportation facilities and the traffic control strategies
employed. Content may include a catalog of available
information, the actual information to be archived, and
associated meta data that describes the archived information.
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Traffic characteristics

Physical traffic characteristics which are monitored and
translated into macroscopic measures like occupancy,
volume, density, and average speed. Point measures support
presence detection and individual vehicle measures like
speed.

Traffic control priority
request

Request for signal priority at one or more intersections along a
particular route.

Traffic control priority
status

Status of signal priority request functions at the roadside (e.g.
enabled or disabled).

Traffic flow

Raw and/or processed traffic detector data which allows
derivation of traffic flow variables (e.g., speed, volume, and
density measures) and associated information (e.g.,
congestion, potential incidents). This flow includes the traffic
data and the operational status of the traffic detectors.

Traffic images

High fidelity, real-time traffic images suitable for surveillance
monitoring by the operator or for use in machine vision
applications.

Traffic information for
media

Report of traffic conditions including traffic incident reports and
traffic images for public dissemination through the media.
The reports may also include information on diversions and
alternate routes, closures, and special traffic restrictions in
effect.

Traffic metering control

Control commands and operating parameters for ramp
meters, interchange meters, mainline meters, and other
systems equipment associated with roadway metering
operations.

Traffic metering status

Current operational status and operating parameters for ramp
meters, interchange meters, mainline meters and other control
equipment associated with roadway metering operations.

Traffic operator data

Presentation of traffic operations data to the operator including
traffic conditions, current operating status of field equipment,
maintenance activity status, incident status, video images,
security alerts, emergency response plan updates and other
information. This data keeps the operator appraised of
current road network status, provides feedback to the operator
as traffic control actions are implemented, provides
transportation security inputs, and supports review of historical
data and preparation for future traffic operations activities.

Traffic operator inputs

User input from traffic operations personnel including requests
for information, configuration changes, commands to adjust
current traffic control strategies (e.g., adjust signal timing
plans, change DMS messages), and other traffic operations
data entry.
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Traffic probe data

Vehicle data that is used to determine traffic conditions. In a
basic implementation, the data could be limited to time
stamped unique identifiers that can be used to measure a
vehicle’s progress through the network. In more advanced
implementations, the vehicle may report current position,
speed, and heading and snapshots of recent events including
route information, starts and stops, speed changes, and other
information that can be used to estimate traffic conditions.

Traffic probe reporting
management

Data used to manage probe data reporting by vehicles. This
flow indicates to the vehicle when to report probe data, the
type of probe data to send, and thresholds for nominal
conditions when sending data can be skipped.

Traffic sensor control

Information used to configure and control traffic sensor
systems.

Traffic violation notification

Notification to enforcement agency of a detected traffic
violation including speed violations, HOV violations, and
dynamic lane violations.

Transaction status

Response to transaction request. Normally dealing with a
request for payment.

Transit and fare schedules

Transit service information including routes, schedules, and
fare information.

Transit archive data

Data used to describe and monitor transit demand, fares,
operations, and system performance. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Transit demand
management request

Request to change the demand for transit facility use through
pricing or other mechanisms.

Transit demand
management response

Response to transit demand management change requests
indicating level of compliance with request.

Transit emergency data

Initial notification of transit emergency at a transit stop or on
transit vehicles and further coordination as additional details
become available and the response is coordinated.

Transit fare and passenger
status

Information provided from the traveler location that supports
fare payments, passenger data, and associated recordkeeping.

Transit fare coordination

Fare and pricing information shared between local/regional
transit organizations.

Transit fare information

Information provided by transit management that supports fare
payment transactions and passenger data collection.

Transit incident information

Information on transit incidents that impact transit services for
public dissemination.
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Transit incidents for media

Report of an incident impacting transit operations for public
dissemination through the media.

Transit information for
media

Report of transit schedule deviations for public dissemination
through the media.

Transit information request

Request for transit operations information including schedule
and fare information. The request can be a subscription that
initiates as-needed information updates as well as a one-time
request for information.

Transit information user
request

Request for special transit routing, real-time schedule
information, and availability information.

Transit multimodal
information

Transit schedule information for coordination at modal
interchange points.

Transit operations
personnel inputs

User input from transit operations personnel including
instructions governing service availability, schedules,
emergency response plans, transit personnel assignments,
transit maintenance requirements, and other inputs that
establish general system operating requirements and
procedures.

Transit operations status

Presentation of information to transit operations personnel
including accumulated schedule and fare information,
ridership and on-time performance information, emergency
response plans, transit personnel information, maintenance
records, and other information intended to support overall
planning and management of a transit property.

Transit probe data

Aggregate probe data derived from tracking transit vehicles.
Data collected could include transit vehicle speeds and travel
times for a given link or collection of links.

Transit request
confirmation

Confirmation of a request for transit information or service.

Transit schedule
adherence information

Dynamic transit schedule adherence and transit vehicle
location information.

Transit schedule
information

Current and projected transit schedule information used to
initialize the transit vehicle with a vehicle assignment, monitor
schedule performance, and develop corrective actions onboard.

Transit service coordination

Schedule coordination information shared between
local/regional transit organizations.

Transit service information

Transit service information including routes, schedules, and
fare information as well as dynamic transit schedule
adherence and transit vehicle location information.
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Transit system data

Current transit system operations information indicating
current transit routes, the level of service on each route, and
the progress of individual vehicles along their routes for use in
forecasting demand and estimating current transportation
network performance.

Transit system status
assessment

Assessment of damage sustained by the public transportation
system including location and extent of the damage, current
operational status including an estimate of remaining capacity
and necessary restrictions, and time frame for repair and
recovery.

Transit traveler information

Transit information prepared to support transit users and other
travelers. It contains transit schedules, real-time arrival
information, fare schedules, alerts and advisories, and general
transit service information.

Transit traveler information
coordination

Transit schedules, real-time arrival information, fare
schedules, and general transit service information shared
between transit organizations to support transit traveler
information systems.

Transit traveler request

Request by a Transit traveler to summon assistance, request
transit information, or request any other transit services.

Transit trip plan

An origin-destination transit trip that may involve multiple
modes and connections. (could use current trip plan that is
PIAS to ISP, but since this is center to center a separate AF
might be called for).

Transit trip request

Request for a transit trip plan that is responsive to traveler
requirements such as schedule, cost, or duration.

Transit user information

Information about individual transit users boarding a transit
vehicle, used to track a user's progress on a scheduled transit
trip.

Transit vehicle conditions

Operating conditions of transit vehicle (e.g., engine running,
oil pressure, fuel level and usage).

Transit vehicle loading data

Data collected on board the transit vehicle relating to
passenger boarding and alighting.

Transit vehicle location
data

Current transit vehicle location and related operational
conditions data provided by a transit vehicle.

Transit vehicle measures

Transit vehicle status measured by on-board ITS equipment.

Transit vehicle operator
authentication information

Information regarding on-board transit operator authentication

Transit vehicle operator
authentication update

Results of authentication process or update of on-board
authentication database.
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Transit vehicle operator
availability

Transit vehicle operator availability data that can be used to
develop vehicle operator assignments and detailed operations
schedules.

Transit vehicle operator
display

Visual and audible outputs to the transit vehicle operator
including vehicle surveillance information, alarm information,
vehicle system status, information from the operations center,
and information indicating the status of all other on-board ITS
services.

Transit vehicle operator
information

Transit service instructions, wide area alerts, traffic
information, road conditions, and other information for both
transit and paratransit operators.

Transit vehicle operator
inputs

Transit vehicle operator inputs to on-board ITS equipment,
including tactile and verbal inputs. Includes authentication
information, on-board system control, emergency requests,
and fare transaction data.

Transit vehicle schedule
performance

Estimated times of arrival and anticipated schedule deviations
reported by a transit vehicle.

Transportation border
clearance assessment

Includes directions for commercial driver to proceed to nearest
vehicle weigh and inspection station for further review if
required.

Transportation information
for operations

Information on the state of transportation system operations
including traffic and road conditions, advisories, incidents,
transit service information, weather information, parking
information, and other related data.

Transportation system
status

Current status and condition of transportation infrastructure
(e.g., tunnels, bridges, interchanges, TMC offices,
maintenance facilities). In case of disaster or major incident,
this flow provides an assessment of damage sustained by the
surface transportation system including location and extent of
the damage, estimate of remaining capacity and necessary
restrictions, and time frame for repair and recovery.

Transportation weather
information

Current and forecast road conditions and weather information
(e.g., surface condition, flooding, wind advisories, visibility,
etc.) associated with the transportation network. This
information is of a resolution, timeliness, and accuracy to be
useful in transportation decision making.

Transportation weather
information request

A request for transportation weather information that may
specify the area of interest (a geographic region, particular
routes within a region, specific road segments), the type of
information that is required, the desired spatial resolution of
the information, and time horizon.
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Travel service information

Information supplied by a service provider (e.g., a hotel or
restaurant) that identifies the service provider and provides
details of the service offering. This flow covers initial
registration of a service provider and subsequent submittal of
new information and status updates so that data currency is
maintained.

Travel service information
request

Requests for travel service information. This flow supports
initial registration of service providers and requests for
additional traveler service information from registered
providers.

Travel service reservation
request

Reservation request for traveler services (e.g. for a hotel or
restaurant) including billing information when applicable.

Travel service reservations

Traveler service (e.g., for a hotel or restaurant) reservation
information and status, including information on associated
billing transactions, when applicable.

Travel services information

Travel service information and reservations for tourist
attractions, lodging, dining, service stations, emergency
services, and other services and businesses of interest to the
traveler.

Travel services request

Request for travel service information including tourist
attractions, lodging, restaurants, service stations, and
emergency services. The request identifies the type of
service, the area of interest, optional reservation request
information, parameters that are used to prioritize or filter the
returned information, and sorting preferences.

Traveler alerts

Traveler information alerts reporting congestion, incidents,
adverse road or weather conditions, parking availability, transit
service delays or interruptions, and other information that may
impact the traveler. Relevant alerts are provided based on
traveler-supplied profile information including trip
characteristics and preferences.

Traveler archive data

Data associated with traveler information services including
service requests, facility usage, rideshare, routing, and
traveler payment transaction data. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Traveler card information

The traveler personal information such as name, address,
license number, and trip records and profile data.

Traveler card update

Information updated concerning traveler's personal data
including items such as address, trip records, and profile data.

Traveler information for
media

General traveler information regarding incidents, unusual
traffic conditions, transit issues, or other advisory information
that has been desensitized and provided to the media.
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Traveler inputs

User input from a traveler to summon assistance, request
travel information, make a reservation, or request any other
traveler service.

Traveler interface updates

Visual or audio information (e.g., routes, messages, guidance,
emergency information) that is provided to the traveler.

Traveler payment
information

Payment information for road use charges.

Traveler payment request

Request for payment for road use charges.

Traveler profile

Information about a traveler including equipment capabilities,
personal preferences, and traveler alert subscriptions.

Traveler request

A request for traveler information including traffic, transit, toll,
parking, road weather conditions, event, and passenger rail
information. The request identifies the type of information, the
area of interest, parameters that are used to prioritize or filter
the returned information, and sorting preferences.

Trigger area

A geographic area a commercial motor vehicle crosses into,
which initiates a request to compile and transmit a safety data
message. May be associated with a time period.

Trigger area definition

Information that defines the desired trigger area for wireless
roadside inspection safety data message submission.

Trigger area notification

Notification to activate wireless roadside inspection safety
data message collection.

Trigger control

Controls to enable or disable a particular trigger.

Trip confirmation

Acknowledgement by the driver/traveler of acceptance of a
trip plan with associated personal and payment information
required to confirm reservations.

Trip declaration identifiers

Specific identifiers extracted from notification containing
information regarding pending commercial freight shipment
into the U.S. Includes carrier, vehicle, and driver identification
data.

Trip identification number

The unique trip load number for a specific cross-border
shipment.

Trip identification number
input

Commercial vehicle driver input containing the unique trip load
number for a specific cross-border shipment.

Trip log

Driver's daily log, vehicle location, mileage, and trip activity
(includes screening, inspection and border clearance event
data as well as fare payments).

Trip log information

This flow represents the tactile or auditory interface with ITS
equipment containing the information entered into the trip log,
or request for update.
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Trip log request

Request for trip log.

Trip plan

A travel itinerary identifying a route and associated traveler
information and instructions identifying recommended modes
and transfer information, ride sharing options, and transit and
parking reservation information.

Trip request

Request for trip planning services that identifies the trip origin,
destination(s), timing, preferences, and constraints. The
request may also include a request for transit and parking
reservations and ridesharing options associated with the trip.

User VMT account reports

Reports on VMT charges

User VMT account setup

Billing information, vehicle information (or registration
information), and requests for reports.

Information used to configure and control variable speed limit
systems including the equipment used to provide current
Variable speed limit control speed limits and other information to drivers and the
equipment used to monitor traffic and environmental
conditions along the roadway.
Variable speed limit status

Current operating status of the variable speed limit systems
including the state of the equipment.

Vehicle characteristics

The physical or visible characteristics of an individual vehicle
that can be measured to classify a vehicle and imaged to
uniquely identify a vehicle.

Vehicle control

Vehicular control commands

Vehicle control
coordination

Coordination of control commands between leader and
follower vehicles allowing vehicles to join and separate from
groups of cooperative vehicles, sharing performance
capabilities, and coordinating maneuvers between lead and
following vehicles.

Vehicle diagnostics data

Information about the vehicle and its current operational status
that supports vehicle performance monitoring, service, and
repair. The flow identifies the vehicle and vehicle type and
provides information about the vehicle's current operational
status, the current performance of engine-related
components, and notification of any identified malfunctions.

Vehicle emissions data

Measured emissions of specific vehicles comprised of exhaust
pollutants including hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and
nitrogen oxides.
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Vehicle intersection safety
data

Vehicle path and acceleration data provided by vehicles
approaching or occupying an intersection. It identifies the
intersection, vehicle position and motion, the anticipated lane
and movement that will be used in the intersection, and
notification of potential violations or other detected safety
hazards.

Vehicle occupancy

The number of occupants detected by the vehicle.

Parking information for in-vehicle display that is provided to
vehicles approaching or in parking facilities. The information
provided would include static sign information (e.g., guide
Vehicle parking information
signs, service signs, height, width, and weight restrictions, and
directional signs) and dynamic information (e.g., current
parking availability and locations).

Vehicle payment
information

Information provided for payment of tolls and parking fees
including identification that can be used to identify the
payment account or source and related vehicle and service
information that are used to determine the type and price of
service requested.

Vehicle payment request

Request for information supporting toll and parking payments.

Vehicle payment update

Data written to vehicle equipment to support electronic toll
collection or parking payment.

Vehicle profile

Information about a vehicle including vehicle type and
equipment capabilities.

Vehicle safety data

Vehicle safety data indicating vehicle location, vehicle motion
(speed, heading, acceleration), vehicle control (brakes,
steering, throttle, exterior lights), basic vehicle characteristics
(length, width). May also include additional vehicle status
(e.g., anti-lock brake activation, stability control system
activation).

Vehicle signage data

In-vehicle signing data that augments regulatory, warning, and
informational road signs and signals. The information
provided would include static sign information (e.g., stop,
curve warning, guide signs, service signs, and directional
signs) and dynamic information (e.g., current signal states,
grade crossing information, local traffic and road conditions,
advisories, and detours).

Video surveillance control

Information used to configure and control video surveillance
systems.
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Violation notification

Notification to enforcement agency of a violation. The
violation notification flow describes the statute or regulation
that was violated and how it was violated (e. g., overweight on
specific axle by xxx pounds or which brake was out of
adjustment and how far out of adjustment it was). A violation
differs from a citation because it is not adjudicated by the
courts.

VMT cost data

VMT charges per link.

VMT data

A vehicle’s road use history that records where the vehicle
has traveled over time. Optionally includes vehicle speeds as
well as distance traveled for some applications. Information is
accurate enough to distinguish between adjacent roads,
adjacent lanes, and identify direction of travel on the roads.

VMT data for ISP

Road use charge rate policies for distribution to travelers.

VMT equipment fault

Provides fault status of the VMT data collection equipment in
a vehicle and vehicle image and other characteristics to allow
independent identification of the vehicle and its owner.

VMT equipment status

Provides an indication of the operational status of the VMT
data collection equipment in a vehicle. Also indicates vehicle
ID (VIN) so that the registration of the equipment to a specific
vehicle can be verified and confirmed by comparison with
vehicle characteristics.

VMT payment coordination

Coordinate apportionment of VMT data or charges between
jurisdictions (e.g. federal government, states, various
jurisdictions that might be public or private within a state).
Apportionment reconciliation includes either sharing
information about VMT data in other jurisdictions (so that the
Other Payment Administration subsystems can make
appropriate charges), or sharing revenue collected. When
sharing revenue, this flow also includes VMT charging rate
policies

Voice-based alert
notification

Information to be distributed to the traveling public via voice
regarding a major emergency such as a natural or man-made
disaster, civil emergency, severe weather or child abduction.
The flow may identify the alert originator, the nature of the
emergency, the geographic area affected by the emergency,
the effective time period, and information and instructions
necessary for the public to respond to the alert. The content of
this architecture flow may be specially formatted for voicebased traveler information.

Voice-based traveler
information

Traveler information sent to the telecommunications systems
for traveler information terminator. This flow may represent
the bulk transfer of traveler information, including traffic
conditions, incident information, transit information and
weather and road condition information. It may be specially
formatted for voice-based traveler information.
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Voice-based traveler
request

The electronic traveler information request from the
telecommunications systems for traveler information
terminator. It may be specifically formatted for voice-based
traveler requests. The request can be a general subscription
intended to initiate a continuous or regular data stream or a
specific request intended to initiate a one-time response from
the recipient.

Weather archive data

Accumulated forecasted and current weather data (e.g.,
temperature, pressure, wind speed, wind direction, humidity,
precipitation, visibility, light conditions, etc.) as well as
qualified environmental sensor data. Content may include a
catalog of available information, the actual information to be
archived, and associated meta data that describes the
archived information.

Weather information

Accumulated forecasted and current weather data (e.g.,
temperature, pressure, wind speed, wind direction, humidity,
precipitation, visibility, light conditions, etc.).

Weigh-in-motion
information

Information from commercial vehicle virtual weigh-in-motion
systems including vehicle weight, vehicle dimensions, vehicle
identification and driver identification.

Widearea statistical
pollution information

Aggregated region-wide measured emissions data and
possible pollution incident information.

Work plan coordination

Coordination of work plan schedules and activities between
maintenance and construction organizations or systems. This
information includes the work plan schedules and comments
and suggested changes that are exchanged as work plans are
coordinated and finalized.

Work plan feedback

Comments and suggested changes to proposed construction
and maintenance work schedules and activities. This
information influences work plan schedules so that they
minimize impact to other system operations and the overall
transportation system.

Work zone information

Summary of maintenance and construction work zone
activities affecting the road network including the nature of the
maintenance or construction activity, location, impact to the
roadway, expected time(s) and duration of impact, anticipated
delays, alternate routes, and suggested speed limits. This
information may be augmented with images that provide a
visual indication of current work zone status and traffic
impacts.

Work zone status

Current work zone status including current location (and future
locations for moving work zones), impact to the roadway,
required lane shifts, expected time(s) and duration of impact,
anticipated delays, alternate routes, and suggested speed
limits.
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Work zone warning

Warnings provided to maintenance and construction field
personnel, indicating a work zone emergency or safety issue
such as the intrusion of a vehicle into the work zone area or
movement of field crew into the travel lanes.

Work zone warning device
control

Data used to configure and control work zone safety
monitoring and warning devices.

Work zone warning
notification

Notification of a work zone emergency or safety issue. This
flow identifies that a work zone emergency or safety issue has
occurred so that warnings may be generated by more than
one system in the work zone.

Work zone warning status

Status of a work zone safety monitoring and warning devices.
This flow documents system activations and includes
additional supporting information (e.g., an image) that allows
verification of the alarm.
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Appendix K – Supporting Documents
The following table lists key source documents referred to during update of the MD
Architecture.

Document Name

Subject
Agency

Date

Use

2008 MD Annual Mileage Report
Baltimore Regional Architecture

SHA
BROC

Jan-09
Nov-01

Baltimore Region Transportation
Incident-Response Plan
Baltimore-Washington Airport Facts
and Figures
http://www.bwiairport.com/en/aboutbwi/factsfigures
CHART Functional Vision
CHART Statewide Architecture
Projects 02-28-2005
CHART System Architecture
Joint CCTV Camera System
Requirements

BROC

Jul-04

MDOT

2008

Description of Region
Operational Concept,
Description of Elements
List of Agreements,
Operational Concept
Description of Region

CHART
MDOT

Jan-01
2005

CHART
SHA/
Montgomery
County
Maryland Consolidated Transportation
MDOT
Plan FY2008 (Portions)
Maryland ITS Generic Architecture
CHART

Maryland Port Administration
(www.mpa.state.md.us/info/index.htm)
Maryland Statewide ITS Architecture

Maryland Transit Administration
Annual Report 2008
Metropolitan Area Transportation
Operations Coordination (MATOC)
Brochure
Multi-Jurisdictional Transportation
Telecommunications Study
MWCOG Washington Regional ITS
Architecture (2005 Update)
National ITS Architecture Version 6.1
(http://www.iteris.com/itsarch)
Public Safety Communications
Interoperability in Maryland
Regional Operations Coordination
(ROC) Study

MPA

Sep-00
Nov-01

2005

Operational Concept
List of Projects,
Operational Concept
Operational Concept
Operational Concept,
List of Agreements
List of Projects

Jan-05

Operational Concept,
Regional Architecture
Diagrams
Ongoing Description of Region

CHART

Apr-05

Operational Concept,
Regional Architecture
Diagrams
Description of Region

MTA

Mar-09

MWCOG

Nov-08

MWCOG/
CHART
MWCOG

Jun-03
Dec 05

FHWA/FTA

Dec-08

MD IPT

Feb-05

Operational Concept,
Regional Architecture
Diagrams
Regional Architecture
Diagrams
Operational Concept

CHART

Nov-98

Operational Concept

Operational Concept,
Regional Architecture
Diagrams
Operational Concept
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Regional Integrated Transportation
Information System (RITIS); Concept
of Operations; Working Document
United States Census Report
WMATA Facts and Figures
www.wmata.com
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Subject
Agency

Date

UMD CATT

Apr-07

US Census
WMATA

2000
2008

Use
Operational Concept,
Regional Architecture
Diagrams
Description of Region
Description of Region
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